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This thesis provides an insight into corporate social responsibility (CSR) in China from cultural 
and political perspectives. The existing literature does not demonstrate an ideal understanding 
of CSR based on the cultural and political realities in China. Moreover, there is a clear 
recognition of corporations’ and enterprises’ social responsibility in Chinese corporations 
legislation and regulations. This thesis addresses these issues and provides a CSR framework 
for the further development of CSR in China. 
This thesis proposes the idea that Chinese culture and contemporary Chinese politics are not 
isolated, but are closely connected and with mutual effects on one another. Based on Chinese 
culture and political tradition, this thesis explores the cultural source and political source of 
CSR in China. It is argued in this thesis that Chinese CSR includes at least three main categories: 
(1) responsibility to the environment and sustainable development; (2) responsibility to the 
country; (3) and responsibility to other stakeholders. The three categories cover the 
environment, the country, the government, local community, customers, employees, suppliers, 
business partners, and creditors, which gives support for a stakeholder corporate governance 
model in China. The shareholder primacy model is also dealt with in this thesis. The thesis 
suggests that higher CSR should be expected of SOEs than for private companies, as there are 
many indications that SOEs are seen as the major driving force of the economy and promoting 
social responsibilities that affect major parts of the society in China. 
This thesis proposes improvements to the legislation of CSR in China. The Chinese legislator 
should consider the cultural and political realities of China as part of any further law reform 
regarding CSR. Also, CSR legislation needs to ensure that corporations actually meet the social 
expectations and be complied with by all corporations and enterprises. A mandatory reporting 
system; a list of CSR activities; penalties for breaches; a specialised CSR department; and 
policy for companies regarding CSR issues; and methods to measure a company’s performance 
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Definitions and Explanations of Terms1 
Article / Section: These terms are used as synonyms. The term ‘Section’ is more frequently 
used in statutes. However, the term ‘Article’ is more often used in different versions of 
translation of Chinese statutes. This thesis uses ‘Article’ in connection to Chinese laws and 
legislation. 
Corporation/s / Company/ies: These terms are used as synonyms. 
Company/ies Corporation/s: These terms are used as synonyms. 
Enterprise/s: This term includes company/ies or corporation/s. In this thesis, this term is 
primarily used in connection to state-owned enterprises (SOEs) 
Dao/Tao 道 Way: a very complex concept, referring to way, truth, or moral principles. Due to 
the translation issue, Dao and Tao are nothing but two versions of translation of ‘道 ’. 
Additional, Daoism/Daoist is as same as Taoism/Taoist. The two versions of translation are 
used as synonyms in order to keep the origin of others’ work. 
De 德 Virtue: a very complex concept, initially related to the notion of charisma derived from 
power and gift-giving, developing into an ethical term denoting self-possession and orientation 
towards moral action. 
Junzi 君子  Superior Man: often used to denote an ideally ethical and capable person; 
sometimes simply meaning a power holder, which is its original sense. 
                                                          
1 Based on Andreas Rasche, Mette Morsing, and Jeremy Moon, Corporate Social Responsibility: Strategy, 
Communication, Governance (Cambridge University Press 2017); Confucius, translated by James Legge, The 
Analects of Confucius: An Online Teaching Translation (Robert Eno, 2015), 
<http://www.indiana.edu/~p374/Analects_of_Confucius_(Eno-2015).pdf>; Translated by A Charles Muller, 
《中庸》[The Doctrine of the Mean], <http://www.acmuller.net/con-dao/docofmean.html>;《中华人民共和国
公司法》[Company Law of the People’s Republic of China] (People’s Republic of China) National People’s 
Congress, 26 October 2018; 《关于在上市公司建立独立董事制度的指导意见》[Guidance on the 
Establishment of Independent Director System in Listed Companies] (People’s Republic of China) China 
Securities Regulatory Commission, Order No [2001]12, 16 August 2001; and 《上市公司治理准则》[The 
Principles of Listed Company Governance] (People’s Republic of China) China Securities Regulatory 
Commission, Order No [2018] 29, 30 Spetember 2018. 
iv 
 
Li 礼 Rite or Good manners: the ritual institutions of the Zhou, of which Confucius was 
master; the range of behaviour subject to the broad category denoted by this term ranges from 
political protocol to court ceremony, religious rite to village festival, daily etiquette to 
disciplines of personal conduct when alone. 
Ren 仁 Benevolence: a comprehensive ethical virtue: benevolence, humaneness, goodness; the 
term is so problematic that many Analects passages show disciples trying to pin Confucius 
down on its meaning. 
Xiao 孝 Filial piety: a traditional cultural imperative, obedience to parents, raised to a subtle 
level of fundamental self-discipline and character building. 
Xiaoren 小人 Inferior Man: the opposite of Junzi. 
Xin 信 Trustworthiness/Faithfulness: derived from the concept of promise keeping, meaning 
reliability for others, but also unwavering devotion to principle. 
Yi 义 righteousness: often a complement to ren, denoting morally correct action choices, or 
the moral vision that allows one to make them. 
Yin 阴 and Yang 阳: the basic elements of reality that oppose each other but mutually exist; 
always appear in a pair: when yin refers to coldness, moon, earth, and female respectively, then 
yang refers to hotness, sun, sky, and male respectively. 
Yong 勇 Valour: in a feudal era marked by incessant warfare, bold warriors and adventurers 
were common; for Confucians, valour concerns risk taking on behalf of ethical principle.  
Zhong 忠 Loyalty: denoting not only loyalty to one’s superiors or peers, or to individuals, but 
also to office; an alignment of self with the interests of others, or of the social group as a whole. 
Board of directors: a recognised group of people who jointly oversee the activities of an 
organisation. In this thesis, this term primarily used in connection to companies.  The board’s 
powers, duties, and responsibilities are determined by laws, governmental regulations, and the 
constitution of the company. According to Chinese corporate law, a board of directors contains 
at least three directors. Board of directors is accountable to the shareholders’ meeting or general 
meeting and owes the duty of fidelity and diligence to the company. 
Board of supervisors: a recognised group of people who jointly supervise the activities of an 
organisation. In this thesis, this term primarily used in connection to companies. According to 
v 
 
Chinese corporate law, a board of supervisors contains at least three supervisors. Board of 
supervisors owes the duty of fidelity and diligence to the company. Board of supervisor is 
entitled to supervise the activities of the company and the conduct of directors and senior 
management personnels.  
Corporation runs society: a system that state-owned enterprises provide social services and 
welfare to employees and their families in the early stage of PRC. This topic is discussed in 
detail in Section 5.3.1. 
General meeting: the assembly of the entire shareholders of a company limited by share under 
Chinese corporate law. However, the meaning of shareholders’ meeting may vary in different 
jurisdictions. 
Independent director: a director fon a board of directors who is not materially or pecuniarily 
related to the company or other related person. In China, an independent director is defined as 
a director of a listed company who does not hold any other post than a director and is not 
engaged with the company, the principal shareholder of the company, the actual controller of 
the company, or other organisation or individual that has an interest in the company who may 
impede the independent director’s independence and objective judgement. Independent 
director owes the duty of fidelity and diligence to the listed company and its entire shareholders. 
Senior management personnel / Senior manager: the manager, vice managers and the person 
in charge of financial matters of a company, the secretary of the board of directors of a listed 
company, and any other personnel specified in the constitution of a company. 
Shareholders’ meeting: the assembly of the entire shareholders of a limited liability company 
under Chinese corporate law. However, the meaning of shareholders’ meeting may vary in 
different jurisdictions. 
State holding enterprises: a company that, of the total share capital, (1) the proportion of state 
state-owned capital is greater than 50%; or (2) the proportion of state state-owned capital is not 
greater than 50%, but is relatively larger than that of other economic components; or (3) the 
proportion of state state-owned capital is not larger than that of other economic components, 






CCCPC Central Committee of the Communist Party of China 
CPC Communist Party of China 
CSOE/s State-Owned Enterprise/s directly under the Central government 
CSR Corporate Social Responsibility 
CSRC China Securities Regulatory Commission 
ESG Guidelines Voluntary Guidelines on Social, Environmental and Economic 
Responsibilities of Business, India, 2011 
MCA Minister of Corporate Affairs (of India) 
NPC National People’s Congress 
PRC People’s Republic of China 
SASAC State Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (of 
China) 
SLO Social License to Operate 
SOE/SOEs State-Owned Enterprise/s 
1993 Company Law Company Law of People’s Republic of China, 1993 
2005 Company Law Company Law of People’s Republic of China, 2005 
2013 Company Law Company Law of People’s Republic of China, 2013 
2018 Company Law Company Law of People’s Republic of China, 2018 
Companies Act 2013 Companies Act of India, 2013 




Chapter 1  
Background, Significance and Theoretical 
Underpinning 
1.1 Introduction 
Remarkable economic development has been witnessed in China during the 40 years following 
the 1978 economic reform in China. Nowadays, China is the second largest economy at market 
exchange rates and regarded as a significant driver of world economic growth.2 However, there 
is a downside to this apparent economic success story: at times extreme air pollution in Beijing, 
but also other parts of China; 3  serial suicides in Foxconn; 4  counterfeiting products at 
Taobao.com, a subsidiary owned by Alibaba; 5  and medical scandals of Baidu. 6  The 
irresponsible behaviour of Chinese corporations and enterprises provides a very good 
motivation for putting corporate social responsibility (CSR) on the corporate law agenda in 
China.7 
                                                          
2 Richard Herd, Vincent Koen and Paul van den Noord, ‘China’s Emergence as a Market Economy: Achievements 
and Challenges’ (2011) <https://www.oecd.org/china/47408845.pdf>. 
3 Agence France-Presse in Beijing, ‘Beijing’s Smog “Red Alert” Enters Third Day as Toxic Haze Shroud City’ 
The Guardian (Online), 21 December 2015 <https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/dec/21/beijings-smog-
red-alert-enters-third-day-as-toxic-haze-shrouds-city>. 
4 Yi Xi, ‘Union Official Links Foxconn Deaths to Excessive Overtime’ Labor Notes (Online), 05 February 2015 
<http://www.labornotes.org/blogs/2015/02/union-official-links-foxconn-deaths-excessive-overtime>. 
5  Taobao’s counterfeit, see Zaw Thiha Tun, ‘How Counterfeiting Affects Alibaba’s Business’ Investopedia 
(Online), 23 June 2015 <https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/062315/how-counterfeiting-affects-
alibabas-business.asp>. See also Michael Schuman, ‘Why Alibaba’s Massive Counterfeit Problem Will Never Be 
Solved’ Forbes (Online), 4 November 2015 <http://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelschuman/2015/11/04/alibaba-
and-the-40000-thieves/#0cfee4ff0b89>. 
6  Meng Jing, ‘Baidu in Spotlight in Medical Listings Scandal’ China Daily Europe (Online), 6 May 2016 
<http://europe.chinadaily.com.cn/epaper/2016-05/06/content_25096771.htm>. Also see Tessa Wong, ‘China’s 
Health Forum Scandal and Public Mistrust’ BBC News (Online), 18 January 2016 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-35340394>. 
7 Li-Wen Lin, ‘Corporate Social Responsibility in China: Window Dressing or Structural Change?’ (2010) 28 
Berkeley Journal of International Law 64, 65. 
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CSR has drawn considerable attention from the Chinese government. China has a strong 
motivation to develop its own CSR system, which should reflect Chinese characteristics and 
values.8 China has the historical foundations, and real incentives to promote CSR and the 
Chinese government has political, social, and economic motivations to encourage and control 
the development of CSR.9 As will be seen in greater detail below, the Chinese government 
revised its Company Law in 2005 and CSR became a part of Chinese company law. Art 5 of 
the Company Law of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 2005 provides that ‘every 
company […] shall undertake social responsibility’.10 This provision remains in the latest 
Company Law which was passed in 2018.11 Moreover, various outlines and guidance are 
published in order to urge companies to behave more responsibly (e.g. Local Standards of 
Corporate Social Responsibility of Shanghai 2008, The Outline of the Thirteenth Five-year 
Plan for National Economic and Social Development of the People's Republic of China 
2016).12 
This thesis argues that there are deeply embedded and unique Chinese cultural and social 
customs and values that serve as motivation as to why companies should behave in a socially 
responsible way. Thus, core social customs and values should also underpin corporate social 
responsibility. This thesis also analyses the unique Chinese political dispensation and its 
influence on the development of Chinese CSR. Chinese cultural and political values are 
intertwined and the one affects the other. In this thesis, the combined interaction between the 
political disposition, its socialist approach and Chinese cultural customs and values will be 
used to illustrate that a unique Chinese approach to CSR should be strived for and promoted. 
Guidelines, promoting Chinese CSR, will be recommended in this thesis. This thesis also 
                                                          
8 Afra Afsharipour and Shruti Rana, ‘The Emergence of New Corporate Social Responsibility Regime in China 
and India’ (2014) 14 UC Davis Business Law Journal 175, 229. 
9 Lin, above n 7. 
10 The word ‘Article’ in the Company Law of China is equivalent to ‘Section’. By complying with the official 
translation, this thesis use ‘Article’ instead of ‘Section’. More detail will be discussed in Section 3.3 of the thesis.  
11 Art 5 remains the same in 2005 Company Law, 2013 Company Law, and 2018 Company Law. 
12 上海市质量技术监督局[Shanghai Municipal Administration of Quality and Technology Supervision], 《上
海市企业社会责任地方标准》[Local Standards of Corporate Social Responsibility of Shanghai], 25 November 
2018 <http://www.chinacsrmap.org/CSRTool_Show_CN.asp?ID=274>. See also 《中华人民共和国国民经济
和社会发展第十三个五年规划纲要》[The Outline of the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and 




distinguishes state-owned enterprises (SOEs) from private sector corporations and argues, as 
well as motivates, why higher expectations to act socially responsible should be expected of 
SOEs than of private sector corporations. A study on India’s mandatory CSR approach is used 
to consider whether there are lessons to be learned for China. This research also looks into the 
legislation on CSR in India. India goes further than China in terms of mandatory CSR. Indian 
mandates CSR and sets up a detailed guideline in its Companies Act 2013. India has many 
similarities with China. It is a civilisation with a strong culture and as historical as China, and 
a booming economy as populated as China. However, India also has many differences from 
China in terms of culture and politics. Therefore, it is valuable to study the experience of India 
and see to what extent China can and cannot learn from India. 
1.2 Contextual Background 
Research on corporate social responsibility (CSR) in China can be categorised into two stages: 
pre-2006 and post-2006.13 Between 1993 (the year when the first Company Law was passed in 
the People’s Republic of China) and 2006, the legal community in China saw some pioneering 
work on the introduction of CSR in China. Since 2006, both the volume of research and 
regulation on CSR have increased dramatically.14 The year 2006 is particularly important for 
the enactment of a milestone revision of the 2005 Company Law in which CSR was one of the 
main issues considered.15 Chinese scholarship highly commends the 2005 Company Law for 
the fact that it does not only improve the efficiency and competitiveness of a company, but also 
builds ‘a new legal norm for a harmonious company (especially tackling the conflict of interests 
between shareholders and the management, between the majority and the minority shareholders, 
and between the insiders and outsiders)’.16 
The most important provision in relation to CSR is art 5 of the 2005 Company Law because it 
is here that CSR’s statutory and legal foundation is found. Art 5 provides that: 
[a] company shall, when engaging in business activities, abide by laws and administrative 
regulations, observe social moralities and business ethics, act in good faith, accept the 
                                                          
13 Min Zhang and Xiaoyu Liang, ‘Advances among Debates: Research on and Practice of Corporate Social 
Responsibility from the Legal Perspective in China’ (2016) 25 Fordham Environmental Law Review 191, 197. 
14 Ibid. See also Lin, above n 7, 65. 
15 Lin, above n 7, 65. The 2005Company Law  is also called ‘2006Company Law’ in some articles. Because the 
law was passed in the end of 2005 and took in effect in 2006. 
16 Zhang and Liang, above n 13, 199. 
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supervision of the Government and the general public, and undertake social 
responsibilities.’ 
Art 5 is placed in the ‘General Provisions’ chapter of the Company Law, and the ‘General 
Provisions’ chapter does not provide explicit enforcement mechanisms but general principles 
to provide guidance to corporations and organisations. Therefore, art 5 does not concern 
specific issues such as assessment methods, procedure, and penalty,17 but provides a clear legal 
recognition for CSR. 
1.3 Literature Review and Research Gaps 
Current literature lacks a discussion of the unique aspects of CSR in China. Firstly, current 
literature recognises that CSR began in the US, and progressed significantly in Western 
countries.18 In legal research area, it is believed that the debate between Berle and Dodd opens 
the curtain of CSR.19 In management research area, Bowen frames the embryonic shape of CSR 
by raising the concept of social responsibility of businessmen.20 The majority of the literature 
suggests that CSR in China is a result of external influences and that, accordingly, China will 
adopt Western CSR theory into its society.21 However, this academic discourse, firstly, does 
not consider whether China has its own concept of CSR, nor does it answer the question of 
what type of CSR is required for China in the future. 
Secondly, there is not always proper attention paid to some literature suggesting that Chinese 
culture contains the spirit of CSR. For example, Ruskola links CSR to the responsibility to 
                                                          
17 Afsharipour and Rana, above n 8, 202. See also 楼建波[Lou Jianbo], 《中国公司法第五条第一款的文义解
释及实施路径》[Interpretation and Path to Implementation of Clause 1, Article 5 of the Company Law of China] 
(2008) 20(1) 中外法学[Peking University Law Journal] 36. 
18 Archie B Carroll, ‘A History of Corporate Social Responsibility: Concepts and Practices’ in Andrew Crane et 
al (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Corporate Social Responsibility (Oxford University Press, 2008). 
19 翟冠慧[Zhai Guanhui], 《谢尔顿与公司社会责任起源有关问题研究》[A Study on Sheldon and Relative 
Issues of the Origin of Corporate Social Responsibility] (2012) 2 前沿 Forward Position 21, 22. See also Harwell 
Wells, ‘The Cycles of Corporate Social Responsibility: An Historical Retrospective for the Twenty-First Century’ 
(2002) 51 Kansas Law Review 77, 78-79. See also J A C Hetherington, ‘Fact and Legal Theory: Shareholders, 
Managers, and Corporate Social Responsibility’ (1969) 21(2) Stanford Law Review 248. 
20 Carroll, above n 18. 
21 Zhang and Liang, above n 13, 200-209. See also 翟冠慧[Zhai Guanhui], above n 19, 21-22. 
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family members and the community, since business in ancient China was based on kinship.22 
Also, other research alleges that Chinese traditional philosophies such as Confucianism, 
Daoism, and Zen Buddhism are influential factors in the forming of CSR in Chinese society.23 
Unfortunately, these discussions fail to give insight into Chinese culture in a logical and 
systematic manner. While the literature, to some extent, reveals the facts of Chinese culture 
and philosophy, it cannot be regarded as a tool to understand or propose a systematic CSR 
framework. Moreover, the aforesaid literature does not attach sufficient importance to the 
question of whether an understanding of CSR and resulting laws and regulations is both 
consistent with Chinese culture and traditions and suitable for modern corporate governance.  
1.4 Research Objectives, Hypothesis and Research Questions 
1.4.1 Research Objectives 
Based on the gaps revealed in the literature, especially as far as cultural and political values are 
concerned, this thesis aims at putting the concept of CSR in the context of Chinese cultural and 
political perspectives, with a particular focus on Chinese social, cultural and political values. 
Although it is widely accepted that the Western concept of CSR had a positive influence on the 
social responsibility of corporations, from which China already adopted aspects, the thesis 
argues that the existing form of CSR in China can be modified to reflect more typical Chinese 
characteristics. Based on Chinese culture, tradition, laws and policies, the thesis proposes a 
CSR framework suitable for the conditions of China. The thesis argues that CSR will, and 
should, become a legal duty in China. Also, by comparing the legislated CSR system of India 
with Chinese social, cultural and political values, the thesis proposes recommendations for 
future law reform regarding CSR in China. 
                                                          
22 Teemu Ruskola, ‘Conceptualizing Corporations and Kinship: Comparative Law and Development Theory in a 
Chinese Perspective’ (2000) 52(6) Stanford Law Review 1599. 
23 Afsharipour and Rana, above n 8, 193-194. See also Lin, above n 7, 86. See also 刘甲朋[Liu Jiapeng], 《论
“儒商精神”的内涵及其形成发展》[Definition of Confucian Businessman Spirit] (2013) 3(6) 吕梁学院学报 
Journal of Lvliang University 53, 54. Patrick Kim Cheng Low, ‘Confucian Leadership and Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR), the Way Forward’ (2012) 2(1) Asian Journal of Business Research 85. 
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1.4.2 Hypothesis  
The law, and principles applying to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in China, have been 
heavily influenced by Western approaches to CSR without any serious consideration of the 
application of unique Chinese cultural and social customs and values to corporate social 
responsibilities. It is now timely to focus on Chinese cultural and political perspectives and 
consider how they can be used to underpin a unique approach to Chinese CSR. 
1.4.3 Research Questions 
This hypothesis poses a number of research questions that are addressed throughout the thesis: 
1. How deeply does Chinese culture influence the CSR in contemporary China? 
2. What role does the political system play in shaping CSR in contemporary China? 
3. What is the content of CSR that is consistent with Chinese culture and political ecology? 
4. Is a mandatory CSR system necessary in China? 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
In order to address the research questions, the thesis has been structured as follows: 
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the background and design of the research. 
Chapter 2 presents more detail regarding the evolution and development of CSR in China based 
on current literature. 
Chapter 3 explores the existing Chinese legislation and regulations involving CSR . 
Chapter 4 provides an insight into Chinese culture, traditional philosophy, and recent major 
policies and their relevance to CSR. 
Chapter 5 shows the attempts to redefine CSR in China based on the conclusions in previous 
chapters. 
Chapter 6 looks into the experience of mandatory CSR in India and find out what lessons could 
be learned by China. 
Chapter 7 focusses on core conclusions reached in the thesis and offers recommendations to 
establish new CSR guidelines suiting the situation of Chinese society.  
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1.6 Research Methodology 
This research adopts a doctrinal research approach, but also draws upon significant case studies. 
Thus, the thesis is based on a qualitative approach, undertaking an in-depth investigation into 
CSR from Chinese cultural perspectives. The thesis unfolds by exploring the thesis topic 
systematically, explaining challenges and areas of contention and, finally making 
recommendations to reflect a particular Chinese approach to CSR in China.24  
This research also looks into the legislation on CSR in India. India goes further than China in 
terms of mandatory CSR. Indian mandates CSR and sets up a detailed guideline in its 
Companies Act 2013. India has many similarities with China. It is a civilisation with a strong 
culture and as historical as China, and a booming economy as populated as China. However, 
India also has many differences from China in terms of culture and politics. Therefore, it is 
valuable to study the experience of India and see to what extent China can and cannot learn 
from India. 
1.7 Conclusions 
This chapter first provides a contextual background of the research. Chinese society has been 
discussing CSR for decades. CSR was written in the Company Law of China in 2005, since 
then research on CSR has increased dramatically in China. However, existing literature does 
not include sufficient discussion of the unique aspects of CSR according to the situation of 
Chinese society, especially unique cultural and political values. By having provided the 
background, significance and theoretical underpinning of the research are in this chapter, 
Chapter 2 explores some Chinese corporate law and corporate governance approaches and how 
CSR evolved in China.  
                                                          
24 Dennis Pearce, Enid Campell and Don Harding, Australian Law Schools: A Discipline Assessment for the 
Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission (Australian Government Publishment Service, 1987).  
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Chapter 2  
Chinese Corporate Law and Corporate Governance and 
Evolving of CSR in China 
2.1 Introduction 
The history of corporate law in socialist China is not long. The first Company Law of the PRC 
is the Company Law passed in 1993. Afterwards, China passed three revisions respectively in 
2005, 2013, and 2018.25 The 2005 Company Law is a milestone, for the revision of Company 
Law provides that all corporations and enterprises have social responsibilities.  
This chapter firstly gives background knowledge regarding Chinese corporate law and 
corporate governance, including the legal basis of corporate law and corporate governance, 
structure of Chinese corporations and enterprises, and the underpinning theories related to CSR 
in China. Based on existing literature, this chapter also summarises the factors that are affecting 
the emergence and development of CSR in China.  
2.2 The Legal Basis of Corporate Law and Corporate 
Governance in China 
The most important legal source is the Company Law of China. There are only three versions 
of Company Law in the People’s Republic of China. In 1993, China passed its first Company 
Law, which does not specify CSR but stipulates that the board of directors are responsible to 
the shareholders’ meeting. However, in 2005, China revised the Company Law and started to 
emphasise CSR more emphatically. The current Company Law includes amendments made to 
the Company Law in 2018. The judicial interpretation regarding the Company Law by the 
Supreme People’s Court helps to clarify some uncertainties in the Company Law. 
In addition to the Company Law, there are numerous regulations and guidelines made by 
governments and departments at all levels that are binding on companies and enterprises. For 
instance, State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State 
Council (SASAC) performs functions and duties of the funders for over 120 state-owned 
                                                          
25 See the discussion in Section 3.3 and 3.4. 
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enterprises.26 Shenzhen Stock Exchange and Shanghai Stock Exchange can publish regulatory 
guidelines to listed companies. The central government and local governments can establish 
rules to guide and regulate companies. For example, the central government published national 
standards of social responsibility, and Jiangsu provincial government published its local CSR 
guidance.27  
This thesis will review and discuss the law, regulations, and guidelines. Moreover, along with 
other policies and thoughts of the government and ruling party, they provide materials to the 
analyses on the politics which is an important aspect of this thesis. 
 
2.3 Types of Chinese Companies and Enterprises and Their 
Structures 
According to Regulations of the People’s Republic of China for Controlling the Registration 
of Enterprises as Legal Persons, there are at least five types of other enterprises recognised: 
(1) enterprises owned by the people as a whole; (2) enterprises under collective ownership; (3) 
jointly operated enterprises; (4) Chinese-foreign equity joint ventures, Chinese-foreign 
contractual joint ventures and foreign-capital enterprises established within the territory of the 
PRC; (5) privately operated enterprises. 28  
                                                          
26 State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, 国资委履行出资人职
责的企业调整为 123户[The Number of Enterprises in Which the SASAC Performs the Functions and Duties of 
the Funders Is Adjusted to 123] 05 August 2010, 
<http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n2588035/n2641579/n2641660/c3754049/content.html>.  
Regarding the current number, 05 August 2010 is the latest update , according to the website of SASAC. 
27 中华人民共和国国家质量监督检验检疫总局[General Administration of Quality Supervision,Inspection and 
Quarantine of the People’s Republic of China] and 中国国家标准化管理委员会[Standardization Administration 
of the People’s Republic of China], 《社会责任指南》[Guidance on Social Responsibility] (中国标准出版社
[Standards Press of China], 2015). See also 江苏省经济和信息化委 [Jiangsu Provincial Economic and 
Information Commission], 《江苏省企业社会责任评价基本标准指南》 [The Evaluation Standards of 
Corporate Social Responsibility of Jiangsu Province] 16 March 2017, 
<http://www.jseic.gov.cn/xwzx/zcfb/bwzc/201705/t20170510_210999.html>. 
28 《中华人民共和国企业法人登记管理条例》[Regulations of the People’s Republic of China for Controlling 
the Registration of Enterprises as Legal Persons] (People's Republic of China) State Council, 6 February 2016. 
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Enterprise is a concept broader than corporation. Simply speaking, a company is an enterprise, 
but an enterprise is not necessarily a company. To narrow down, the Company Law of China 
provides two types of corporations: company limited by shares and limited liability company.29  
A company limited by shares is structured according to following rules:  
1. At least two and up to 200 promoters to establish a company;30  
2. All the shareholders compose of the general meeting;31  
3. A board of directors to be composed of 5 to 19 members, optional representative(s) 
of the employees as the member(s) of the board;32   
4. A manager whose employment and dismissal be decided by the board of directors, 
and the manager can be a member of the board of directors;33   
5. A board of supervisors which is composed of at least three members, includes 
representative(s) of shareholders, and at least a third of the members is(are) 
representative(s) of the employees;34  
6. No director or senior management personnel may serve on the board of supervisors.35 
In addition, a listed company shall have independent directors and a secretary of the board of 
directors.36  
A limited liability company is structured according to following rules:  
1. Up to 50 shareholders;37 
2. All the shareholders compose of the shareholders’ meeting;38 
                                                          
29《中华人民共和国公司法》[Company Law of the People’s Republic of China] (People’s Republic of China) 
National People’s Congress, 26 October 2018. 
30 Ibid art 78. 
31 Ibid art 98. 
32 Ibid art 108. 
33 Ibid art 113, 114. 
34 Ibid art 117. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid art 122, 123. 
37 Ibid art 24. 
38 Ibid art 36. 
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3. (a) A board of directors to be composed of 3 to 13 members, optional representative(s) 
of the employees as the member(s) of the board,39 or  
(b) One executive director when a board of directors is not established;40 
4. In the case of a limited liability company established with investment from two or 
more state-owned enterprises or two or more other types of state-owned investing 
parties, the members of its board of directors shall include the at least one 
representative of employees of the company;41 
5. May have a manager whose employment and dismissal be decided by the board of 
directors, and the manager can be the executive director;42 
6. (a) A board of supervisors which is composed of at least three members, includes 
representative(s) of shareholders, and at least a third of the members is(are) 
representative(s) of the employees of the company,43 or  
(b) one or two supervisors when a board of supervisors is not established;44 
7. No director or senior management personnel may currently hold the post of a 
supervisor.45 
In addition, one-person limited liability company is also recognised. A one-person limited 
liability company refers to a limited liability company comprising only one natural or legal 
person shareholder.46 A one-person limited liability company does not have shareholders’ 
meetings.47 
There are special rules for limited liability companies where the State is the only capital 
contributor. This type of company is also called a ‘wholly state-owned company’, referring to 
‘a limited liability company to which the capital contribution is solely made by the State and 
for which the State Council or the State-owned assets supervision and administration authority, 
authorised by the local people’s government at the same level, performs the duties of the capital 
                                                          
39 Ibid art 44. 
40 Ibid art 50. 
41 Ibid art 44. 
42 Ibid art 49. 
43 Ibid art 51. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid art 57. 
47 Ibid art 61. 
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contributing party’.48 A wholly state-owned company does not have shareholders’ meetings, 
and, instead, ‘the relevant State-owned assets supervision and administration authority shall 
exercise the powers of the shareholders’ meeting’.49 A wholly state-owned company has a 
board of directors that is appointed by the relevant State-owned assets supervision and 
administration authority.50 A wholly state-owned company has a board of supervisors of at least 
five members, and at least one third of the supervisors should be representatives of employees.51   
 
2.4 The Underpinning Theory of Chinese Corporate Law 
The Chinese legislator does not expressively identify which corporate law theory underpins 
Chinese Company Law. However, an analysis of this and some speculation in necessary for 
purposes of this thesis. Overall, the Company Law is based on aspects of the shareholder 
primacy theory and the stakeholder theory. The following paragraphs also illustrate that from 
the 1993 Company Law to the 2018 Company Law, there was a move away from a shareholder 
primacy approach to an approach taking into consideration the interests of a broader array of 
constituencies. 
There was an apparent reliance on the shareholder primacy approach in the 1993 Company 
Law. For instance, art 46 provides that ‘the board of directors shall be accountable to the 
shareholders’ meeting’. Apart from that, there is not any other clause in the 1993 Company 
Law requiring directors to be responsible to non-shareholder constituencies. This is regarded 
as indicating a strong preference of the 1993 Company Law for shareholder primacy. 52 
Furthermore, the board of supervisors is only given the rights to inquiry and inspection, not to 
supervise management and that board is not supervising the board of directors.53 
Further evidence is art 5 of the 1993 Company Law. Art 5 required the ‘… increase of 
economic benefits and productivity of labour, and to realise the preservation and appreciation 
                                                          
48 Ibid art 64. 
49 Ibid art 66. 
50 Ibid art 67. 
51 Ibid art 70. 
52 Charlie Xiao-Chuan Weng, ‘Inside or Outside the Corporate Law Box? Shareholder Primacy and Corporate 




in asset value’ as objectives for companies. Prof. Liu Junhai suggests that the purpose of art 5 
is premised on the shareholder primacy theory.54 
There are some hints of CSR in the 1993 Company Law, such as employee participation at 
the board of directors and board of supervisors.55 However, the 1993 Company Law does 
not specify the number or quota of employees in both board of directors and board of 
supervisors.56 Weng points out that employee participation does not affect the omission of 
directors’ CSR duties, because of ‘the fact that the mandatory requirement of employee 
participation on [the board of directors] is optional for non-state-owned firms, and the 
employee directors are subject to the same duties as others on the board’.57 Therefore, the 
interests of the non-shareholder constituencies cannot become paramount by merely adding 
employees to the board of directors.58 Moreover, the board of supervisors only has rights to 
inspect and inquire, which is believed insufficient to supervise the management and ensure 
the board of directors socially responsible.59 
There are indications of an increased focus on non-shareholder constituencies in the 2018 
Company Law. Firstly, art 5 of the 1993 Company Law was deleted and substituted by a new 
art 5, which directly stipulates CSR as a duty of the corporation. Secondly, the function of the 
board of supervisors is expanded in art 53. The board of supervisors is now authorised to 
propose to depose directors and senior managers and bring a lawsuit against directors and 
senior managers when directors and senior managers violate laws, administrative regulations, 
or the company’s articles of association, thereby damaging the interests of shareholders. 
Thirdly, employee participation is improved. Art 51 stipulates that employees should take at 
least one-third of the seats in the board of supervisors. Fourthly, art 147 provides that directors, 
supervisors and senior managers owe duty of fidelity and diligence. 
                                                          
54 刘俊海[Liu Junhai], 《公司的社会责任》[Corporate Social Responsibility] (法律出版社[Law Press·China], 
1999) 83. 
55 Weng, above n 52, 165. 
56 《中华人民共和国公司法》[Company Law of People’s Republic of China] (People's Republic of China) 
National People's Congress, 29 December 1993. 





However, art 46 of the 1993 Company Law remains in 2018 Company Law, and there is still 
not any other clause requiring directors to be responsible to non-shareholder constituencies.  
One noticeable aspect is that the Scientific Outlook on Development is another theoretical 
underpinning of the current Company Law, particularly regarding CSR development.60 The 
Scientific Outlook on Development was established by the central government of China, and 
it is to develop the country in a people-orientated, comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable 
way.61 The Scientific Outlook on Development contains some of the aims or purpose of 
corporations and enterprises. Or, rather, what they should not pursuing, namely short-term 
revenue; making profits by sacrificing the environment; or create social unrest. 62  The 
Scientific Outlook on Development recognises the interests of other stakeholders like 
consumers, employees, disadvantaged groups, and the environment and the sustainability and 
harmonisation of Chinese society.63 
2.5 Factors Affecting the Emergence and Development of 
Chinese CSR 
There are many factors affecting the development of CSR in China, but for current purposes, 
these factors are discussed under the following headings: (1) the global supply chain; (2) 
societal unrest responding to business behaviour; (3) theoretical development of western 
scholarship; (4) Marxist socialism and post-Marxism in China; (5) and China’s historical 
foundation. 
                                                          
60 刘俊海[Liu Junhai], 《新公司法的制度创新：立法争点与解释难点》[Institutional Innovations of New  
Corporate New: Legislative and Judicial Controversies] (法律出版社[Law Press·China], 2006) 559. 
61  ‘Scientific Outlook on Development’ China Daily (Online), 8 September 2010 
<http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/cpc2011/2010-09/08/content_12474310.htm>. See also China Daily USA, 
‘Scientific Outlook on Development Becomes CPC’s Theoretical Guidance’ (Online), 8 November 2012 
<http://usa.chinadaily.com.cn/2012-11/08/content_15892786.htm>. 




2.5.1 Global Supply Chain 
The global supply chain disseminates the concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR) into 
China through economic integration.64 The most important instruments that have introduced 
CSR to China are multinational companies’ codes of vendor conduct, contract, and other 
similar responsible production standards such as SA8000. 65  Developing countries mostly 
assume the manufacturing role in the global supply chain.66 Manufacturers are usually small 
companies, which profit from selling cheap labour instead of advanced knowledge or 
technology.67 On the one hand, low manufacturing costs make products more competitive so 
that multinational companies have strong incentives to squeeze the manufacturers. On the other 
hand, manufacturers tend to pay little attention to the employees’ well-being in order to make 
the business more competitive and profitable.68 Revelation of these facts may cause consumers 
in purchasing countries to reject products from sweatshops.69 Consequently, the pressure from 
consumers drives multinational companies to incorporate social accountability standards into 
their supply chain management.70 These standards can be either an internal code of business 
conduct, contract, or external voluntary standards established by non-government 
organisations.71 China, called ‘the world’s factory’, is the major supply manufacturer in the 
world and is frequently criticised for its sweatshops.72 Therefore, unsurprisingly, with the 
incorporation of social accountability standards into the global supply chain, the concept of 
                                                          
64  Li-Wen Lin, ‘Corporate Social Accountability Standards in the Global Supply Chain: Resistance, 
Reconsideration, and Resolution in China’ (2007) 15 Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative Law 
321, 322, 325 fn8, 330. 
65 Andreas Rühmkorf, Corporate Social Responsibility, Private Law and Global Supply Chains (Edward Elgar, 
2015) 81-83. See also Social Accountability International, ‘SA8000 Certification Process’ <http://www.sa-
intl.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=Page.ViewPage&pageId=1791>. See also Lin, above n 7, 81. 
66 Lin, above n 64, 324. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. 
69 The term sweatshop or sweat factory refers to a workplace that has poor and socially unacceptable working 
conditions. Manual workers are employed at very low wages for long hours and under poor conditions. 
70 Rühmkorf, above n 65. See also Lin, above n 64, 324. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Lin, above n 64, 324. 
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CSR was introduced to China since these standards have unavoidable impacts on 
manufacturers.73 
Initially, the Chinese government resisted accountability standards for four reasons: (1) 
protectionism; (2) commercialisation; (3) imbalance of bargaining power; and (4) lack of 
localisation.74 In terms of protectionism, corporate social standards used to be regarded as a 
protectionist tactic manipulated by developed countries in order to reduce the competitiveness 
of products from developing countries.75 Products imported from China are usually more price-
competitive. However, by complying with social accountability standards, Chinese 
manufacturers make greater efforts to protect the rights and interests of labourers, which adds 
extra costs onto products.76 The overall impact is that once the manufacturer fails to comply 
with social accountability standards, it loses access to the markets of developed countries.77 
In respect of commercialisation, it is argued that ‘[h]igh certification and consulting fees create 
an impression of commercialization of corporate social accountability standards in China’.78 
In the case of SA8000, Social Accountability International (SAI) delegates the certifying task 
to certification bodies or auditing firms instead of directly providing the service to applicants.79 
In order to obtain the certification, Chinese companies, who are not familiar with the system, 
have to cope with the complex procedures.80 Given Chinese companies’ unfamiliarity with the 
                                                          
73 谭深[Tan Shen], 《跨国公司的社会责任与中国社会》 [Social Responsibility of Transnational Corporations 
& the Chinese Society] (社会科学文献出版社[Social Sciences Academic Press (China)], 2004) 19. 
74 Lin, above n 11, 331. 
75 This was a hot shot when SA8000 first came into China. Many comments criticise that SA8000 is a trade barrier 
set up by western countries. Numerous discussions and comments are still available now. For example, see 陈辉，
廖宝祺 [Chen Hui and Liao Baoqi], 中国企业面对新挑战，美欧欲强推 SA8000 标准 [New Challenges to 
Chinese Enterprises, America and Europe Intend to Force Through SA8000] People.cn, 14 May 2004 
<http://www.people.com.cn/GB/jingji/1038/2497531.html>. 
76 Lin, above n 64, 331. 
77 Ibid. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Social Accountability International, above n 65. 
80 ‘Take the SA8000 certification as an example. The SAI does not provide any certification service directly to 
applicant companies. Rather, the SAI accredits certification firms to perform this task. An applicant facility may 
submit its application and relevant documents directly to a certification firm. If the certification firm finds the 
documents satisfactory, the certification firm will conduct on-site inspections to see if the applicant facility really 
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system, they usually refer these issues to consulting firms.81 Unregulated certification markets 
in China further exacerbate the issue of consulting charges.82 Finally, the SA8000 is criticised 
for being over-commercialised, with the aim to make money rather than improve social 
accountability.83 
As far as the imbalance of bargaining power is concerned, Chinese manufacturers are regarded 
as victims of social accountability standards because of their lack of bargaining power in the 
global supply chain.84 Since Chinese manufacturers are mostly in labour-intensive industries 
such as apparel, toy and accessory manufacturing, they face a buyer-driven market.85 The 
market may demand socially responsible products and, indeed, the manufacturers choose to 
comply with social standards primarily due to pressure from buyers. 86  Unfortunately, the 
primary focus of buyers is to make profits and this focus has not changed. In fact, buyers not 
only pressure the manufacturers to comply with social accountability standards but also 
transfer the costs of implementing these standards to them.87 Consequently, Chinese supply 
manufacturers do not enjoy financial benefits from complying with the accountability 
standards but suffer from extra costs due to lack of bargaining power. 
With regard to the lack of localisation and value imperialism, social accountability standards 
are criticised for lacking consideration of local situations and imposing western values on 
Chinese society.88 For example, some requirements of SA8000 conflict with domestic Chinese 
laws and regulations, such as freedom of association.89 Lin remarks that ‘the reality in China 
                                                          
meets the required standards. Theoretically a certification will only be issued after the non-compliance items 
reported in inspections are corrected.’ See Lin, above n 64, 332. 
81 Ibid. 
82 黎友焕[Li Youhuan], 《SA8000 与中国企业社会责任建设》 [SA8000 and the Construction of Corporate 
Social Responsibility in China] (中国经济出版社[China Economic Publishing House], 2004) 259-268. 
83 Lin, above n 64, 332. 
84 Afsharipour and Rana, above n 8, 198. 
85 Lin, above n 64, 334. 
86 谭深[Tan Shen], above n 73, 198. 
87 Ibid. See also Dexter Roberts and Pete Engardio, ‘Secrets, Lies and Sweatshops’ Bloomberg Businessweek, 27 
November 2006 <https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2006-11-26/secrets-lies-and-sweatshops>. 
88 Lin, above n 64, 336. 
89 Stephen F Diamond, ‘The “Race To The Bottom” Returns: China’s Challenge To The International Labor 




is that independent organizations by employees are prohibited … and unions should be subject 
to the supervision of the All China Federation of Trade Unions, which is essentially an agent 
of the Chinese government’.90 The requirement to implement social accountability standards 
also fails to consider the weak financial capability of Chinese companies.91 Furthermore, there 
is an absence of respect towards labourers in Chinese society, which differs from Western civil 
societies.92 Labourers were looked down upon in the traditional hierarchic system.93 Even in 
modern times, such condescending attitudes still exists in Chinese society.94 
Despite resistance to social accountability standards, the Chinese government quickly changed 
its policy from resistance to support because it realised that building its own social 
accountability standards, and even corporate social responsibility system, is an excellent 
opportunity to reverse the position of advantage in international trade.95 As a response to the 
alleged protectionism and loss of benefits of domestic companies, China established its own 
version of social accountability standards.96 In this way, the Chinese government may take over 
control of CSR development in China, and avoid the scenario where developed countries 
                                                          
90 Lin, above n 64, 336-337. 
91 谭深, 刘开明[Tan Shen and Liu Kaiming], above n 73, 42-43. Also see Lin, above n 64, 337-338. For more 
examples, see 中华全国总工会[The All-China Federation of Trade Unions], 《关于非公企业职工劳动保护问
题的调研报告》[Report on Labour Protection of Non-State-Owned Enterprises] <http://www.doc88.com/p-
6117757332032.html>.Also see 新疆维吾尔族自治区教育工会 [Education Union of the Xinjiang Uygur 
Autonomous Region], 《关于非公有制企业职工劳动保护问题的调研报告》[Report on Labour Protection of 
Non-State-Owned Enterprises] (20 February 2011) <http://www.xjjygh.org.cn/details.aspx?id=180>. 
92 李立清，李燕凌 [Li Liqing and Li Yanling], 《企业社会责任研究》 [Studies on Enterprise’s Social 
Accountability] (人民出版社 [People’s Publishing House], 2005) 301. 
93 Edward Shils, ‘Reflections on Civil Society and Civility in the Chinese Intellectual Tradition’ in Tu Wei-Ming 
(ed), Confucian Traditions in East Asian Modernity (Harvard University Press, 1996), 59-60. See also 李立清，
李燕凌 [Li Liqing and Li Yanling], above n 92, 301. 
94 In Lin’s opinion, this may be evidenced by the fact that Chinese students are vigorously pursuing elite schools 
and intellectual school performance. See footnote 63 in Lin, above n 64. This argument also echoes a major 
argument of this thesis: China has a strong culture, and the discussion on CSR should not be separated from the 
culture. More discussion will be in the next chapters. 
95 Lin, above n 7, 90. 
96 For example, CSC9000T. 
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dominate discussions regarding CSR standards and compliance rather than the Chinese 
government taking charge of it.97 
2.5.2 Societal Unrest Responding to Business Behaviours  
Despite the dramatic economic growth in the last three decades, China faces many societal 
problems such as a high level of inequity and poverty, an ageing population, environmental 
contamination, internal migration of labour, and external imbalances.98 With negative reports 
of irresponsible business behaviours being increasingly exposed, dissatisfaction and unrest in 
society grows daily.99 
Social and environmental problems threaten the Chinese government. Labour shortages, 
caused by poor working conditions and low wages, has significantly slowed the economic 
growth of China.100 For example, environmental pollution caused a considerable amount of 
economic loss and protests.101 With these problems growing, the legitimacy of the rule of the 
Communist Party of China (CPC) is frequently challenged. As the CPC persistently claims that 
the creed of the Party is to serve the people, people’s life quality should be their primary 
concern. Hence, the legitimacy of the CPC is categorised in ‘performance legitimacy’, which 
suggests that the legitimacy of CPC’s regime essentially rests on improving the life quality of 
                                                          
97 Lin, above n 7, 90. 
98  The World Bank, China Overview (26 September 2018) 
<http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/china/overview#1>. See also Afsharipour and Rana, above n 8, 195. 
99 For example, see footnotes 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
100 劳动和社会保障部[Ministry of Labour and Social Security], 《关于民工短缺的调查报告》[Report on 
Migrant Labour Shortage] (8 September 2004) <ttp://www.chinaelections.org/article/506/58347.html>. See also 
杨玲丽, 万路[Yang Lingli and Wan Lu], 《企业社会责任视角下的珠三角民工荒——劳动和社会保障部
〈关于民工短缺的调查报告〉引发的思》[Migrant Labour Shortage in Pearl River Delta from a Corporate 
Social Responsibility Perspective – A Thought on the ‘Report on Migrant Labour Shortage’ by the Ministry of 
Labour and Social Security] (2012) 2 特区经济[Special Zone Economy] 22. See also David Barboza, ‘Sharp 
Labor Shortage in China May Lead to World Trade Shift’ New York Times (Online), 3 April 2006 
<http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9A02E5DB1330F930A35757C0A9609C8B63&pagewanted= 
all>. 
101 Lin, above n 7, 92. For more examples, see Tania Branigan, ‘Anti-Pollution Protesters Halt Construction of 




the people and societal satisfaction.102 As a result, it is understandable that the CPC has political 
motivations to solve these social and environmental problems. Corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) can be an instrument to address these problems and public concerns. It has been 
suggested that the public will not take action against the government if they are allowed to 
resort to legal methods against corporations.103 
In addition, CSR is favoured by the Chinese government because it provides an institutional 
reference to take foreign companies under supervision and to put pressure on those companies to 
treat Chinese society well.104 Studies point out that some multinational corporations ruthlessly 
squeeze the profit margin of Chinese suppliers.105 The competition for foreign investment among 
local governments within China weakens the supervision of foreign companies.106 Therefore, 
CSR is applied as a strategical tool to retaliate and transfer wealth from overseas countries to 
Chinese society.107 
2.5.3 Theoretical Development in Western Scholarship 
Western scholarship greatly influences studies of CSR in China.108 The concept of CSR was 
initially raised by Western academia, which conducts leading research in the field.109 Since 
China is a CSR importer, Chinese scholars recognise the research outcomes of CSR from 
Western academia.110 
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Research on CSR is conducted in two areas: law and management.111 In the legal sphere, the 
beginning of CSR can be traced back to the debate between Berle and Dodd.112 Berle holds that 
corporate management has the responsibility to pursue the utmost interests of the 
shareholders.113 Berle specifies: 
all powers granted to a corporation or to the management of a corporation, or to any group 
within the corporation, whether derived from statute or charter or both, are necessarily and 
at all times exercisable only for the ratable benefit of all the shareholders as their interest 
appears.’114 
Clearly, Berle’s theory does not take into account responsibility to the broader society as a duty 
of a corporation or its management.115 
Dodd opposes Berle’s thesis by stating that a corporation cannot merely be regarded as an 
aggregation of shareholders.116 Recognising the changing trend of business, Dodd argues that 
the directors and other agents of a company be fiduciaries for the corporation rather than the 
shareholders.117 For instance, the corporation is the accountable party, as an independent entity, 
and enters into a contractual relationship with another natural or artificial person.118 
Accordingly, Dodd puts more emphasis on the social responsibility of corporations than Berle. 
Dodd argues that companies should be accountable to the society in which they operate.119 
Further, he points out that both business and its management bear the responsibility to care for 
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the impacts on, and the interests of, those affected by their operations.120 Dodd acknowledges 
a trend of a growing approval of a broad concept of CSR by the legislator and the public.121 
Although the debate between Berle and Dodd has come to an end, more debates revolving 
around CSR have been raised. Academics debate whether a corporation is established only to 
create profits for shareholders and whether directors are obliged to maximise these profits.122 
Recently, Western academia clarified that ‘corporate directors are generally not under a legal 
obligation to maximise profits for their shareholders’.123 Although this statement does not 
relate directly to CSR, it challenges shareholder primacy, which is often seen as not recognising 
to CSR adequately.124 
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Regarding management scholarship, it is suggested that CSR in management has its own origin 
and development. It is believed that Bowen frames the embryonic shape of CSR by raising the 
concept of social responsibility of businessmen. 125  He observed the failure of moral 
responsibilities and technical conditions and argues that: 
[i]t refers to the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those 
decisions, or to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives 
and values of our society…It assumes, however, that as servants of society, they must not 
disregard socially accepted values or place their own values above those of society’.126 
To a large extent, the term ‘corporate social responsibility’ comes from management theories 
rather than those in the legal field.127 However, legal research frequently adopts the academic 
achievements of CSR in management research.128 For instance, stakeholder theory, from a 
management perspective, is a prominent underpinning theory in current legal research. 129 
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Stakeholder theory is frequently referenced in Chinese legal research.130 It is significant also to 
note that the concept of ‘stakeholders’ is explicitly acknowledged in Chinese regulations and 
guidelines.131 
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2.5.4 ‘Chinese Characteristic’ Socialism and Chinese Post-Marxism 
Marxism is an effective tool to understand the politics and law-making process in China. 
Marxism-Leninism is still the theoretical underpinning of the ruling government.132 Currently, 
Marxism-Leninism is regarded as a part of the action guide of the Communist Party of China 
(CPC. 133  However, with a changing Chinese society, Marxism-Leninism has evolved to 
‘Chinese characteristic’ socialism or Chinese post-Marxism as identified by some 
researchers.134 
The literature demonstrates that ‘Chinese characteristic’ socialist ideology plays an important 
role in directing the development of CSR in China. Firstly, the recent guiding ideology of the 
CPC reflects a willingness to pursue CSR. Research finds that ‘sustainable development’ and 
‘harmonious society’, which are the recent action guide of the CPC, appears frequently in laws, 
regulations, and guidelines.135 For example, during the drafting of the 2005 Company Law, a 
prominent report was submitted to the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress 
(NPC).136 The report states that compliance with the Scientific Outlook on Development is 
required in the making of the Company Law.137 In addition, Prof. Liu Junhai also points out 
that the Scientific Outlook on Development is a theoretic underpinning of Chinese CSR.138 
Another example is that the Twelfth Five-Year Plan and Thirteenth Five-Year Plan promotes 
‘harmonious labour relations’ and coordinates the functions of three parties, (1) government; 
(2) labour unions; and (3) enterprises.139 Although it is not written into the 2005 Company Law, 
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the principles from the Scientific Outlook on Development, focusing on ‘harmony’ and 
‘scientific development,’ are incorporated into the 2005 Company Law.140 
Secondly, Chinese scholars recognise the recent guiding ideology and links it with CSR. 
‘Sustainability’ and ‘harmony’ are frequently cited in the literature to evaluate CSR policy. 
Prof. Liu Junhai emphasises that CSR is a necessary component of harmonious society.141 
Furthermore, Prof. Liu points out that the Scientific Outlook on Development is one of the 
theoretical underpinnings of Chinese CSR.142 Other authors also incorporate ‘sustainability’ 
and ‘harmony’ in their scholarship.143 Therefore, the Chinese socialist ideology has a profound 
impact on the development of CSR in China. 
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2.5.5 Historical Foundation of CSR in China 
Is there any domestic origin of CSR in China? Some researchers believe that there are some 
elements of CSR in Chinese history, but those historical roots of CSR in China are insufficient 
in understanding modern CSR.144 Business in ancient China was based on kinship, meaning 
that business had inherent responsibilities to family members and the community.145 Moreover, 
Confucianism, Zen Buddhism, and Daoism require people to be charitable in their business 
practices.146 However, CSR in ancient China is far from modern CSR because 
the charitable activities were usually limited to the businessmen's clans and hometowns. 
The recipients of the donations typically were those with certain familial or geographical 
ties with the businessmen. Second, charitable activities are only a small facet of modem 
CSR.’147 
Other researchers believe that the traditional value of business is inspirational in developing 
modern Chinese CSR. ‘Confucian merchant’, a combination of Confucianism and business, 
has a long history in China. Confucian merchant means a group of merchants or people in 
business who believe in and practice Confucianism. These people remain faithful to Confucian 
principles such as ren (benevolence), yi (justice and honour), cheng (sincerity), and xin 
(honesty and credibility).148 They pay attention to people-orientation, making profit by honour, 
settling disputes in a harmonious way, and self-benefit only from the collective good.149 They 
usually appear to be educated, humble, charitable, and righteous.150 Thus, these features of 
Confucian merchant are still applicable to the development of modern Chinese CSR. 
2.6 The Definition of CSR in Chinese Scholarship 
Chinese scholarship provides various definitions of CSR. However, there is a consensus that 
CSR is the responsibility to other parties other than profit-making of corporations. In addition, 
in Chinese academia, there is a wide acceptance of Prof. Liu Junhai's theoretical basis of 
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CSR.151 Prof. Liu argues that a company should not merely strive to maximise profits for its 
shareholders, but also maximise societal interests besides shareholders.152 Prof. Liu points out 
that societal interests include the interests of employees, consumers, creditors, small and 
medium competitors, local community, environment, vulnerable groups, and the whole 
society. 153  He further argues that the main object of CSR should be focussing on the 
stakeholders (especially natural persons) who are tied up with the existence and operation of 
companies, rather than the shareholders as primary stakeholder.154 Prof. Liu believes that CSR 
should be part of the entire profit-making purpose of enterprises.155 Therefore, CSR can also 
be called a company's sociality or steering the focus away from enterprises’ focus on 
profitability only.156 
In this sense, other Chinese researchers define CSR in slightly different ways. Specifically, the 
differences reflect what types of behaviours are socially responsible. For instance, Jin Bei and 
Li Gang find that CSR contains three dimensions: (1) productive environmental expenditure; 
(2) social security input for labourers; and (3) paying tax in full amount.157 Jin Liyin suggests 
that five dimensions be considered in order to rate CSR. These five dimensions are: (1) giving 
back to society; (2) sponsoring good causes such as education; (3) protecting the rights and 
interests of consumers; (4) protecting the environment; and (5) bearing financial 
accountability. 158  Furthermore, Xu Shangkun and Yang Rudai define socially responsible 
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behaviours by identifying nine aspects of importance.159 The nine aspects includes six general 
aspects and three Chinese characteristic aspects. The six general aspects are (1) economics; (2) 
legality; (3) environmental protection; (4) customer orientation; (5) people-orientation; and (6) 
good causes.160 Employment, business ethics, and society's stability and progress are the special 
aspects in the Chinese context.161 He Xiaozhou and Liu Hui study CSR from consumers' 
perspectives and point out that CSR is recognised as quality goods, customer service, business 
ethics, crisis management, good causes, and the social profile of the directorate.162 Jing Feng 
argues that CSR contains seven types of responsibilities: (1) responsibility to shareholders and 
co-operators; (2) responsibility to consumers; (3) responsibility to employees' basic labour 
security; (4) responsibility to employees’ career development; (5) responsibility for education 
and philanthropy; (6) responsibility to protection of the environment and natural resources; and 
(7) responsibility to competitors.163 
2.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has introduced Chinese corporate law and corporate governance and reviewed the 
evolution of CSR in China. A company registered in China is regarded as a legal person. A 
company shall have either a board of directors or an executive director. A company shall have 
either a board of supervisors or up to two supervisors.  
The corporate law of China concerns the benefits of both shareholders and non-shareholders. 
With the revising of the Company Law, corporate social responsibility has been a more 
dominant focus in Chinese corporate law from 1993 to 2018. The current literature tends to 
stipulate that Chinese CSR is influenced by five factors on particular: (1) the global supply 
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chain; (2) the pressure of societal unrest, (3) CSR theories from the Western world; (4) 
socialism with Chinese characteristics; and (5) the historical foundation. 
Although there are some efforts to link CSR with Chinese tradition and cultures, current 
literature either disregards the importance of cultural and political factors or fails to give an 
insight into these factors. In the following chapters the focus will be specifically on how the 
current debates on CSR can be informed better and top make recommendations developing of 




Chapter 3  
Core CSR Debates and CSR Legislations in China 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The debate on whether a company and its directors are responsible only to their shareholders 
has intensified in China. The debate on whether CSR should be mandated is also an important 
topic in China. This chapter exhibits the opinions from both sides. The shortcoming of these 
opinions is that they intentionally or unintentionally disregard the contextual condition – China 
and its unique cultural and political values.  
This chapter also reviews the inclusion of CSR in the process of law making and the Company 
Law and other regulations on CSR. The rights and interests of employee, creditor, and 
government are all partly covered by the Company Law. In addition, China currently legislates 
CSR and promotes CSR for companies through legislation and regulations.  
3.2 Core Debates on CSR in China 
3.2.1 Voluntary CSR or CSR Through Legislation 
Some scholars believe that CSR is a moral responsibility rather than a legal responsibility.164 
Accordingly, CSR should be conducted on a voluntary basis. They deny the legal aspect of 
CSR and are, therefore, against legislating CSR.165 For instance, Wu Yunxia argues that the 
profitability confirmed by corporate law remains to be the purpose and substantive 
characteristic of companies.166 Mainstream corporation laws still focus on the confirmation and 
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safeguarding of the rights of shareholders.167 CSR is a matter of expediency responding to the 
requests from pluralistic subjects rather than an obligation of the company.168 
Arguments against mandatory CSR 
Some researchers criticise mandating CSR and justify CSR's moral nature and approach CSR 
from three different perspectives. Firstly, CSR is not clearly defined and is, thus, difficult to 
apply in a consistent way by companies if CSR becomes a part of law.169 For instance, although 
art 5 of 2005 and 2013 Company Law provides that companies shall undertake social 
responsibilities, it is criticised because it is unable to operate due to the unclear language of the 
legal aims and the objective of a CSR obligation.170 The lack of clarity also requires more 
discretion from judges, which makes it difficult to apply the law.171 Therefore, it is argued that 
there is no, and should not be, any general legislative model for CSR and no need to legislate 
it. 172  On the contrary, with recognising the moral nature of CSR, enterprises have more 
discretion and autonomy in applying CSR in a consistent way.173 Because morality is vague 
and unclear, methods of practising CSR can vary, and an unambiguous way or standard to 
conduct CSR would not be a concern.174 
Secondly, legislating CSR enables the government to undermine the rights of companies.175 
There used to be a long history of ‘corporation runs society’ which have already been abolished 
in China.176 However, researchers express concerns that the ‘corporation runs society’ may be 
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revived due to the abuse of CSR by the government.177 The government may impose unjustified 
fees or workload on companies by reference to CSR legislation.178 In contrast, without the 
constraints of law, the government cannot force companies to fulfil CSR, which belongs to the 
moral domain.179 
Thirdly, arbitrary actions, disorder, and omissions of management could occur if the 
government mandates CSR. 180  Mandatory CSR creates tension with the principle of 
shareholder primacy and requires executives and the board of directors to include the interests 
of stakeholders in their decision making, which clashes with the duties to shareholders.181 As a 
result, executives and the board of directors are responsible to everyone but practically 
responsible to no one, which leaves room for arbitrary actions of executives and the board of 
directors and finally harms the rights and interests of shareholders.182 It has also been pointed 
out that taking into consideration competing interests of all stakeholder can create considerable 
tensions for executives and the board of directors when exercising business judgments.183 In 
fact, there could be endless disputes and litigation, and excessive costs on companies, judiciary, 
and society if the responsibilities to stakeholders became executable through legal 
obligations.184 Thus, disorder and omission become the response to the confusion, which will 
eventually cause economic inefficiency.185 Although CSR has been written into the Company 
Law, proponents of moral responsibility insist that art 5 of the 2005 and 2013 Company Law 
should be understood as no more than the legislator’s intention that companies and enterprises 
should strive to be socially responsible.186 
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Arguments in favour of mandatory CSR 
Some scholars argue that CSR should be mandated and become a legal duty. Advocates of 
mandatory CSR believe that morality-based CSR is incapable of pushing companies to meet 
society's expectations.187 Zhu Mingyue believes that the theory of original evil in human nature 
should be the underlying assumption in analysing CSR.188 The conscience of companies is 
unreliable without legal regulation.189 Zhu further argues that moralised CSR will finally lead 
to two extremes: either companies bear too many costs to CSR-related activities and programs 
or management completely dismisses CSR. 190  The content of morality-based CSR is 
ambiguous, and the scope of responsibility can be very broad.191 It takes considerable effort 
and resources of a company to fulfil the extensive range of CSR responsibilities.192 However, 
if a company is allowed to conduct CSR activities selectively, it is unlikely to behave with 
good faith and CSR becomes no more than window dressing.193 Therefore, Zhu concludes that 
legislating CSR is necessary because there must be a law which has explicit content and defines 
the scope of companies’ and enterprises’ CSR duties, and proper remedies to ensure there are 
consequences for companies and enterprises that do not fulfil their CSR duties.194 
Prof. Liu Junhai justifies CSR regulation from three aspects: the growing economic power of 
corporations; the obligation of promoting the realisation of social rights; and stakeholder 
theories.195 Firstly, companies have gained increasing economic power, which significantly 
affects the economy, politics, science and technology, education, culture, and the arts. 196 
However, behind the great economic power of corporations, lies potential infringement of 
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public interests.197 Companies are not justified to misuse economic power. Companies should 
not transfer economic costs, which should be borne by corporations and shareholders, to 
society.198 
Secondly, the economic power of companies contains social obligations to fulfil social 
rights.199 Prof. Liu Junhai points out that the great economic power and social influence of 
companies notably overstep the scope of traditional autonomy of private law.200 Consequently, 
a company's decision-making authority should not be merely treated as a civil right of a natural 
person, such as freedom of contract.201 Quite the opposite, a company's power of decision-
making should be treated as a special civil right, which has noticeable social effects.202 Prof. 
Liu further concludes that the social obligations of companies are an essential part of the civil 
rights of citizens.203 Companies provide an ideal vehicle to promote and realise social rights.204 
Companies, as separate legal entities, where capital, creativity, and management expertise, are 
accumulated and thus they are better placed to secure citizen's rights regarding the environment, 
employment, consumer protection and, participating in company management.205 Society has 
the right to take drastic measures via state power if companies refuse or reduce the will to solve 
societal problems.206 
Thirdly, Prof. Liu Junhai believes that stakeholder theory is an important part of justifying CSR 
legislation. Prof. Liu studied the representative research of stakeholder theory and raises the 
idea that a company is a type of business subject or businessman, but also the focus point of 
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interests of shareholders and non-shareholder constituencies.207 Although stakeholders have 
varied pursuits, they have mutual interests and requirements regarding social cohesion, social 
justice, the prosperity of the nation, and ecological and environmental conservation.208 The law 
is the most effective way to secure the interests of all stakeholders.209 
3.2.2 The Duty of Directors 
Directors are the decision makers in practice, so directors’ duties are pivotal to the 
implementation of CSR. There is no universal agreement on whether directors are responsible 
to anyone other than shareholders. Some scholars believe that the corporation belongs to 
shareholders, and directors are the agents of shareholders and responsible to shareholders 
only.210 The duty of directors is to act in the shareholders’ interests and maximise shareholders’ 
benefits.211 This point of view is called shareholder primacy. 
In regard to maximising shareholders’ benefits, opinions regarding CSR differ. A number of 
scholars believe that imposing CSR can reduce the competitive power of a company.212 For 
instance, Friedman criticises social responsibility as ‘a fundamentally subversive doctrine’ and 
points out that the only social responsibility of business is to increase profits and to comply 
with the rules of open and free competition and without deception or fraud.213 Henderson argues 
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that CSR doctrine reduces competition and welfare and it is a threat to the prosperity of both 
poor and rich countries.214 Some other proponents of shareholder primacy suggest ‘tactical CSR’ 
or ‘responsible business behaviour’ be used to increase the profit of a company. For example, 
Amalric and Hauser argue that potential benefits of practising CSR are driven by the 
expectation of immediate stakeholders of a company (such as consumers, employees, and 
investors) and the threat of the imposition of new regulations as a result of irresponsible 
business behaviour. 215  Porritt’s findings demonstrate the adverse effect on a company’s 
reputation among consumers when either a high or low standard bottom line reputation is 
implemented.216 Consumers tend to appreciate a company that achieves profitability and social 
responsibility mutually.217 Hence, the bottom line of a company is regarded as a part of its profit 
calculation.218 Husted and Salazar argue that a strategic manner brings more advantage to a 
firm than a coercive environment.219 
Furthermore, some advocates of shareholder primacy believe that voluntary CSR abides by the 
principle of shareholder primacy.220 The idea of CSR violates the purpose of maximising the 
profit of the company and shareholders, the rule of directors’ duty of fidelity and diligence to 
shareholders, the dominant control of shareholders, and the principal-agent rule.221 
In conclusion, within the shareholder primacy framework, CSR can only be regarded as no 
more than a moral responsibility and accordingly conducted on a voluntary basis. Advocates 
of shareholder primacy reject the arguments that directors have responsibility for the 
stakeholders in a broad sense. Profit-making remains the prime mission of companies and 
directors. Simply stated, directors should not be concerned with CSR when CSR harms the 
value of the enterprise, but some ‘tactical CSR’ or ‘responsible business behaviour’ can be 
considered if the outcome is increasing the company’s value. 
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Prof. Liu Junhai strongly criticises shareholder primacy and points out that the profit-making 
purpose is vulnerable to social problems. 222  Corporations cause social problems not only 
because of undeveloped science and technology or social productive force, but also due to the 
self-interested nature of companies that blindly pursue profit for shareholders and operators.223 
In this sense, Prof. Liu argues that the shareholder primacy idea in legislation and practice 
restricts the development of CSR in at least two ways.224 Firstly, the ownership of shareholders, 
as a legal status, is ingrained due to the belief in shareholder primacy.225 People can realise the 
objective of running a company only by achieving maximum profit. 226  According to this 
approach, the maximum benefit of the corporation and shareholders is the supreme reference 
point when directors and operators make a decision, and the court evaluates whether directors 
and operators breach their duties to the corporation.227 
Secondly, the primacy of the benefit of corporations and shareholders leads to conventional 
corporate, institutional settings that are inclined to benefit shareholders, rather than also 
promoting CSR.228 Traditional corporate law has some general provisions on the rights of 
creditors regarding liquidation and bankruptcy.229 However, the issues at the more specific 
level are regulated by the law of obligations, contract and torts. As for the interests of 
employees, consumers, and the local community, they are not the concern of traditional 
corporate law.230 Therefore, Prof. Liu Junhai states that to awaken the recognition of CSR, it is 
necessary to dilute the innate perception of conventional corporate law, which brings the whole 
world under shareholders’ and corporate operators’ domination.231 
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One prominent theory supporting CSR and multi-purposes of companies and directors is the 
stakeholder theory. 232  Stakeholder theory is a very influential theory in CSR research and 
institutional development in China.233 The term ‘stakeholder’ has frequently been cited in Chinese 
academic works.234  Prof. Liu Junhai treats stakeholder theory as a theoretical foundation for 
strengthening CSR in China.235 Many government documents and regulations have  adopted 
the term ‘stakeholder’, and some of them define the scope of stakeholders.236 
It is believed that the concept of stakeholder can be traced back to 1929.237 In Dodd’s article, 
Owen D. Young, an executive officer of General Electric Company, regards himself as a 
trustee of the institution and points out that he owes his obligations to three groups of people: 
stockholders, employees, and customers and the general public.238 According to a study by 
Freeman and Reed, before 1963, the term ‘stakeholder’ was not a common term used as part 
of corporate governance debate. However, after the Stanford study, it became a common term 
and inherent part of corporate governance, referring to ‘those groups without whose support 
the organisation would cease to exist’.239 The original list of stakeholders include shareholders, 
employees, customers, suppliers, creditors, and society.240 Later on, Freeman contributed the 
essential notion as managerial strategies - a possible approach to deal with the changing 
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external and internal environment of the firm.241 It is believed that groups and individuals can 
affect, or are affected by, the accomplishment of organisational purpose so that they play a 
crucial role in a successful modern business.242 Therefore, the term ‘stakeholder’ is applied due 
to the stake that each of the groups or individuals has in the modern corporation.243 Further, 
Freeman observes that different corporations have different types of stakeholders, and they 
must locate these specific groups or individuals to achieve business success.244 
The stakeholder theory is premised on the idea that the scope of stakeholders can be highly 
contextual due to both the corporate and national environments.245 Possible stakeholders of a 
corporation may include, but is not limited to, shareholders, suppliers, customers, customer 
advocate groups, employees, the financial community, government, trade associations, activist 
groups, political groups, unions, competitors, creditors, retailers/wholesalers, media, and any 
who affects and is affected by the corporation.246 
It is believed that stakeholder interests are a part of good corporate governance. 247 Some 
scholars build this argument beginning from the nature of a corporation. They define the 
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modern corporation as ‘the centre of a network of independent interests and constituents’.248 
Stakeholders actively or passively contribute to the performance of the corporation and expect 
benefits as a result of the company’s activities.249 Other scholars found a connection between 
taking care of stakeholders and good corporate governance and performance. 250  From a 
consequentialist approach, the research of Letza et al. proves the mutual relationship between 
stakeholder management and the improvement of a corporation’s efficiency, profitability, 
competition and economic success.251 
3.3 Inclusion of CSR in the 2005 Company Law 
The 2005 Company Law is a major revision of the Company Law of the People’s Republic of 
China. For the first time CSR was written into law. Prof. Liu Junhai praises the 2005 Company 
Law as being the ‘corporate law of social responsibility and people-centred’.252 This section 
introduces the drafting process of the 2005 Company Law. Due to restriction of accessibility, 
the more detailed discussions and debates involving the forming of the 2005 Company Law 
are not available to the public. According to the communique of the National People’s Congress 
(NPC), there were four reports to the Standing Committee of NPC regarding the revision of the 
Company Law 1993.253 One of the four was an opening report to the Standing Committee, and 
the remaining three reports summarised the discussions and deliberations on the revision of the 
Company Law 1993. Debates and deliberations were organised by the Law Committee of NPC 
and the Legislative Affairs Commission of NPC. These bodies heard the opinions of the 
people’s representatives of NPC, the Standing Committee of NPC, the Financial and Economic 
Committee of NPC, relevant departments of the central government, people’s court, industries, 
and experts. 
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The Opening Report to the Standing Committee 
At the 14
th
 conference of the Standing Committee of the Tenth National People’s Congress, 
Cao Kang Tai, the director of the Legislative Affairs Office of the State Council, delivered the 
opening report.254 The report states the following six aspects of the state of affairs at that time, 
that made previous Company Law not suitable for all purposes: 
(1) The demand for investment from social funds was hardly met due to the high threshold 
of setting up a business; 
(2) The governance structure of companies is far from perfect, and further clarification is 
necessary regarding the rights and obligations of shareholders, board of directors, board 
of supervisors, and managers; 
(3) The protection mechanism to shareholders, especially medium and small shareholders, is 
far from perfect, and there is a lack of effective methods to secure the interests of creditors, 
other stakeholders, and the public; 
(4) The companies’ need for investing and financing was not fully met due to the current 
rules regarding share issue, share transfer, and public listing; 
(5) There is a deficiency of effective strategy to cope with the emerging situations and issues 
during supervising listed companies, which harms the capital market; 
(6) There is a lack of provisions regarding the duty of good faith and legal liability of 
directors, supervisors, and senior managers, and the requirement of the social credit 
system, transaction security, and et cetera. are not met due to the lack of such provisions. 
Points (2), (3), (5), and (6) were related to CSR. Point (2) can be regarded as a response to 
CSR written in the Company Law: the duty of shareholders, directors, supervisors, and 
managers should accordingly be updated to assure the implementation of CSR. The legislator 
realises the need to protect the rights and interests of stakeholders, as mentioned in Point (3). 
Shareholders, creditors, public and other interested parties referred to in Point (3) fall within 
the scope of stakeholder theory. Therefore, stakeholder theory can be applied to the forming 
of Chinese CSR. Point (5) can be related to CSR depending on interpretation. Point (6) refers 
to CSR by mentioning the credit system of society which involves credibility and integrity. It 
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also touches upon the duty and liability of directors, supervisors, and senior managers, which 
should be re-defined to assure the implementation of CSR. As a response to the six points 
above, Cao presents the first draft of the 2005 Company Law in the report. The following 
paragraphs will show the revisions related to CSR in the Company Law. 
The revision aimed at improving the protection mechanism of the lawful rights and interests of 
shareholders and the public (Section 3). 255 Paragraph 1, 2, and 3 aimed at improving the 
protection of shareholders’ legitimate rights and interests. Paragraph 1 summarises the 
improvement on the approaches and methods for shareholders’ information to relevant affairs 
of the company. Paragraph 2 summarises the improvement on the convening procedure of 
shareholders’ meeting and the rule of procedure. Paragraph 3 summarises the improvement on 
the rules of a lawsuit brought by shareholders. Paragraph 4 states that the revision prevents the 
abuse of limited liability by shareholders which harms the interests of creditors and the public. 
Cao states that, in practice, some shareholders abuse the limited liability of the company to 
maliciously dodge debts and legal duties and harm the interests of creditors and the public.256 
However, China does not have enough juridical experience to advance a clear definition of 
‘abuse of limited liability’ while US, Germany, France, and Japan solve this issue only by 
individual cases. Therefore, there is only a general provision in the revision prohibiting abuse 
of limited liability, and the specific standard and definition are left to courts in practice. 
The concerns of the lawful rights and interests of creditors by improving the rules of mergers, 
demergers, and liquidation are addressed by the report. The revision is a response to the 
protocol of enhancing the liquidation responsibility of shareholders, in order to solve the 
situation where a company dissolves and avoids debt without liquidating. The revision 
accordingly adds rules from three aspects:  
(1) A company whose business licence is revoked or whose registration of establishment 
is cancelled shall be dissolved and the shareholders shall conduct liquidation in 
conformity with legal provisions;  
(2) The company is regarded as sustaining during liquidation;  
                                                          




(3) The shareholders are prohibited to establish any new company or enterprise before 
liquidation is finished.257 
The report directly expresses concerns about CSR. Section 8 requires that companies should 
‘promote on the corporate social responsibility, develop the integrity principle of relevant 
personnel, promote the establishment of the social credit system, and preserve the order of 
market economics and the interests of the public.’ 258  The report suggests that since the 
company has become the dominant commercial subject in modern society, the operation of the 
company is connected to the interests of stakeholders such as shareholders and employees and 
has noticeable impact on the market economy and the interests of the public. A company and 
its shareholders, directors, and supervisors must share the burden of a certain degree of social 
responsibilities and fulfil the corresponding legal obligations when they pursue the 
maximisation of profits. Therefore, the revision particularly provides for the following three 
features: 
(1) Put the requirement of acting in good faith, preserving the public’s interests, and 
undertaking CSR in the General Provisions.259  
(2) Strengthen supervision on the directors, supervisors, and senior managers of a listed 
company and provide that the supervisory authorities of the State Council can publish 
the suspension of the personnel above-mentioned if the personnel break the law or 
administration regulations. The supervisory authorities of the State Council can also 
publish the lifelong recall of personnel if the circumstance is serious. 
(3) Provide that once a company dissolves, the shareholders are prohibited from establishing 
a new company or enterprise before the liquidation and registration to the company 
registration office. The company registration office is authorised to disclose the 
liquidation status. 
The revision aims to substantially protect the interests of employees by establishing the 
communication channel between management and employees. The protection is improved in 
two ways: (1) The employees’ representative(s) shall take no less than 1/3 of the seats on the 
board of supervisors. The employees’ representative(s) is chosen through a democratic election 
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in the employees’ congress, employees’ assembly or other democratic organisation. (2) The 
company shall proactively hear the labour union and invite them to the meeting in which the 
company discusses and makes decisions on wages, welfare, safety and hygiene of labourers, 
insurance, and important rules and regulations that involve the vital interests of employees. 
The development of the primary organisation of the Communist Party is also mentioned in the 
report. The revision brings into law: ‘An organisation of the Communist Party of China (CPC) 
shall be established for a company to carry out activities of the CPC pursuant to the Constitution 
of the Communist Party of China. The company shall provide necessary conditions for the 
operations of the organisation of the CPC.’260 
The Report on the 17th Conference of the Standing Committee 
Hong Hu, the associate director of the Law Committee of NPC, presented the report, which 
summarised the first discussion on the revision.261 
Regarding the interests of creditors, some suggest that shareholders, in practice, have engaged 
in abuse of power relating to rights to transfer company property, which significantly reduces 
the solvency of the company. In this case, shareholders shall be held jointly liable. Therefore, 
a clause was suggested to be added into the law: ‘Where any shareholder of a company evades 
debts by abusing the independent legal person status of the company or by abusing the 
shareholder's limited liabilities, thereby prejudicing the interests of the creditors of the 
company, the shareholder shall be jointly and severally liable for the debts of the company’.262 
With respect to the benefit of shareholders, some noted that dominant shareholders of some 
limited liability companies neither distribute profit to minority shareholders nor allow the 
minority to consult the financial records. The violated minority shareholders cannot withdraw 
through transferring shares like those in listed companies. Thus, the Law Committee of NPC 
added two provisions: (1) The shareholder of a limited liability company could request the 
court to provide access to the accounting books if the request to the books is rejected by the 
                                                          
260 曹康泰[Cao Kangtai], above n 136, in Section 12. This is seen in art 19 of 2005 Company Law, 2013 Company 
Law 2013, and 2018 Company Law. 
261 洪虎[Hong Hu], 《全国人大法律委员会关于〈中华人民共和国公司法（修订草案）〉修改情况的汇报》
[The Report about the Revision on Company Law of People’s Republic of China (Amendment)], the 17th 
conference of the Standing Committee of the Tenth National People’s Congress (23 August 2005).  
262 This is seen in art 20 of 2005 Company Law, 2013 Company Law, and 2018 Company Law. 
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limited company;263 (2) If a limited liability company has been in profit for five years but does 
not distribute profit to the shareholder without valid reason according to the Company Law, 
the shareholders who oppose the decision can demand the company to purchase their shares at 
a reasonable price.264 The shareholders can file a lawsuit if the shareholders and the company 
cannot come to an agreement with the trade of the shares.265 To further guarantee the interests 
of shareholders, some suggest that shareholders could request the court to dissolve the 
company and conduct liquidation where the business confronts severe financial difficulties but 
is not eligible to go bankrupt. The Law Committee of NPC then added that in this case, 
shareholders of more than 10% voting power could request the court to dissolve the company 
if this issue cannot be solved by other methods. 
The First Report on the 18th Conference of the Standing Committee 
Hong Hu, again, presented the report which summarised the second discussion regarding the 
revision.266 Only discussion of employees’ rights and interests were related to CSR. Some 
suggested that the labour union shall sign up a collective contract on behalf of the employees 
with regard to the vital interests of employees such as wages and welfare. Thus, the Law 
Committee of NPC suggested the revision:  
The employees of a company shall organise a labour union in compliance with the Labour 
Union Law of the People's Republic of China to carry out labour union activities and 
maintain the legitimate rights and interests of the employee members. The company shall 
provide necessary conditions for the labour union thereof to carry out activities. The labour 
union of the company shall, in accordance with the law, conclude a collective contract with 
the company in connection with such matters as labourers’ remunerations, benefits, safety, 
sanitation, and et cetera on behalf of the employee members.267 
                                                          
263 This is seen in art 34 of 2005 Company Law and art 33 of 2013 Company Law and 2018 Company Law. 
264 This is seen in art 75 of 2005 Company Law and art 74 of 2013 Company Law and 2018 Company Law. 
265 Ibid. 
266 洪虎[Hong Hu], 《全国人大法律委员会关于〈中华人民共和国公司法（修订草案）〉审议结果的报告》
[The Report about the Deliberation on Company Law of People’s republic of China (Amendment)], the 18th 
conference of the Standing Committee of the Tenth National People’s Congress (22 October 2005). 
267 This is seen in art 18 of 2005 Company Law, 2013 Company Law, and 2018 Company Law. 
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The Second Report on the 18th Conference of the Standing Committee 
Yang Jing Yu, the director of the Law Committee of NPC, presented the report which 
summarised the last discussion regarding the revision. 268  Some believed that independent 
directors preserved the lawful interests of public investors. Some suggested that a listed 
company shall have independent directors and some suggested deletion of ‘shall’. Thus, the 
Law Committee of NPC wrote the new clause: ‘a listed company shall have independent 
directors. The State Council shall specify detailed measures in this regard’.269 
3.4 CSR in the 2018 Company Law of China 
The 2018 Company Law does not give a definition or specific rules or guidelines regarding 
CSR. However, it concerns the interests of non-shareholder constituencies such as creditors, 
employees, and governments. This chapter explores how the Company Law enhances the 
protection of the rights and interests of these groups. 
3.4.1 Employees’ Interests 
In terms of employees’ interests, art 17 provides that ‘[e]very company shall protect the lawful 
rights and interests of its employees’, including employment contracts, social insurances, 
labour protection and work safety, and education and in-service training.270 
Moreover, art 18 provides that labour unions shall be organised and managed in democratic 
ways. Labour unions carry out union activities and safeguard the lawful rights and interests of 
employees, including ‘sign[ing] collective contracts with the company with respect to 
remuneration, working hours, welfare, insurance, work safety and sanitation, and other 
                                                          
268 杨景宇[Yang Jingyu], 《全国人大法律委员会关于〈中华人民共和国公司法（修订草案三次审议稿）〉
修改意见的报告》 [The Report about the Third Review Draft on Company Law of People’s republic of China  
(Amendment)], the 18th conference of the Standing Committee of the Tenth National People’s Congress (25 
October 2005). 
269 Ibid. 
270 《中华人民共和国公司法》[Company Law of the People’s Republic of China] 2018. This article provides: 
“Every company shall protect the lawful rights and interests of its employees, sign employment contracts with its 
employees, buy social insurances, and strengthen labour protection so as to ensure work safety. Every company 
shall, in various forms, intensify the professional education and in-service training of its employees so as to 
improve their personal quality.” 
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matters’.271 A company is, at the same time, required to facilitate the establishment of labour 
unions and union activities and to solicit the opinions and proposals of its labour union and 
employees when it is coping with critical issues. 
Additionally, employee representatives shall be included in the board of directors and the board 
of supervisors.272 All companies may include representatives of the employees in the board of 
directors.273 In particular, in the case of a wholly State-owned company or a limited liability 
company established by two or more state-owned enterprises or other state-owned investors, 
representatives of the employees are compulsorily included in the board of directors. 
Furthermore, all companies shall include representatives of the employees in the board of 
supervisors, and the ratio shall be no less than one-third.274 
3.4.2 Creditors’ Interests 
The 2018 Company Law protects creditors by proclaiming: ‘[t]he law is formulated with a 
view to […] protecting the legitimate rights and interests of […] creditors.’275 A shareholder 
                                                          
271 Ibid art 18. This article provides: ‘The employees of a company shall, according to the Labour Union Law of 
the People's Republic of China, organise a labour union, which shall carry out union activities and safeguard the 
lawful rights and interests of the employees. The company shall provide necessary conditions for its labour union 
to carry out activities. The labour union shall, on behalf of the employees, sign collective contracts with the 
company with respect to the remuneration, working hours, welfare, insurance, work safety and sanitation, and 
other matters. In accordance with the Constitution and other relevant laws, a company shall adopt democratic 
management in the form of assembly of the representatives of the employees or any other ways. To make a 
decision on restructuring or any important issue relating to business operations, or to formulate any important 
bylaw, a company shall solicit the opinions of its labour union, and shall solicit the opinions and proposals of the 
employees through the assembly of the representatives of the employees or in any other way.’ 
272 Ibid art 44, 51, 67,108, 117. 
273 Ibid art 44, 67, 108. Art 44 reads: ‘If a limited liability company established by 2 or more state-owned 
enterprises or other state-owned investors, the board of directors shall include representatives of the employees of 
the companies. The board of directors of any other limited liability company may also include representatives of 
the employees of the company concerned.’ Art 67 reads: ‘A wholly State-owned company shall have a board of 
directors… The members of the board of directors shall include representatives of the employees.’ Art 108 reads: 
‘The members of the board of directors may include representatives of the employees of the company.’ 
274 Ibid art 51, 117. The two articles provide: ‘The board of supervisors shall include the representatives of the 
shareholders and an appropriate ratio of representatives of the company's employees in which the ratio of the 
employees’ representatives shall not be lower than one third.’ 
275 Ibid art 1. 
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shall not ‘prejudice the interests of the creditors of the company by abusing the independent 
legal person status of the company or by abusing the limited liabilities of the shareholder’, and 
‘shall be jointly and severally liable for the debts of the company’ whenever he evades debts 
by abusing the independent legal person status or the limited liabilities.276 Moreover, in the case 
of a merger of companies, ‘the companies shall notify their creditors within 10 days after the 
resolution on merger is made’, and the creditors may request ‘the company to repay the debts 
or provide corresponding guaranty’.277 Furthermore, in the case of the division of a company, 
‘the company shall notify its creditors within 10 days after the resolution on division is 
made’.278 A similar rule applies to reduction of registered capital and dissolution liquidation.279 
3.4.3 Government’s Interests 
Firstly, the 2018 Company Law is formulated to maintain ‘social and economic orders’ and to 
facilitate ‘the development of the socialist market economy’.280 
Secondly, art 19 reads: ‘An organisation of the Communist Party of China (CPC) shall be 
established in a company to carry out activities of the CPC pursuant to the Constitution of the 
Communist Party of China. The company shall provide necessary facilities for the activities of 
the organisation of CPC.’281 
In the case of a wholly state-owned company, the state-owned assets supervision and 
administration authorities perform the duties of the capital contributing party.282 
3.5 Other Regulations on CSR 
Although the Company Law does not include detailed provisions regarding CSR, 
administrative and sub-national regulations offer ideas of specific rules to implement CSR in 
practice. 
                                                          
276 Ibid art 20. 
277 Ibid art 173. 
278 Ibid art 175. 
279 Ibid art 177, 185  
280 Ibid art 1. 
281 Ibid art 19. 
282 Ibid art 66.  
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3.5.1 Listed Companies 
CSR of listed companies has been a more prominent focus as far ar regulations and guidelines 
are concerned. The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), Shanghai Stock 
Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange have published documents to govern some social 
responsibilities of listed companies. 
The Principles of Listed Company Governance published in 2018 defines stakeholders as: 
banks and other creditors, employees, consumer, supplier, community etc.283 Listed companies 
shall actively and in a timely manner disclose all the information that may substantially impact 
on the decision-making of shareholders and other stakeholders.284  
The Shenzhen Stock Exchange followed this definition and integrated protection on 
stakeholders scattered in specialised laws in its Guidelines on Social Responsibility of Listed 
Company of Shenzhen Stock Exchange 2006.285 The guideline urges companies to safeguard 
the rights and interests of stakeholders but lacks expression for mandatory disclosure and 
punitive measures. 
The Shanghai Stock Exchange has also published guidelines with regard to voluntary CSR 
disclosure. They are very similar to the guidelines published by the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, 
and will not be repeated here. 
3.5.2 Regional Regulations 
CSR and stakeholders are clearly defined in the Local Standards of Corporate Social 
Responsibility of Shanghai 2008. 286  CSR contains five aspects of rights and interests: 
                                                          
283 《上市公司治理准则》[The Principles of Listed Company Governance] 2018. 
284 Ibid art 88, 91. 
285 《深圳证券交易所上市公司社会责任指引》[Guidelines on Social Responsibility of Listed Company of 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange], 25 September 2006, art 3 
<http://www.szse.cn/main/disclosure/bsgg/200609259299.shtml>. 




responsibility, 287  environmental responsibility, 288  credibility and integrity responsibility, 289 
manager’s responsibility,290 and harmonious responsibility291. 
Another recent development is the Evaluation Standards of Corporate Social Responsibility of 
Jiangsu Province. The Jiangsu provincial government released a brief of the Standard.292 In the 
Standard, CSR contains five spheres: innovative development and quality guarantee 293 , 
coordinating development and harmonious relationship294, green development and safety and 
environmental protection 295 , open development and integrity and win-win 296 , sharing 
development and good cause and charity297. More details have not been subsequently published 
by the government, but the Standard will be examined in future research as soon as it is 
published. 
                                                          
287 This refers to the rights and interests of employees, including labour contract, wages, vacation, social insurance, 
labour union, safety and working condition, personal dignity, benefit sharing, cultural life and et cetera. 
288 This refers to environmental protection, including decreasing pollution, conserving energy and resources, 
recycling, environmental governance, joining quality certification systems. 
289 This requires enterprises be responsible and honest to consumers, shareholders, partners, managers and et 
cetera. Companies should safeguard the rights and interests of consumers, reward shareholders’ investment, 
respect partnership, intellectual property, competition, and business rules. 
290 Managers are required to behave as example, and run the business with integrity and under supervision. 
291 This refers to a huge scope of social life: (1) positive relationship with government, including tax, anti-
corruption and other cooperation with government; (2) social undertakings, including supporting community, 
providing volunteers, increasing charity, improving education, hastening innovation, bettering cultural 
construction and public relationship, and et cetera. 
292 江苏省经济和信息化委[Jiangsu Provincial Economic and Information Commission], above n 27. 
293 This includes ‘internet+’ application, intellectual property, self-owned brand, rights and interests of consumers, 
quality of products, and development benefit. See ibid. 
294 This includes the duty of corporate governance, construction of mass organisation, remuneration of labour, 
career training, work practice, insurance and social insurance, safety and hygiene. See ibid. 
295  This includes early warning and emergency response mechanism of environment, energy conservation 
technology, ecological and environmental protection, and environmental protection system certification. See ibid. 
296 This includes participation in the major strategy of the nation, credibility management, operation with good 
faith, and anti-commercial bribery. See ibid. 
297 This includes participation in the industry, create employment, tax paying, commonweal donation, voluntary 
service. See ibid. 
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3.5.3 State-Owned Enterprises 
The Guidelines to the State-owned Enterprises Directly under the Central Government on 
Fulfilling Corporate Social Responsibilities 2008 produced by the State-owned Assets 
Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council emphasises that CSOEs 
should become the leading force and example in fulfilling CSR.298 The Guidance also raises 
the content of CSR for CSOEs through the following:  
(1) insist on a legal and honest way in business operation; 
(2) improve ability of making sustainable profits;  
(3) improve product quality and service;  
(4) strengthen resource conservation and environment protection;  
(5) promote independent innovation and technological advancement;  
(6) ensure production safety;  
(7) protect legal rights and interests of employees;  
(8) participate in social pubic welfare programs.299 
3.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has introduced the core debates in China regarding CSR. While CSR is recognised 
by the Company Law and regulations, there are opinions for and against the legislation on CSR. 
The debate also extends to the duty of directors. This chapter also illustrates how the Company 
Law and regulations concern CSR and the benefits of non-shareholder constituencies. It is clear 
that after the CSR legislation in 2005, regulators have been embracing CSR more and more. 
Listed companies and SOEs are covered by more by regulations and rules than other types of 
companies, and the regulation on CSR is more compulsory than other types of companies. The 
debates neglect the cultural and political influence on CSR, which make these debates 
insufficient to explain the status quo and predict the future on CSR in China. The next several 
                                                          
298 国务院国有资产管理委员会[State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State 
Council], 《关于中央企业履行社会责任的指导意见》[Guidelines to the State-Owned Enterprises Directly 
under the Central Government on Fulfilling Corporate Social Responsibilities], 29 December 2007,  
<http://www.ceccredit.org.cn/news.php?id=5090>. The state-owned enterprises directly under the central 
government are usually referred as CSOEs. 
299 Ibid art 8-15. 
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chapters will investigate the cultural and political aspects of Chinese CSR and contribute a new 




Chapter 4  
Source of CSR in China – A Theoretical Analysis 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to develop a theoretical basis, which specifically applies to the discussion of 
CSR in the Chinese context. It discusses the cultural source of Chinese CSR. The discussion 
involves the philosophical framework of Chinese culture, traditional values, and business 
models. Subsequently, this chapter analyses the political orientation of the Chinese government. 
In their study on Norway, Davis Wilson and Dag Hessen propose an approach to CSR based 
on altruistic phenomena in the nature and culture of human society, which is similar to the 
approach to Chinese CSR in this thesis. They start with the contention that both the biological 
world and the human world consist of units within units.300 For example, genes, individuals, 
groups, species, ecosystem, and the biosphere illustrate the ‘units within units’ basis of the 
biological world, whereas genes, individuals, families, villages and cities, provinces, nations, 
and the global village reveals the same  basis in the human world.301 The selfishness of lower-
level units can bring depredations to the welfare of higher-level units.302 Wilson and Hessen 
raise many examples which illustrate selfish lower-level units disregarding the common good 
and unintentionally ravaging the higher-level units and even the whole system.303 In contrast, 
from cells to organism, from individual to group, and from weak to strong, biological evolution 
is accompanied by precise coordination of the lower-level units and the restraint of their 
selfishness.304 As in the human world, the logic of evolution has become a part of human culture. 
Humans do not only consider their own benefit, but also act for the common good, such as in 
teamwork.305 In this way, humans can develop from an individual to a group, such as a village, 
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city, province, and nation.306 The fundamental problem of global governance today is that the 
lower-level units in the global village, namely nations, do not refrain from selfishness.307 Hence, 
the solution is to build a system and urge nations to work together for the common good.308 
Wilson and Hessen’s approach to good governance has four features. Firstly, the biological 
world is a necessary reference. Secondly, the culture of the human world plays an essential role 
in the governance of the human world. Thirdly, Wilson and Hessen provide a holistic view that 
the ‘units within units’ idea applies to all levels of both the biological world and the human 
world. Last but not least, common good is believed to be the basis of good governance, and the 
long-term benefit of an individual relies on the welfare of the collective. Chinese culture has 
much in common with Wilson and Hessen’s approach and contains more systematic thoughts 
on the relationship of nature and humans and the application of the law of nature in human 
society. Moreover, Chinese culture also emphasises the collective good. This thesis will not 
discuss the detail of global governance. However, Wilson and Hessen pay great attention to 
profit-making entities in their article.309 In this light, this thesis looks into the culture of China, 
and provides a deep understanding of CSR in Chinese society.  
The author makes the following arguments. Firstly, Chinese traditional values are naturally 
compatible with CSR. Secondly, the Chinese government has multiple reasons to be attracted 
to CSR and improve its development within China. Thirdly, while there is a clear influence 
from Western theories, China has its own source of CSR, which has played a major role in the 
evolution of CSR in China. The shareholder primacy principle is not compatible with Chinese 
values, while stakeholder theory has a role in Chinese CSR. Fourthly, the uniqueness of 
Chinese CSR is linked with the characteristics of China, and the study of the Chinese source is 
important to proposing guidelines and legislation on CSR in China.  
4.2 The Cultural Source of CSR in China 
Chinese traditional culture is a complex system which offers rich philosophical contents. It is 
believed that the embryo of Chinese philosophy started to form earlier than documentary 







records.310 Subsequently there was a great contention amongst various schools of thought 
during 770 – 2210 B.C. This period witnessed a great flowering of some influential schools, 
such as Confucianism, Taoism, Legalism and Mohism, Yin-Yang School, School of Names 
(Logicians), and the School of Agriculture. Around 134 B.C., the emperor of Western Han 
Dynasty (202 B.C. - 8) established the dominance of Confucianism which was the mainstream 
ideology in China for millennia. The different schools of thought experienced cross-
fertilisation over time and constructed a unique and stable system of Chinese thought.311 
In this section, it is not necessary to deal with the complexities of the similarities and 
differences of these philosophical genres. Alternatively, this section attempts to discuss the 
fundamental philosophy of Chinese traditional culture. The fundamental philosophy is 
regarded as a key to traditional ethics, morality, and values. It is also the correct methodology 
to link CSR and traditional culture together. 
4.2.1 The Core Framework in the Chinese Philosophical System 
The three principles that constitute the core framework of the Chinese philosophical system 
are: ‘follow the example of nature’, ‘people oriented’, and ‘nature and man in one’.312 This 
framework recognises the nature and the well-being of human existence.  
‘Follow the example of nature’ 
The principle, ‘follow the example of nature’, is translated from the Chinese language - ‘yi tian 
wei ze’.313 Literally, the character ‘tian’ means sky or heaven, and accordingly, the phrase ‘yi 
tian wei ze’ means taking the sky or heaven as the criterion. The thesis adopts Fung Yu-Lan’s 
translation. ‘Heaven’ is used to represent ‘tian’, and ‘Earth’ represents the counterpart of 
Heaven.314 The ‘tian’ or Heaven refers to two aspects: one is the material sky, which covers the 
earth, the other is the will of the gods or deceased ancestors on high, which assure destiny or 
                                                          
310 For instance, Ba Gua (the Eight Diagrams). 
311 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], 《中国文化的根本精神》[The Fundamental -Spirit of Chinese Culture] (中华书局
[Zhonghua Book Company], 2016) 7-24. 
312 In Chinese, ‘follow the example of the nature’ is ‘以天为则’; ‘people oriented’ is ‘以人为本’; ‘the nature and 
man in one’ is ‘天人合一’. The versions of translation are varied. The author will provide more details in the 
discussions in this chapter, regarding the reference to the translation and the meaning of the three principles.  
313 ‘yi tian we ze’ is the pinyin of ‘以天为则’. 
314 Fung, above n 149, 144. 
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karma are in operation.315 Indeed, the sky or heaven provides an infinite source of knowledge, 
and it is an essential part of Chinese philosophy.316 
However, the word ‘tian’ or Heaven should not be limited to the sky or heaven, but also 
represents a broader scope of nature. In fact, the sky and earth are usually considered together, 
because merely emphasising the importance of sky does not meet the characteristic of 
wholeness in Chinese philosophy. There are always at least two elements participating in 
wholeness. One abstract example is ‘yin’ and ‘yang’.317 Simply addressed, ‘yin’ and ‘yang’ can 
be described as negative and positive respectively. ‘yin’ and ‘yang’ is a subtle pairing of 
opposition: they exist upon each other. ‘yin’ alone does not grow, neither does the ‘yang’, so 
the universe comes with ‘yin’ and ‘yang’.318 Laozi suggests that ‘[a]ll things leave behind them 
the [yin] (out of which they have come), and go forward to embrace the [yang] (into which they 
have emerged), while they are harmonised by the Breath of Vacancy.’319 The abstract ‘yin-yang’ 
concept covers a broad range of concrete objects such as the sky and the earth, the sun and the 
moon, obscurity and brightness, male and female, hot and cold, and similar elements. Therefore, 
the Heaven and the Earth, together, make up a whole system. Moreover, ancient Chinese people 
generated knowledge and virtues from the observation of animals, trees, seasons, the sun and 
the moon.320 Thus, the word ‘tian’ or Heaven refers to nature, the specific meaning of which 
will be explained below.321 
Moreover, it is not necessary to pay considerable attention to the gods or ancestors which the 
‘tian’ implies. Humanism is another characteristic of Chinese culture. Confucius discourages 
caring about supernatural things. Zilu, one of Confucius’ students, once asked about ghosts and 
                                                          
315 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 49-58. 
316 Ibid. 
317 ‘yin’ and ‘yang’ can be found in many circumstances, for instance, Ba Gua and Tai Chi. 
318程允升  [Cheng Yunsheng], 《幼学琼林》 [Enlightenment for Juveniles], Chapter 2 Section2 (夫妇
[Conjugality]), <https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=703837&remap=gb#%E5%A4%AB%E5%A6%87>. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘孤阴不长，独阳不生，故天地配以阴阳’. The book was written in Ming Dynasty 
of China. The author of the thesis translated relevant texts in this book, for English translation of the book is not 
available at this moment.  
319 Laozi, translated by James Legge, Tao Te Chi: Or the Tao and Its Characteristics (Floating Press, 2008) 78. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘万物负阴而抱阳，冲气以为和’. 




gods. Confucius criticised him and answered that one could not serve ghosts if he failed to 
serve humans first.322 Zilu then asked about death. Confucius answered by asking how one 
could know death if he did not know life.323 In the Song Dynasty (960 - 1279), Confucians did 
not believe in a Heaven with consciousness.324 The ancient Chinese of great wisdom speculated 
that it is unnecessary to focus on the supernatural. Therefore, it is more appropriate to refer to 
‘tian’, in the phrase ‘yi tian wei ze’, to nature.325  
Nature in ‘follow the example of nature’ encompasses two spheres. Firstly, nature stands for 
material nature or the natural world, including ‘all the animals, plants and other things in the 
world that are not made by people, and all the events and processes that are not caused by 
people’.326 The second sphere includes abstract nature, which means the essential quality and 
character of material nature and the way it exists.327 
The Chinese people have a long history of learning from, and reaching out to nature. Nature 
has been an indispensable source of knowledge, ethics, morality, and values. Confucius used 
to praise the sky and the earth as the greatest example of morality. Taoism concludes a chain 
of learning (or imitating): a human learns from the earth, the earth learns from the sky, the sky 
learns from the Tao, and the Tao learns from nature.328  
                                                          
322 Confucius, translated by James Legge, The Analects of Confucius: An Online Teaching Translation (Robert 
Eno, 2015), 53, <http://www.indiana.edu/~p374/Analects_of_Confucius_(Eno-2015).pdf>. The original text in 
Chinese: ‘季路问事鬼神。子曰：「未能事人，焉能事鬼？」敢問死。曰：「未知生，焉知死？」 ’ 
English translation: Ji Lu asked about serving the spirits.  The Master said, “While you are yet not able to serve 
men, how could you be able to serve the spirits?” “May I ask about death?” “When you do not yet understand life, 
how could you understand death?” 
323 Ibid. 
324 刘笑敢[Liu Xiaogan], 《天人合一：学术、学说和信仰——再论中国哲学之身份及研究取向的不同》
[On the Identity and Positioning of Chinese Philosophical Studies: A Case Study of Tian-Ren-He-Yi (Union of 
Heaven and Man) in Ancient and Morden Times] (2011) 6 南京大学学报（哲学·人文科学·社会科学）[Journal 
of Nanjing University (Philosophy, Humanities, and Social Sciences)] 67, 77. 
325 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 52-53. 
326 Collins English Dictionary, <https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/nature>. 
327 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 52-53. 
328 老子[Laozi],《道德经》[Dao De Jing (also known as Tao Te Ching)], Chapter 25, <http://ctext.org/dao-de-
jing>. The original text in Chinese: ‘人法地，地法天，天法道，道法自然。’ English translation by James 
Legge: ‘Man takes his law from the Earth; the Earth takes its law from Heaven; Heaven takes its law from the 
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In fact, the Chinese derive types of ethics, morality, and codes from learning the virtue of the 
myriad of things in nature.329  Sincerity, for instance, is a virtue of the sky. Confucius said that 
four seasons and the heavens are silent, but each season returns and returns, and all things 
grow.330 Mencius also states that sincerity is the truth of the sky, as well as humans.331 The other 
example is altruism. Confucius encourages selflessness by referring to nature. He states that 
the sky covers everything; the earth bears the weight of everything; the sun and moon lighten 
everything without any selflessness or partiality.332 Chinese ethics regard natural and internal 
relationships as more important than contractual and external relationships.333 There were five 
essential ethical relationships in ancient China: father and child, husband and wife, the elder 
and the young, friends, and the monarch and subordinate. Except for the relationship of the 
monarch and subordinate, the other four relationships are irreversible and natural. For example, 
one of the most important virtues in China is filial piety. Wang Bi defines filial piety as a type 
                                                          
Dao. The law of the Dao is its being what it is.’ However, although Legge’s translation is a widely used version, 
his translation of this sentence is inaccurate. The character ‘法’ does not mean ‘law’, but inclines to ‘learn’ or 
‘imitate’. Another version translated by Lin Yutang is worthy of reference. The translation is ‘Man models himself 
after the Earth; The Earth models itself after Heaven; The Heaven models itself after Tao; Tao models itself after 
nature.’ See《道德经》中英对照（林语堂） [Dao De Jing in Chinese and English (By Lin Yutang) ] 
<http://www.chinalongmai.net/bencandy-45-1437-1.htm>. 
329 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 53-56. 
330 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 17( 阳货[Yang Huo]), <http://ctext.org/analects/yang-
huo>. The original text in Chinese: ‘天何言哉？四时行焉，万物生焉。天何言哉？’ English Translation by 
James Legge: ‘Does Heaven speak? The four seasons pursue their courses, and all things are continually being 
produced, but does Heaven say anything?’ 
331 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius], 《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 
7(离娄上[Li Lou I]), < http://ctext.org/mengzi/li-lou-i >. The original text in Chinese: ‘是故诚者天之道也，思
诚者，人之道也。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘Therefore, sincerity is the way of Heaven. To think 
how to be sincere is the way of man.’ 
332 孔子[Confucius], 《礼记》[Liji, also known as The Classic of Rites or The Book of Rites], chapter 29(孔子
闲居[Kongzi Xian Ju]), <http://ctext.org/liji/kongzi-xian-ju>. The original text in Chinese: ‘天无私覆，地无私
载，日月无私照。奉斯三者以劳天下，此之谓三无私。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘Heaven 
overspreads all without partiality; Earth sustains and contains all without partiality; the Sun and Moon shine on 
all without partiality. Reverently displaying these three characteristics and thereby comforting all under heaven 
under the toils which they imposed, is what is called “the Three Impartialities”’. 
333 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 8-9. 
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of natural love.334 Confucius compared the necessity of filial piety to the nature of the sky and 
earth.335 Filial piety shall be obeyed because it is a natural moral norm.336 Additionally, people 
also try to metamorphose the monarch and subordinate into natural relationships, the same as 
government officials and civilians. Government officials are usually called ‘parent officials’, 
which implies the naturally-existing rights and obligations of the officials and their fellow 
men.337 Things in nature inspired people to seek out virtues. Water is a classic example. Laozi 
believed that water stands for the highest excellence. ‘The highest excellence is like (that of) 
water. The excellence of water appears in its benefiting all things, and in its occupying, without 
striving (to the contrary), the low place which all men dislike. Hence (its way) is near to (that 
of) the Dao.’338 Confucius related nine aspects of merit to water: morality, righteousness, Tao, 
courage, legality, integrity, perception, aspiration, and education.339 
People oriented 
The principle ‘people oriented’ or ‘people foremost’ is translated from the Chinese language - 
‘yi ren wei ben’, which is the most essential spirit of Chinese value.340 Although nature appears 
to be supreme, the priority is dealing with humans’ issues from the beginning to the end. In the 
Western Zhou Dynasty (1046 -771 B.C.), records in ancient China state that humans are the 
most intelligent and valuable among all creatures. The Book of Documents states that Heaven 
                                                          
334 Ibid 9. 
335 《孝经》[Xiao Jing, also known as The Classic of Filial Piety or The Book of Filial Piety], Chapter 7(三才
[Filial Piety in Relation to the Three Powers]), <http://ctext.org/xiao-jing/filial-piety-in-relation-to-the>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘夫孝，天之经也，地之义也，民之行也。’ English Translation by James Legge: 
‘filial piety is the constant (method) of Heaven, the righteousness of Earth, and the practical duty of Man. Heaven 
and earth invariably pursue the course (that may be thus described), and the people take it as their pattern.’ 
336 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 9. 
337 Ibid 10-11. 
338 老子[Laozi],《道德经》[Dao De Jing (also known as Tao Te Ching)], Chapter 8, <http://ctext.org/dao-de-
jing>. The original text in Chinese: ‘上善若水。水利万物而不争，处众人之所恶，故几于道。’ English 
translation by James Legge. 
339  荀子 [Xunzi],《荀子》 [Xunzi], Chapter 28(宥坐 [You Zuo]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/you-zuo/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘夫水遍与诸生而无为也，似德。其流也埤下，裾拘必循其理，似义，其洸洸乎不
淈尽，似道。若有决行之，其应佚若声响，其赴百仞之谷不惧，似勇。主量必平，似法。盈不求概，似
正。淖约微达，似察。以出以入以就鲜洁，似善化。其万折也必东，似志。’ 
340 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 46-52. 
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and Earth are the mother of all creatures, and the human is the most endowed of all creatures.341 
Confucius also expressed the view that the natural disposition of humans is the most valuable 
among that of all things between the Heaven and Earth.342 Xun Zi said that water and fire are 
breathing but not alive. Grass and trees are alive but not conscious. Birds and beasts are 
conscious but not righteous. Only human beings are breathing, alive, conscious, and righteous. 
Therefore, humans are most valued in the world.343 
Humans take part directly in changes in the natural world. Ancient Chinese believed that the 
natural world would be in chaos without the participation of people. Humans are self-motivated 
and self-initiated. Moreover, humans are capable of recognising ethics and moralities, which 
are the key factors in creating different social positions and a due division of labour in 
society.344 When the positions and division of people are clear and definite, people are able to 
group together and cooperate. 345 Therefore, humans are the best option for exploring and 
                                                          
341 《尚书》[Shang Shu, also known as The Book of Documents or The Classic of History], Book 4, Chapter 1 
(泰誓上[Great Declaration I]),  <http://ctext.org/shang-shu/great-declaration-i/ens>. The original text in Chinese: 
‘惟天地万物父母，惟人万物之灵。’ English translation by James Legge: ‘Heaven and earth is the parent of all 
creatures; and of all creatures man is the most highly endowed.’ The Book of Documents or Shang Shu, is one of 
the Five Classics of ancient Chinese literature. It is a collection of rhetorical prose attributed to figures of ancient 
China, and served as the foundation of Chinese political philosophy for over 2,000 years.  
342 《孝经》[Xiao Jing, also known as The Classic of Filial Piety or The Book of Filial Piety], Chapter 9(圣治
[The Government of the Sages]), <http://ctext.org/xiao-jing/government-of-the-sages/ens>. The original text in 
Chinese: ‘天地之性，人为贵。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘Of all (creatures with their different) 
natures produced by Heaven and Earth, man is the noblest.’ 
343  荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 9(王制[Wang Zhi]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/wang-zhi/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘水火有气而无生，草木有生而无知，禽兽有知而无义，人有气、有生、有知，亦
且有义，故最为天下贵也。’ 
344  楼宇烈 [Lou Yulie], 《中国的品格》 [The Character of China] (四川人民出版社 [Sichuan People’s 
Publishing House], 1st ed, 2015) 46. 
345 丁成际[Ding Chengji], 《“明分”之道——荀子“明分使群”思想解读》[The Principle of “Ming Fen”: 
Unscramble Xunzi’s Idea of “Ming Fen Shi Qun”] (2010) 11 社会科学论坛[Tribune of Social Science] 64. 
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managing the natural world. Heaven gives seasons and weather, earth contains materials, and 
humans contribute management.346  
The ‘people oriented’ principle is also reflected in the independence of humans. Chinese reject 
theism and fetishism. In other words, people are free from submission to gods or material assets. 
Instead, Chinese humanism pays considerable attention to the well-being of people’s mental 
life and the value of individuals. The wise ancients discouraged any type of worshiping of 
supernatural power. In fact, Chinese humanism always stressed respect of the sky, the earth, 
the monarch, parents, and educators instead of gods or ghosts.347 Confucius clearly expressed 
his opposition to superstitions. He refused to talk about ghosts and gods.348  In a conversation, 
Confucius suggested that one shall serve for the well-being of people and keep ghosts and gods 
at a distance, considered by him as a wise approach.349  
Moreover, humans think and behave in a righteous way in order to avoid being enslaved by 
material wealth. In other words, people shall be the master of wealth rather than worshippers 
of it. This is another aspect of centring humanity in the world. Confucius stated that the 
Superior Man behaves with the recognition of righteousness, and the Inferior Man behaves 
according to benefits.350 Xunzi (298-238 B.C.) suggested that the good person enslaves the 
                                                          
346  荀子 [Xunzi],《荀子》 [Xunzi], Chapter 17(天论 [Tian Lun]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/tian-lun/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘天有其时，地有其财，人有其治。’ English translation by Fung Yu-Lan: ‘Haven has 
its seasons, Earth has its resources, man has his culture.’ See Fung, above n 149, 144. 
347 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 344, 49. Liu Yulie explains the argument that: the sky and the earth are the root 
of all things; the parents are the source of life; the monarch and educators are the source of edification.  
348 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 7(述而[Shu Er]), <http://ctext.org/analects/shu-er/ens>. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘子不语怪，力，乱，神。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘The subjects on 
which the Master did not talk, were: extraordinary things, feats of strength, disorder, and spiritual beings.’ 
349  孔子 [Confucius],《论语》 [The Analects], Chapter 6(雍也 [Yong Ye]), <http://ctext.org/analects/yong-
ye/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘子曰：“务民之义，敬鬼神而远之，可谓知矣。”’ English Translation 
by James Legge: ‘The Master said, “To give one's self earnestly to the duties due to men, and, while respecting 
spiritual beings, to keep aloof from them, may be called wisdom.”’  
350 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 4(里仁[Li Ren]), <http://ctext.org/analects/li-ren/ens>. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘君子喻于义小人喻于利’. English Translation by James Legge: ‘The mind of the 
superior man is conversant with righteousness; the mind of the mean man is conversant with gain.’ 
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material, and the material enslaves the Inferior Man.351 Therefore, an important topic is raised: 
how to serve people’s desire for the material but avoid being enslaved by it. Regarding the 
appropriate way to meet people’s needs, Xunzi argued that Li is the tool to distribute resources 
to meet people’s needs. Xunzi further explained the necessity of Li: 
Where is Li from? Humans are born with desires. If desires are not fulfilled, people seek 
them out. When people seek without degrees, quantities, entitlement or boundaries, they 
must fight. If they fight against each other, chaos happens, which finally leads to the bad 
end. The ancient monarchs detest the chaotic situations. They, therefore, established Li to 
clarify the degrees, quantities, entitlement and boundaries, in order to nurse people’s 
desires and supply their needs. By this means, desire would not be dissatisfied due to 
materials and resources, and materials and resources would not be exhausted due to desire. 
Desire and materials achieve mutual development during the mutual restraints. This is the 
origin of Li.352 
According to the principle of ‘people oriented’, all rules set by people must put the well-being 
of people as the prime concern. The Book of Documents argues that the people are the 
foundation of a state, and the state is in peace if the foundation is firm.353 There is another 
argument in The Book of Documents urging rulers to take care of the people, which is, Heaven 
                                                          
351  荀子 [Xunzi],《荀子》 [Xunzi], Chapter 2(修身 [Xiu Shen]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/xiu-shen/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘君子役物小人役于物。’ 
352 荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 19(礼论[Li Lun]) < http://ctext.org/xunzi/li-lun/ens>. The original 
text in Chinese: ‘礼起于何也？曰：人生而有欲，欲而不得，则不能无求，求而无度量分界，则不能不争。
争则乱，乱则穷。先王恶其乱也，故制礼义以分之，以养人之欲，给人之求。使欲必不穷于物，物必不
屈于欲，两者相持而长，是礼之所起也。’ 
353 《尚书》[Shang Shu, also known as The Book of Documents or The Classic of History], Book 2 Chapter 3(五
子之歌[Song of the Five Sons]), <http://ctext.org/shang-shu/songs-of-the-five-sons/ens>. The original text in 
Chinese: ‘民可近，不可下，民为邦本，本固邦宁。’ English translation by James Legge: ‘The people should 
be cherished, And not looked down upon. The people are the root of a country; 
The root firm, the country is tranquil.’ 
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favours no one but the virtuous.354 Confucius suggested there be emphasis on enriching the 
people, and rejection of exploitation of the people.355 Mencius believed that rulers should 
manage the people with benevolence. He concludes that people are important, the state is less 
important, and the monarch is the least important. 356  Xunzi compared the relationship of 
monarchs and common people as boat and water: water is able to carry the boat as well as sink 
it.357 Taizong of the Tang Dynasty (618 - 907), an outstanding emperor in Chinese history, 
referenced Xunzi’s boat and water metaphor and made it a principle in his rule.  
Moreover, ‘people-oriented’ is regarded as good governance. It is believed that Guanzi (723-
645 B.C.) first used the phrase ‘yi ren wei ben’.358 He describes a win-win situation which 
proves that ‘people oriented’ is good governance for a state. In this sense, the people of his 
state are regarded as a fundamental force that the lord relies on. Guanzi explains that: 
an overlord’s ambition starts with basing on the people (‘yi ren wei ben’) – the state is 
stable when the basis is governed, and the state is in danger when the basis is disordered. 
                                                          
354 《尚书》[Shang Shu, also known as The Book of Documents or The Classic of History], Book 4 Chapter 
19(蔡仲之命[Charge to Zhong of Cai]), <http://ctext.org/shang-shu/charge-to-zhong-of-cai/ens>. The original 
text in Chinese: ‘皇天无亲，惟德是辅。’ English translation by James Legge: ‘Great Heaven has no partial 
affections; it helps only the virtuous.’ 
355 尚菲菲[Shang Feifei], 《浅议“以人为本”和传统文化中的民本思想》[A Discussion on “People Oriented” 
and the People Oriented Thoughts in the Traditional Culture] (2010) 6 科教导刊[The Guide of Science & 
Education] 104, 104. 
356 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 
14(尽心下[Jin Xin II]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/jin-xin-ii/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘民为贵，社稷次
之，君为轻。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘The people are the most important element in a nation; the 
spirits of the land and grain are the next; the sovereign is the lightest.’ 
357  荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 9(王制[Wang Zhi]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/wang-zhi/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘君者、舟也，庶人者、水也；水则载舟，水亦覆舟。’ 
358 杨森[Yang Sen], 《比较视野下中西企业文化的“以人为本”理念——基于中西传统文化分析》[The 
Concept of “People Oriented” of Chinese and Western Corporate Culture under a Comparative Perspective: An 
Analysis Based on Chinese and Western Traditional Culture] (2015) 1 财经政法资讯[Information of Economic 
and Law] 25, 27. 
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If the highness is wise, his fellowmen revere. If the governance is amiable, people are 
settled.359 
Guanzi also revealed the virtuous nature of ‘people oriented’. In history, there is a famous 
conversation between Guanzi and his lord.360 The lord consulted Guanzi, asking what a king 
should regard as being most important. Guanzi answered, the ‘sky’. The lord faced upward and 
watched the sky. The minister said: The ‘sky’ does not refer to the blue and vast sky. A king 
shall treat the people as the sky. 361  
 Nature and man in one 
‘Nature and man in one’ is interpreted from Chinese ‘tian ren he yi’.362 Similarly, the meaning 
of character ‘tian’ in Chinese is also the sky. However, according to the discussion in the 
                                                          
359  管子[Guanzi],《管子》[Guanzi], Chapter 23(霸言[Ba Yan]), <http://ctext.org/guanzi/ba-yan/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘夫霸王之所始也，以人为本，本理则国固，本乱则国危；故上明则下敬，政平则
人安。’ 
360 《韩诗外传》[Han Shi Wai Zhuan], Chapter 4, <http://ctext.org/han-shi-wai-zhuan/juan-si/ens>. The original 
text in Chinese: ‘齐桓公问于管仲曰：“王者何贵？”曰：“贵天。”桓公仰而视天。管仲曰：“所谓天，非苍
莽之天也。王者以百姓为天。”’ The lord is Qi Huan Gong (685B.C. – 643B.C.), and the minister is Guan 
Zhong (also know as Guanzi, 723B.C. -645B.C.). 
361 Ibid. 
362 There are many versions of the translation of the phrase ‘tian ren he yi’. They are exhibited here to assist 
readers to understand the meaning. For instance, the translations could be: ‘harmony of the heaven and man’, 
‘human-nature harmony’, ‘being as one with the universe’, and ‘heaven and man combine into an integral whole’. 
See 徐春根[Xu Chungen], 《“天人合一思想及其当代启示”》[The Doctrine of Harmony of the Heaven and 
Man and the Contemporary Revelation] (2003) 29(3) 西南师范大学学报（人文社会科学版）[Journal of 
Southwest China Normal University (Humanities and Social Sciences Edition)] 27, 31. See also 金富平[Jin 
Fuping], 《“天人合一”确切内涵之界定——解析“天人合一”生态意义认识分歧的症结》[Define the Exact 
Meaning of “Being as One with the Universe” ——Analyse and Resolve the Crux That Scholars Differ From 
About the Ecological Sense of “Being as One with the Universe”] (2014) 34(3) 河北学刊[Hebei Academic 
Journal] 175, 178. See also 姚文永[Yao Wenyong], 《浅析儒家天人合一说与马德新伊斯兰教理论体系的构
建》[Discussion on the Human-Nature Harmony Theory of Confucianism and the Construction of Ma Dexin’s 
Islamic Theory] (2015) 2 宁夏社会科学[Social Sciences in Ningxia] 88, 93. See also 张运菊[Zhang Yunju], 
《“天人合一”与生态文明》[Harmony in Human and Nature and Ecological Civilization] (2008) 6 华北电力大
学学报（社会科学版）[Journal of North China Electric Power University(Social Sciences)] 91, 91. See also 刘
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‘follow the example of nature’ section, it is more appropriate to interpret ‘tian’ as  nature. 
People do not merely unite or harmonise with Heaven, but the broader scope of nature. 
Humans shall ‘follow the example of nature’, while their well-being is the prime concern. 
Chinese do not think that nature is superior to people or people are superior to nature. Taoism 
believes that humans are neither greater nor lesser than nature. One may ask: how to deal with 
the relationship of humans and nature? The Chinese solution is ‘nature and man in one’. Qian 
Mu, in his 96th year, made a strong argument that ‘nature and man in one’ is the end-result of 
the entire Chinese traditional culture.363 Qian points out that the understanding of peoples’ lives 
is based on the understanding of nature, and vice versa.364 Therefore, in Chinese traditional 
culture, human beings and nature are not regarded as conflicting parties.  
The meaning of ‘nature and human in one’ can be quite broad. In the view of Confucianism, 
the humanity of people shares the same nature of the sky, the earth, and other natural things. 
Simply speaking, humanity is natural.365 Cheng Hao suggested that Tao and humanity are 
one.366 Zhang Zai said that comparing mankind and the natural world is the same as comparing 
water and ice – different shapes, but the same thing.367 Mencius suggested that men are born 
with the sense of morality. He further points out four correspondences: compassion and 
                                                          
学智[Liu Xuezhi], 《“天人合一”即“天人和谐”？——解读儒家“天人合一”观念的一个误区》[Is “Heaven 
and Man Combine into an Integral Whole” (Tian-Ren Heyi) the Same as “Harmony of Heaven and Man” (Tian-
Ren Hexie)] (2000) 29(2) 陕西师范大学学报（哲学社会科学版）[Journal of Shanxi Normal University(Social 
Science)] 5, 12. See also, 孙勇才[Sun Yongcai], 《天人合一：人与自然和谐的文化意涵》[Man Is an Integral 
Part of Nature：the Cultural Connotation of Harmony between Man and Nature] (2008) 10(2) 东南大学学报
（哲学社会科学版）[Journal of Southeast University (Philosophy and Social Science)] 13. 
363 钱穆[Qian Mu], 《中国文化对未来可有的贡献》[The Capable Contributions to the Future from Chinese 
Culture], <http://www.sowers.org.hk/ckuploads/files/20121212145257.pdf>. 
364 Ibid. 
365 苗润田[Miao Runtian], 《本然、实然与应然——儒家“天人合一”论的内在理路》[The Natural, the 
Factual, and the Futural: The Internal Logic of Confucian “Human and Man in One”] (2010) 1 孔子研究
[Confucius Study] 44, 45. 
366 程 颢 [Cheng Hao], 《 河 南 程 氏 遗 书 》 [He Nan Cheng Shi Yi Shu], Book 25, 
<http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=436237&remap=gb>. The original text in Chinese: ‘道与性一也。’ 
367 张载[Zhang Zai],《张子正蒙注》[Zhangzi Zheng Meng Zhu], Book 3 Chapter 2(诚明[Cheng Ming]) 




benevolence, shame and righteousness, humble sense and courtesy, the consciousness of right 
and wrong and wisdom.368 The four correspondences naturally exist in humans.369 Also, human 
beings and  nature respond to each other in a metaphysical fashion. For instance, both nature 
and humans have ‘yin’ and ‘yang’ (or positive and negative). When the ‘yin’ of nature arises, 
the ‘yin’ of humans arises correspondently, and vice versa, because the inner Tao is the same.370  
There are two aspects of ‘in one’ that should be clarified. First, humans shall let nature take its 
course. People should comply with the rules of nature and shall not change nature into 
something it should not be. Laozi suggested that man shall assist the nature of all things on 
earth with minimum effect.371 Confucianism also emphasises following nature. Mencius highly 
praised Yu, an emperor of ancient China. About 4000 years ago, Yu successfully controlled 
the flood in China by channelling the water rather than plugging the river course.372 Mencius 
                                                          
368孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 
3(公孙丑上[Gong Sun Chou I]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/gong-sun-chou-i/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘由
是观之，无恻隐之心，非人也；无羞恶之心，非人也；无辞让之心，非人也；无是非之心，非人也。恻
隐之心，仁之端也；羞恶之心，义之端也；辞让之心，礼之端也；是非之心，智之端也。人之有是四端
也，犹其有四体也。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘From this case we may perceive that the feeling of 
commiseration is essential to man, that the feeling of shame and dislike is essential to man, that the feeling of 
modesty and complaisance is essential to man, and that the feeling of approving and disapproving is essential to 
man. The feeling of commiseration is the principle of benevolence. The feeling of shame and dislike is the 
principle of righteousness. The feeling of modesty and complaisance is the principle of propriety. The feeling of 
approving and disapproving is the principle of knowledge. Men have these four principles just as they have their 
four limbs.’ 
369 Ibid. 
370 董仲舒[Dong Zhongshu],《春秋繁露》[Chun Qiu Fan Lu], Chapter 57(同类相动[Tong Lei Xiang Dong]), 
<http://ctext.org/chun-qiu-fan-lu/tong-lei-xiang-dong/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘天有阴阳，人亦有阴
阳。天地之阴气起，而人之阴气应之而起，人之阴气起，而天地之阴气亦宜应之而起，其道一也。’  
371 老子[Laozi]，《道德经》[Dao De Jing (also known as Tao Te Ching)], Chapter 64, <http://ctext.org/dao-de-
jing/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘辅万物之自然，而不敢为。’ English translation by James Legge: 
‘helps the natural development of all things, and does not dare to act (with an ulterior purpose of his own)’.  
372 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 
8(离娄下[Li Lou II]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/li-lou-ii/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘天下之言性也，则
故而已矣。故者以利为本。所恶于智者，为其凿也。如智者若禹之行水也，则无恶于智矣。禹之行水也，
行其所无事也。如智者亦行其所无事，则智亦大矣。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘All who speak 
about the natures of things, have in fact only their phenomena to reason from, and the value of a phenomenon is 
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believed that Yu’s actions stand for a great wisdom. Mencius further pointed out that goodness, 
righteousness, and wisdom naturally exist in humans and nature. A wise man shall not impose 
personal understanding on nature which may change the natural attributes of people and 
nature.373 Alternatively, one shall observe and study nature, and be natural.374 
The second aspect of ‘in one’ is the concept of ‘virtues in one’. A person shall match his 
morality in concert with nature’s. This is the necessary consequence of following the example 
of nature. Citizens in Western Zhou Dynasty (1046 B.C.-771 B.C.) evolved a doctrine to 
achieve ‘virtue in one’, which is to put virtue and morality as prime and make great efforts to 
pursue them. Once a person successfully achieved the ‘in one’ with nature, he has success in 
anything he wanted, such as: ‘the Heaven never favours anyone but the virtuous’. Confucius 
defined a ‘great man’ as a person whose morality is in accordance with the sky and the earth. 
He argued that:  
The great man is he who is in harmony, in his attributes, with heaven and earth; in his 
brightness, with the sun and moon; in his orderly procedure, with the four seasons; and in 
his relation to what is fortunate and what is calamitous, in harmony with the spirit-like 
operations (of Providence). He may precede Heaven, and Heaven will not act in opposition 
to him; he may follow Heaven, but will act (only) as Heaven at the time would do. If 
Heaven will not act in opposition to him, how much less will men! how much less will the 
spirit-like operation (of Providence).375 
                                                          
in its being natural. What I dislike in your wise men is their boring out their conclusions. If those wise men would 
only act as Yu did when he conveyed away the waters, there would be nothing to dislike in their wisdom. The 
manner in which Yu conveyed away the waters was by doing what gave him no trouble. If your wise men would 
also do that which gave them no trouble, their knowledge would also be great.’ 
373 Ibid. 
374 Ibid. 
375  孔子 [Confucius],《周易 ·文言》 [Wen Yan, Zhou Yi (also known as Book of Changes)]》 , 
<http://ctext.org/book-of-changes/wen-yan/ens>.  The original text in Chinese: ‘夫大人者，与天地合其德，与
日月合其明，与四时合其序，与鬼神合其吉凶。先天而天弗违，后天而奉天时。天且弗违，况于人乎？
况于鬼神乎？’ English Translation by James Legge.  
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4.2.2 Practical Principle 
The Doctrine of the Mean 
The Doctrine of the Mean is the most widely accepted translation of the Chinese phrase ‘zhong 
yong’.376 It is a practical principle in Chinese traditional culture. The underpinning philosophy 
of the Doctrine of the Mean is ‘nature and man in one’ discussed in Section 4.1.1.377 Therefore, 
the Doctrine of the Mean is a morality or virtue-based doctrine, and its purpose is to achieve a 
harmonious consequence. The book, Doctrine of Mean, is one of the most prominent Confucian 
classics, and explains the connotation of ‘Mean’ and harmony:  
When joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure have not yet arisen, it is called the Mean. When they 
arise to their appropriate levels, it is called “harmony”. The Mean is the great root of all-
under-heaven. “Harmony” is the penetration of the Way through all-under-heaven. When 
the Mean and Harmony are actualized, Heaven and Earth are in their proper positions, and 
the myriad things are nourished.378  
Mean and harmony are the core spirits of the Doctrine of the Mean. The first sphere of the 
Doctrine is balance and harmony. The Doctrine of the Mean suggests people avoid extremes: 
neither too much nor too little. ‘Things always reverse themselves after reaching an extreme’, 
and ‘going beyond the limit is as bad as falling short’, are common views in Chinese culture. 
Laozi concluded that the norm of Heaven is to damage the excessive and benefit the 
                                                          
376  Fung, above n 149. See also Confucius, translated by James Legge, The Doctrine of the Mean, 
eBooks@Adelaide, <https://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/c/confucius/c748d/>. Other versions of translation could be 
‘the golden mean’, and ‘Confucian middle way’. See 周建标[Zhou Jianbiao], 《中庸之道的积极性与局限性》
[Enthusiasm and Limitations of the Golden Mean] (2012) 12(1) 重庆交通大学学报（社科版）[Journal of 
Chongqing Jiaotong University (Social Sciences Edition)] 95. See also 周建标[Zhou Jianbiao], 《中庸之道是辩
证法还是形而上学》[Is Confucian Middle Way a Dialectics or Metaphisics?] (2011) 5 南京医科大学学报（社
会科学版）[ACTA Universitatis Medicinalis Nanjing (Social Science)] 331. 
377 邓球柏[Deng Qiubai], 《论中庸之道》[A Discussion on the Doctrine of the Mean] (2000) 6 首都师范大学
学报（社会科学版）[Journal of Capital Normal University (Social Sciences Edition)] 40, 41. 
378 《中庸》[The Doctrine of the Mean], <http://www.acmuller.net/con-dao/docofmean.html>. The original text 
in Chinese: ‘喜怒哀乐之未发，谓之中。发而皆中节，谓之和。中也者，天下之大本也。和也者，天下之
达道也。致中和、天地位焉、万物育焉。’ English translation by A Charles Muller.  
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insufficient.379 Thus, it is wise to avoid being excessive and be intentionally insufficient – such 
as being humble and having a low profile.380 According to Confucius, the reason why the 
Tao/Way fades is that people either go beyond or not reach it.381 Hence, people act and make 
correct decisions according to changing circumstances and occasions. 382  Unfortunately, in 
history, the Doctrine of the Mean was deliberately interpreted for governance purposes. It was 
referenced as the justification of submission, tolerance, and being conservative.383 One may 
also confuse the Doctrine of the Mean and eclecticism. However, researchers argue that the 
Doctrine of the Mean is different from eclecticism, nor is it a doctrine to make people submit 
or compromise in the name of harmony.384 The Doctrine the Mean is neither blurring the line 
                                                          
379 老子[Laozi],《道德经》[Dao De Jing (also known as Tao Te Ching)], Chapter 77, <http://ctext.org/dao-de-
jing/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘天之道，其犹张弓与？高者抑之，下者举之；有馀者损之，不足者
补之。天之道，损有馀而补不足。人之道，则不然，损不足以奉有馀。孰能有馀以奉天下，唯有道者。
是以圣人为而不恃，功成而不处，其不欲见贤。’ English translation by James Legge: ‘May not the Way (or 
Dao) of Heaven be compared to the (method of) bending a bow? The (part of the bow) which was high is brought 
low, and what was low is raised up. (So Heaven) diminishes where there is superabundance, and supplements 
where there is deficiency. It is the Way of Heaven to diminish superabundance, and to supplement deficiency. It 
is not so with the way of man. He takes away from those who have not enough to add to his own superabundance. 
Who can take his own superabundance and therewith serve all under heaven? Only he who is in possession of the 
Dao! Therefore the (ruling) sage acts without claiming the results as his; he achieves his merit and does not rest 
(arrogantly) in it: - he does not wish to display his superiority. 
380 Ibid. 
381 《中庸》[The Doctrine of the Mean], <http://www.acmuller.net/con-dao/docofmean.html>. The original text 
in Chinese: ‘子曰。道之不行也、我知之矣。知者过之、愚者不及也。道之不明也、我知之矣。贤者过之、
不肖者不及也。’ English translation by A Charles Muller: ‘Confucius said: “I know why the Way is not 
practiced. The intelligent go beyond it and the dull do not reach it. I know why the Way is not disclosed. The 
‘good’ go beyond it and the unworthy do not reach it.”’ 
382 《中庸》[The Doctrine of the Mean], <http://ctext.org/liji/zhong-yong/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘君
子之中庸也，君子而时中’. English translation by James Legge: ‘The superior man's embodying the course of 
the Mean is because he is a superior man, and so always maintains the Mean.’ 
383 周建标[Zhou Jianbiao], 《中庸之道是辩证法还是形而上学》[Is Confucian Middle Way a Dialectics or 
Metaphisics?], above n 376, 333-334. 
384 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 60. 
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between right and wrong, nor mediating differences at the sacrifice of principle.385 It is because 
the second sphere, Mean, is missing. 
The Mean implies morality principles. The original Chinese character of Mean, ‘zhong’, has 
the meaning of mid, or centre, referring to the impartial virtues and norms.386 The Doctrine of 
the Mean is self-evident as a morality-based doctrine by stating that ‘[t]hat which is called Way 
cannot be separated from for an instant. What can be separated from is not the Way.’387 The 
Doctrine of the Mean requires a Superior Man being ‘cautious when he is alone’.388 In other 
words, one shall continuously act morally and rightfully, no matter whether he is watched or 
not. Moreover, the Doctrine of the Mean regards sincerity as prime. Sincerity is the leading 
virtue that makes one perfect, governs a state properly, keeps people’s lives in peace, and 
achieves ‘nature and man in one’.389 Furthermore, benevolence and loyalty are treated as the 
                                                          
385 Ibid. 
386 荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 8(儒效[Ru Xiao]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/ru-xiao/ens>. The original 
text in Chinese: ‘曷谓中？曰：礼义是也。’ 
387 《中庸》[The Doctrine of the Mean], <http://www.acmuller.net/con-dao/docofmean.html>. The original text 
in Chinese: ‘道也者、不可须臾离也、可离非道也。’ English translation by A Charles Muller. The author 
thinks that the word ‘Way’ could be understood as Dao or Tao. 
388 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘君子慎独。’ 
389 《中庸》[The Doctrine of the Mean], <http://www.acmuller.net/con-dao/docofmean.html>. The original text 
in Chinese: ‘诚者、天之道也。诚之者、人之道也。 诚者不勉而中、不思而得、从容中道、圣人也。’ 
English translation by A Charles Muller: ‘Sincerity is the Way of Heaven. Making oneself sincere is the Way of 
Man. If you can be perfectly sincere without effort, without concern regarding its attainment, and walk embracing 
the Middle Way, you are a sage’. Also, for instance, the original text in Chinese: ‘诚者自成也、而道自道也。
诚者物之终始、不诚无物。是故君子诚之为贵。诚者非自成己而已也、所以成物也。成己、仁也。成物、
知也。性之德也、合外內之道也、故時措之宜也。故至诚无息。’ English translation by A. Charles Muller: 
‘Sincerity is just “perfecting” and the Way is just “following.” Sincerity is the beginning and end of all things. 
Without sincerity there is nothing. Thus the Superior Man values the process of “becoming-sincere.” But sincerity 
is not “just-perfecting;” it also means “perfecting all things.” To perfect yourself, you need ren. To perfect others, 
you need wisdom. The virtue of our nature is that it is none other than the Way by which inner and outer are 
merged. Thus we can always use it to set things right. Therefore, fully actualized sincerity is ceaseless.’ Also, for 
instance, the original text in Chinese: ‘唯天下至诚、为能经纶天下之大经、立天下之大本、知天地之化育。’ 
English translation by A Charles Muller: ‘Only that person who has fully actualized sincerity is able to adjust the 
strings of the Great Net of the World; is able to establish himself in the Great Root of the World; is able to 
understand the transformations and the nurturing of Heaven and Earth.’ 
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two wings of sincerity.390 Confucius raised the very famous argument: ‘not doing to others what 
you don't want done to yourself.’391  
It is necessary to elaborate on the relationship of Mean and harmony. By separating Mean and 
harmony, the real face of the Doctrine of the Mean will be revealed. As mentioned before, 
Mean and harmony are a pair. The Doctrine of the Mean is achieved when both Mean and 
harmony are put together. If ‘harmony’ requires people to adapt to or adjust themselves for a 
harmonious objective, then Mean stands for those objectives for which people shall not yield 
or make a concession. Confucius explained the consequence of losing the Mean: one must be 
either overly aggressive or conservative. 392 He further criticised chasing harmony without a 
principle as mean spirited and contemptible, which undermines morality.393 Cheng Yi and Zhu 
                                                          
390  王晚霞[Wang Wanxi], 《“诚”就天地间——论中庸之道的核心意义》 [“Honesty” Establishing the 
Foundation of Life] (2000) 6 首都师范大学学报（社会科学版）[Journal of Capital Normal University (Social 
Sciences Edition)] 40, 49-50. See also 邓球柏[Deng Qiubai], above n 377, 43-44. 
391 《中庸》[The Doctrine of the Mean], <http://www.acmuller.net/con-dao/docofmean.html>. The original text 
in Chinese: ‘忠恕违道不遠、施诸己而不愿、亦勿施于人。’ English translation by A Charles Muller: ‘Being 
sincere and fair to all, though this is different from the Way, it are not far from it. This means “not doing to others 
what you don't want done to yourself.”’ The author thinks that the better translation should be: “Being loyal and 
forgiving to all, […]” 
392 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 13(子路[Zi Lu]), <http://ctext.org/analects/zi-lu/ens>. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘不得中行而与之，必也狂狷乎！狂者进取，狷者有所不为。 ’ English 
Translation by James Legge: ‘Since I cannot get men pursuing the due medium, to whom I might communicate 
my instructions, I must find the ardent and the cautiously-decided. The ardent will advance and lay hold of truth; 
the cautiously-decided will keep themselves from what is wrong.’ 
393 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 311, 60. See also, 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also 
known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 14(尽心下[Jin Xin II]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/jin-xin-ii/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘乡原，德之贼也。[…]阉然媚于世也者，是乡原也。[…]非之无举也，刺之无刺
也；同乎流俗，合乎污世；居之似忠信，行之似廉洁；众皆悦之，自以为是，而不可与入尧舜之道，故
曰德之贼也。[…]恶乡原，恐其乱德也。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘Your good careful people of 
the villages are the thieves of virtue. […] Eunuch-like, flattering their generation - such are your good careful men 
of the villages. […] If you would blame them, you find nothing to allege. If you would criticise them, you have 
nothing to criticise. They agree with the current customs. They consent with an impure age. Their principles have 
a semblance of right-heartedness and truth. Their conduct has a semblance of disinterestedness and purity. All 
men are pleased with them, and they think themselves right, so that it is impossible to proceed with them to the 
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Xi confirmed that harmony is built upon unchangeable principles.394 The Mean is steadily 
centred in the scope of harmony. One shall persist with moral norms as the inner foundation 
and harmonise and balance his external world. Again, the Doctrine of the Mean is neither a 
mere pursuit of harmony nor eclecticism.395 Instead, it is a doctrine of bridging the opposites. 
4.2.3 Confucian Merchant 
Throughout history, Chinese society developed a morality-based business model - Confucian 
merchant. Confucian merchant is regarded as an ideal model for those who seek success in 
both morality and commerce. Zigong, an outstanding disciple of Confucius, is believed to be 
the originator of the Confucian merchant.396 Zigong was a good student and practitioner of 
Confucianism. Zigong served the state by diplomacy, redeeming citizens who were captured 
in war, achieving great success in business, and becoming an educator in his old age.397 In the 
Ming Dynasty (1368 - 1644), Wang Wenxian, an iconic Confucian merchant, said that 
businesspeople and shi differed in doings but resembled in mind. 398  Wang Yangmin also 
confirmed that shi and merchants were different occupations, however committed to the same 
                                                          
principles of Yao and Shun. On this account they are called “The thieves of virtue.” […] I hate your good careful 
men of the villages, lest they be confounded with the truly virtuous.’  
394 朱熹[Zhu Xi],《中庸章句》[Zhong Yong Zhang Ju], <http://ctext.org/si-shu-zhang-ju-ji-zhu/zhong-yong-
zhang-ju1/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘中者不偏不倚，无过不及之名。庸，平常也。子程子曰：“不
偏之谓中，不易之谓庸。中者，天下之正道，庸者，天下之定理。”’ See also 孙健, 田星亮[Sun Jian and 
Tian Xingliang], 《中庸之道的现代转型及其管理价值》[The Modern Transformation of the Doctrine of the 
Mean and Its Management Value] (2010) 1 甘肃社会科学[Gansu Social Science] 219, 219-220. 
395 孙健, 田星亮[Sun Jian and Tian Xingliang], above n 394 
396 The real name of Zigong is Duanmu Ci. See 颜廷燕[Yan Tingyan], 《微言大义说“儒商”》[Sublime Words 
with Deep Meaning: Confucian Merchant] (2017) 4 学术论坛[Forum] 167, 167. 
397 朱国华[Zhu Guohua], 《子贡与孔子》[Zigong and Confucius] (2000) 3 孔子研究[Confucius Studies] 119. 
See also, for a succinct summary, Duanmu Ci <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duanmu_Ci>. See also 端木赐
<http://baike.baidu.com/item/%E7%AB%AF%E6%9C%A8%E8%B5%90?fromtitle=%E5%AD%90%E8%B4
%A1&fromid=1462869>. 
398 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], 《“儒商”与儒商精神》[“Confucian Merchant” and the Spirit of Confucian Merchant] 
(1996) 10 探索与争鸣[Exploration and Debates] 24, 25. In addition, shi is a social stratum in ancient China. Shi 




Way.399 Wang further stated that although business was the focus of merchants, it was a path 
to great wisdom and righteousness.400 Therefore, Confucian merchants inherit the excellence 
of Confucianism and apply Confucianism to business.  
The Confucian merchant is understood as containing two equal aspects: self-cultivation and 
business methods based on Confucianism.401 Simply speaking, it is how to be a person, and 
how to do business.402 Regarding the first aspect, a Confucian merchant holds in esteem the 
doctrine of Confucianism in self-building.403 Success in self-cultivation is the premise to further 
achievement. In Great Learning, a Confucian classic, it is said that: 
The ancients who wanted to manifest their bright virtue to all in the world first governed 
well their own states. Wanting to govern well their states, they first harmonized their own 
clans. Wanting to harmonize their own clan, they first cultivated themselves.404 
Therefore, a Confucian merchant spends much effort on refining his mind and behaviour. 
Indeed, a Confucian merchant usually appears to be like a shi, who is intellectual, well-
educated, and aware of the doctrine of Confucianism.405 As discussed in the last paragraph, 
Confucian merchant and shi have mutual personalities. The spirit of shi is not only devotion to 
the job, but also deep care for the state, society, and even the benefit of the public in the 
                                                          
399 王阳明[Wang Yangming], 《王阳明全集》[Wang Yang Ming Quan Ji], Book 3 (悟真录[Wu Zhen Lu]), 
<http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=en&chapter=480845&remap=gb#p619>. The original text in Chinese: ‘古者四民异
业而同道。’ 
400 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘虽终日做买卖，不害其为圣为贤’. 
401 马云志[Ma Yunzhi], 《儒商刍议》[My Humble Opinion of Traders with Confucian Personality] (1997) 34(5) 
西北师大学报（社会科学版）[Journal of the Northwest Normal University (Social Sciences)] 14, 14. 
402 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 25. 
403 白明东，李青[Bai Mingdong and Li Qing], 《以晋商常家为个案探讨“儒商”商业伦理特质》[Research on 
the Ethical Features of “Confucianist Merchant” Based on the Case-Analysis on the Chang Clan, a Famous 
Merchant Family] (2007) 20(2) 山西青年管理干部学院学报 [Journal of Shanxi College for Youth 
Administrators] 75, 75. 
404  孔 子 [Confucius], 《 大 学 》 [The Great Learning], Chapter 4, <http://www.acmuller.net/con-
dao/greatlearning.html>. The original text in Chinese: ‘古之欲明明德于天下者、先治其国。欲治其国者先齐




world.406 Such care should overwhelm the private interest of an individual and any small group 
that the individual belongs to.407 Shi has a considerable sense of responsibility to the people, 
community, and state. 408  In this sense, the Confucian merchant’s business is significantly 
Confucianism-characterised. The first and foremost topic which Confucians should address is 
the relationship of virtues and wealth. In Great Learning, it suggests that:  
Therefore, the ruler must be concerned about his own virtue first. If he has virtue, he will 
have the people. If he has the people, he will have the land. If he has the land, he will have 
wealth. If he has wealth, he will be able to function. Thus, virtue is the “root” and wealth 
is the “branches”. If you put the roots outside and the branches inside, you will struggle 
against your people, and make them grab for anything they can. If you gather the wealth, 
you will scatter the people. If you scatter the wealth, you will gather the people. Therefore, 
the wrong words going out will result in the wrong words coming back in. Wealth taken 
wrongly will also leave wrongly.409  
This quotation reveals that virtue is the primary source of wealth. Moreover, Confucius 
believed that ‘wealth and high rank are what people desire; if they are attained by not following 
the dao, do not dwell in them. Poverty and mean rank are what people hate; if they are [avoided] 
by not following the dao, do not depart from them.’410 In this sense, wealth gained by virtuous 
methods is justified. Unvirtuous wealth is unsustainable and should not be obtained. 
                                                          
406 余英时[Yu Yingshi], 《士与中国文化》[Shi and Chinese Culture] (上海人民出版社[Shanghai People’s 
Publishing House]), 1st ed, 1987) 2. 
407 Ibid. 
408 马云志[Ma Yunzhi], above n 401, 14. 
409 孔 子 [Confucius], 《 大 学 》 [The Great Learning], Chapter 13, <http://www.acmuller.net/con-
dao/greatlearning.html>. The original text in Chinese: ‘是故君子先慎乎德。有德此有人，有人此有土，有土
此有财，有财此有用。德者本也，财者末也，外本内末，争民施夺。是故财聚则民散，财散则民聚。是
故言悖而出者，亦悖而入；货悖而入者，亦悖而出。’English translation by A Charles Muller. 
410 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 4(里仁[Li Ren]), <http://ctext.org/analects/li-ren/ens>. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘富与贵，是人之所欲也，不以其道得之，不处也；贫与贱，是人之所恶也，
不以其道得之，不去也。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘Riches and honors are what men desire. If it 
cannot be obtained in the proper way, they should not be held. Poverty and meanness are what men dislike. If it 
cannot be avoided in the proper way, they should not be avoided.’ 
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Consequently, the Confucian merchant pursues an attitude to wealth   which is ‘disciplining 
wealth with righteousness’.411 This attitude corresponds to a well-known Chinese saying – ‘the 
Superior Person likes money, but obtains it justly’.412  
In some scholars’ opinions, Confucianism is hostile to profit-making and business.413 This idea 
is, however, a misunderstanding of the ideology of Confucianism. It is true that Chinese 
business people have experienced many anti-mercantile periods throughout history. 414 
Moreover, Confucianism is an ideology that places particular emphasis on morality rather than 
wealth.415 Additionally, Confucianism was the dominant ideology in feudal China. As a result, 
the ideology of Confucianism is regarded as the cause of anti-mercantile policies.  
Nevertheless, Confucianism is not hostile to wealth. According to research on the ‘stressing 
agriculture and neglecting commerce’ policies in different dynasties of China, the cause of the 
anti-commerce atmosphere in ancient China is more complex than the ideology of 
Confucianism.416 Research points out that Confucius and Mencius believe that agriculture is 
                                                          
411 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 25. See also 白明东，李青[Bai Mingdong and Li Qing], above n 403, 76. 
412《增广贤文》[Zeng Guang Xian Wen], <http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=en&chapter=223724&remap=gb>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘君子爱财，取之有道。’ 
413 Lin, above n 7, 85. 
414 Ruskola, above n 22, 1599. 
415 For example, Mencius said that ‘only benevolence and righteousness, why talk out benefit?’. See  孟子[Mengzi, 
also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 1(梁惠王上[Liang 
Hui Wang I]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/liang-hui-wang-i/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘仁义而已矣，何必
曰利’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘“Benevolence and righteousness, and let these be your only themes." 
Why must you use that word – “profit?”’ Also, looking at Confucius’ life story, he did not chase wealth. Moreover, 
Yan Hui, the disciple most admired by Confucius, is in abject poverty. Confucius highly praised Yan Hui’s 
persistence in Confucianism when he was extremely poor. See 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], 
Chapter 6(雍也[Yong Ye]), <http://ctext.org/analects/yong-ye/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘贤哉回也！
一箪食，一瓢饮，在陋巷。人不堪其忧，回也不改其乐。贤哉，回也！’ English Translation by James 
Legge: ‘Admirable indeed was the virtue of Hui! With a single bamboo dish of rice, a single gourd dish of drink, 
and living in his mean narrow lane, while others could not have endured the distress, he did not allow his joy to 
be affected by it. Admirable indeed was the virtue of Hui!’ 
416 The enforcement of ‘stressing agriculture and neglecting commerce’ policies is mainly due to two resons: (1) 
Food production was a primary concern, especially in wartime. Business people ripped off the agricultural 
population who were under a fragile natural economic system. In order to assure agricultural production, 
commerce should be limited. (2) Big capital and business people occupied great amount of economic and political 
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essential to a state, but it was also a common view in agricultural China.417 Confucianists are 
aware of the necessity of trade and commerce.418 Furthermore, the research concludes that 
Legalists in China are the founders of the ‘neglecting commerce’ policy.419 Hence, there is no 
evidence that Confucianism is hostile to commerce.  
By examining Confucianism, there are few arguments which oppose wealth. In terms of money, 
Confucius advocates rewards to righteous people and their doings. There is a story of Confucius 
that typically supports this opinion.420  Zigong, one of Confucius’ disciples, redeemed the 
people of Lu State who had been captured by other States, and he deserved to be lawfully 
awarded a financial reward from the Lu government. However, Zigong declined the reward. 
                                                          
resources, which might threaten the authority of the emperor and his ownership of the state. See康晶晶，张增
强[Kang Jingjing & Zhang Zengqiang], 《中国古代“重农抑商政策”再析——以西汉为例》[Re-Analysis of 
Ancient China’s Policy of “Stressing Agriculture and Restraining Commerce Policy”——A Case Study of West 
Han Dynasty] (2011) 11(4) 河北经贸大学学报（综合版）[Journal of Hebei University of Economics and 
Business (Comprehensive Edition)] 54. See also 范忠信，秦惠民，赵晓耕[Fan Zhongxin, Qin Huimin, and 
Zhao Xiaogeng], 《论中国古代法中“重农抑商”传统的成因》[On the Origin of “Stressing Agriculture and 
Neglecting Commerce” in Ancient Chinese Constitution] (1996) 5 中国人民大学学报[Journal of Renmin 
University of China] 60. See Also 师娅 [Shi Ya], 《荀子重农抑商思想探究》[Probe into the Thought of 
“Stressing Agriculture but Damping Business” of Mr. Xunzi] (2008) 20(3) 安康学院学报[Journal of Ankang 
University] 26. See also 郑韶 [Zheng Shao], 《重农抑商是“固定国策”吗》[Is Stressing Agriculture and 
Neglecting Commerce a Changeless National Policy? ] (1984) 12 上海经济研究 [Shanghai Journal of Economics] 
39. See also 龚昌菊，庞昌伟 [Gong Changju and Pang Changwei], 《中国古代“重农抑商”政策表现、成因
及启示》 [The Manifestation, Causes, and Enlightenment of the “Stressing Agriculture and Neglecting 
Commerce” Policy in Ancient China] (2014) 27 商业经济研究 [Journal of Commercial Economics] 143. 
417 游进[You Jin], 《孔孟的“重商”与中国封建社会的“重农抑商”》[The “Stressing Commerce” of Confucius 
and Mencius and the “Stressing Agriculture and Neglecting Commerce” of Feudal Chinese Society] (1999) 4 鄂
州大学学报[Journal of Ezhou University] 73. 
418 Ibid. See also 师娅 [Shi Ya], above n 416, 27-28. 
419 游进[You Jin], above n 417, 75. 
420 吕不韦[Lü Buwei],《吕氏春秋》[Lü Shi Chun Qiu] Book 16 Chapter 90(先识览·察微篇[Cha Wei Pian, 






The other disciple, Zilu, saved a drowning person and took the person’s cattle as a mark of 
gratitude. Confucius praised Zilu and criticised Zigong, for Zilu’s deeds would encourage 
others to imitate while Zigong discouraged others. Moreover, in the Analects of Confucius, 
one of Confucius’ disciple was designated as a minister, and he declined the salary because he 
thought it was too much.421 Confucius also criticised him and asked him to accept the amount. 
Zhu Xi comments in his annotation to the Analects of Confucius, that ‘normal income should 
not be refused’.422 Therefore, Confucianism is not a doctrine solely rejecting money or wealth. 
Alternatively, Confucianism incorporates ways of obtaining and spending wealth into its value 
system. Neither merely pursue nor reject wealth, but put wealth under the supervision of 
morality, this is ‘disciplining wealth with righteousness’, as well as the application of the 
Doctrine of the Mean. 
Besides ‘disciplining wealth with righteousness’ there are other characteristics of the 
Confucian merchant. Confucian merchants are diligent and thrifty. 423  They believe that 
friendliness is conducive to business success.424 Thus, they treat their customers, employees, 
and competitors kindly.425 Confucian merchants conduct business in a fair, honest, credible and 
humane fashion.426 These features of the Confucian merchant are not coincidental but have 
deep Confucian roots.427  
The last important feature of the Confucian merchant is the societal function of business. 
Confucian merchants have a sense of duty to their families, villagers and townsmen, people, 
                                                          
421  孔子 [Confucius],《论语》 [The Analects], Chapter 6(雍也 [Yong Ye]), <http://ctext.org/analects/yong-
ye/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘原思为之宰，与之粟九百，辞。子曰：“毋！以与尔邻里乡党乎！”’ 
English Translation by James Legge: ‘Yuan Si being made governor of his town by the Master, he gave him nine 
hundred measures of grain, but Si declined them. The Master said, “Do not decline them. May you not give them 
away in the neighborhoods, hamlets, towns, and villages?”’ 
422  朱熹 [Zhu Xi]，《论语集注》 [Lun Yu Ji Zhu], Chapter 6 (雍也第六 [Yong Ye the Sixth]), 
<http://ctext.org/si-shu-zhang-ju-ji-zhu/zhong-yong-zhang-ju1/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘言常禄不当
辞’. 
423 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 25. 
424 Ibid. 
425 Ibid. See also 白明东，李青[Bai Mingdong and Li Qing], above n 403, 76-78. 
426 刘甲朋[Liu Jiapeng], above n 23, 54. 
427 See the discussion in previous sections. 
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and country. 428  Confucian merchants make themselves responsible for the prosperity of 
society.429 Some step into industries that are best for their country.430 They are concerned for 
the future of their people and country, and serve them with practical action, which is 
correspondent with the spirit of shi.431 In this sense, the ultimate reason that makes combining 
Confucianism and merchant possible is the lofty meaning of doing business based on the sense 
of duty.432 In the Confucian merchant’s eyes, business is beyond the joy of wealth; it contains 
majestic meanings and objective value.433 By this means, Confucianism becomes the guideline 
in the Confucian merchant’s personal life and business behaviour.434  
4.3 The Political Orientation of Chinese Government 
The guiding policies of the Chinese government are a necessary element in revealing the 
features and prospects of CSR in China. As time passes, and with the leadership succession, 
guiding policies have been changing. Currently, the Scientific Outlook on Development and 
Harmonious Society are the primary policies worthy of discussion.  
4.3.1 The Scientific Outlook on Development 
The Scientific Outlook on Development is a reference to the 2005 Company Law and a 
theoretical underpinning of CSR in China. 435  Moreover, the Scientific Outlook on 
Development is notable because of the fact that, as a guideline to action, it is written into the 
Constitution of the Communist Party of China.436 In this sense, the Scientific Outlook on 
Development remains a necessary part of the discussion on Chinese CSR.  
                                                          
428 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 25. 
429 马云志[Ma Yunzhi], above n 401, 18. 
430 In modern history, many Chinese business people joined the ‘save the nation by engaging in industry’ projrct. 
See 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 26. 
431 马云志[Ma Yunzhi], above n 401, 18. 
432 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 26. 
433 Ibid. 
434 Ibid. 
435 This is supported by academic works and governmental documents. More detail please see Section 2.4 in 
Chapter 2. 




The Scientific Outlook on Development can be analysed and interpreted focussing on several 
aspects. The first doctrine is development. The core is ‘people oriented’. The basic requirement 
is comprehensive coordination and sustainability. The fundamental methodology is overall 
planning and consideration.437  
The Scientific Outlook on Development demands innovation on development. It emphasises 
that development in an imprecise style will no longer be appreciated. 438  Accordingly, a 
reconsideration of the short-term and long-term is needed currently in China.439 The new 
fashion of growth should be both efficient and good.440 China will embrace an environment-
friendly, sustainable, harmonious and coordinated development.441 
4.3.2 The Harmonious Society 
Many concerns related to the Harmonious Society policy, directly resulted in the inclusion of 
CSR in 2005 Company Law. 442  Although it is a sub-title in the Scientific Outlook on 
Development, the concept of Harmonious Society was immediately addressed by the 
government. In the Sixth Plenum of the Sixteenth National Party Congress in October 2006, 
the central government pointed out the inharmonious elements of society:  
1. Imbalanced development in urban and rural areas, different regions, and economy 
and society. 
2. The pressure from population, resources, and environment is increasing. 
3. Protruding issues relating to people’s vital interests, including employment, social 
security, income distribution, education, medical care, housing, safety in production, 
and public order.  
4.  Political system and mechanism are not perfect, democracy and the rule of law are 
inadequate.  
                                                          
437  胡锦涛[Hu Jintao], 《胡锦涛在中国共产党第十七次全国代表大会上的报告》 [The Report in the 






442 Jingchen Zhao, Corporate Social Responsibility in Contemporary China (Edward Elgar, 2014) 227. 
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5.  Some members of society lack credibility, integrity and morality, and some leading 
cadres’ quality, capability, and style of work and life do not meet the requirement of 
the new trend and tasks.  
6.  Severe corruption in some fields, and infiltrating hostile forces that endanger national 
security and social stability.443 
Therefore, the Party set a goal to establish a harmonious society by 2020. The goal of 
harmonious society has many specific sub-goals. These goals are set to change the 
inharmonious facts of Chinese society, involving income distribution, family property, 
employment, morality, public service, social security system, interpersonal relationships, 
science, innovation, education, social order, resource efficiency, ecology, and environment.444 
Developing the harmonious society complies with six principles: (1) people-orientation; (2) 
scientific development; (3) reform and open policy; (4) democracy and rule of law; (5) duly 
handle the relationship of reform, development, and stability; (6) leadership of the Party.445 
Among these principles, people-orientation and scientific development can be highly relevant 
to the development of CSR.446 The Decision to create a harmonious society urges the entire 
society to look after the benefit of the people and implement the idea of sustainable 
development.447  
With respect to corporations, it is believed that building a harmonious society is interrelated 
with CSR.448 The Decision urges society to develop the culture of harmony and fortify the 
moral basis of harmonious society. 449  The social responsibility of companies ought to be 
strengthened. 450  Corporations could contribute to the harmonious society by increasing 
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employment, building harmonious labour relation, conserving energy, reducing emissions, and 
protecting the environment.451  
The six principles in the Decision imply a broader scope of social responsibility of companies, 
especially those owned by the state. Moreover, CSR guidelines based on Chinese society have 
features with Chinese characteristics. The following sections will discuss CSR guidelines in 
China and illustrate the unique features. 
4.4 Developing the CSR Guidelines upon Chinese Soil 
4.4.1 The Necessity of looking into Both the Past and the Present 
The table of timelines illustrates the evolution of CSR in China.452 In ancient times, China 
developed systematic moral and ethical principles. Based on these principles, there is an ideal 
business model – the Confucian merchant, which is self-cultivation and social responsibility 
based. The table also lists the people whose opinions are cited in the chapter. 
Table 1: A Brief History of Confucianism and Chinese Corporation 
China World 
Time Events & Key Role Players Time Events & Key Role Players 
                                                          
451 Ibid. 
452  Jean Jacques Du Plessis, ‘Corporate Law and Corporate Governance Lessons From the Past: Ebbs and Flows, 
but Far from “the End of History” – Part 1’ (2009) 30(2) Company Lawyer 45; Jean Jacques Du Plessis, ‘Corporate 
Law and Corporate Governance Lessons From the Past: Ebbs and Flows, but Far from “the End of History” – Part 
2’ (2009) 30(3) Company Lawyer 70; David McBride, ‘General Corporation Laws: History and Economics’ (2011) 
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[Journal of The East China University of Politics and Law] 72; 《中共中央关于经济体制改革的决定》[Central 
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770BC-220BC Hundred Schools of Thought – 
The blooming of scholarship: 
Confucianism, Taoism, 
Mohism, Legalism, Yin-Yang 
School, School of Names 
(Logicians), School of 
Agriculture, etc. 
 
Confucianism - Confucius, 
Mencius, Xunzi – (in 
chronological sequence) 
 
Zigong (Duanmu Ci) – the 
originator of Confucian 
merchant 
 
Taoism - Laozi, Zhuangzi (in 












134BC Dong Zhongshu – 
Confucianism as the dominant 
ideology 




Great Confucians - Zhang Zai, 
Cheng Yi, Cheng Hao, Zhu Xi 




Otto I is crowned ‘Holy Roman 
Emperor of the German Nation’ 
Hugh Capet becomes first king 
of the French Capetian dynasty. 
Thomas Aquinas 
1368-1644 Great Confucians - Wang 
Yangming (Wang Shouren) 






The first Tsars: Ivan III Tsar of 
All Russia 
The Reformation 
Astronomers: Galileo Galilei, 
Johannes Kepler 
  Mid-1500s The first appearance of the 
corporation in the organisation 
of for-profit business 
enterprises 
  1720-1825 England: 
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1720, Bubble Act. Joint Stock 
Companies basically banned 
1825, repeal of Bubble Act 
America: 
1811, New York the first state 




















The first joint stock firm in 
modern times in China. 
The Company Law, Qing 
Dynasty – the first attempt to 
transplant western corporation 
law to China.453 
 
The Company Regulations of 
Republic of China – the removal 
of joint stock limited454 
 
The Company Law of Republic 
of China – the first corporation 
law in China in a modern 
concept. 
 
The revision of Company Law – 
limited liability 
1825-1890 England: 
1844, Several English Reports 
(e.g. Bellenden Ker Report) 
before the Joint Stock 
Companies Act 1844 
The Registration Act 1844 
Limited Liability Act 1855, 
introduced limited liability on 
registration 
The Companies Act 1862, 
replaced the Registration Act 
1844 
America: 
More than half of the states 
followed general corporation 
statute  
1890 Mayo v. Moritz, Supreme 
Judicial Court of 
Massachusetts. Limited liability 





Corporation runs society 
 
 
Sino-Foreign Joint Venture Law 
of the People’s Republic of 








Berle and Dodd debate – the 
purpose of the corporation 
Howard Bowen – the 
responsibility of businessmen 
Milton Friedman – maximising 
profit as the responsibility of the 
corporation  
                                                          
453 Which is known as ‘《公司律》’ of Qing Dynasty.  
454 Which is known as ‘《公司条例》’ of Republic of China. 
455 The tittle of the law in Chinese: ‘《中华人民共和国中外合资企业经营企业法》’. 
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Edward Freeman - stake holder 
theory  
1993 The first Company Law of 
People’s Republic of China 
1992-present UK Cadbury Report and the 
golden era of Voluntary 
Corporate Governance Codes  
2004-2006 Scientific Outlook on 
Development 





In modern times, the development of CSR in China has been influenced by Western theories. 
As an exploration of communist life, China experienced ‘corporation runs society’ for decades. 
Afterwards, the Chinese government abolished ‘corporation runs society’ and decided to turn 
corporations into a form more suitable for a market economy. As a result, China adopted major 
theories from the West and joined the debates on CSR.  
Professor Jingchen Zhao argues that ‘history, politics, and culture constitute the foundation for 
a comprehensive understanding of CSR in China’.456 Therefore, in order to reveal the nature of 
CSR in China, history and the current situation should be regarded as a whole and understood 
together. It is also a necessary perspective of the need to propose legislation involving CSR in 
China, because China is a unique country of continuous culture and civilisation.457 Many 
modern concepts in China find their origin in ancient Chinese society.458 Therefore, the features 
of Chinese CSR which differ from those in the Western world can be identified from a Chinese 
approach. In another words, the uniqueness of CSR in China cannot be clearly understood 
without the recognition of the connection between the past and the present.  
The rise of the Harmonious Society policy complies with this consistency. In a speech by Hu 
Jintao, the former Chairman of China, the arguments of ancient Chinese philosophers and 
                                                          
456 Zhao, ‘The Harmonious Society, Corporate Social Responsibility and Legal Responses to Ethical Norms in 
Chinese Company Law’, above n 448, 198.  
457 John King Fairbank, The Great Chinese Revolution, 1800-1985 (Chatto & Windus, 1987). See also 张维为
[Zhang Weiwei], 《中国震撼：一个文明型国家的崛起》[The China Wave: The Rise of A Civilizational State] 
(上海人民出版社[Shanghai People’s Publishing House]), 2014) 67. 
458 张维为[Zhang Weiwei], above n 457, 67-68. 
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thinkers were quoted to support the necessity and validity of a harmonious society.459 Hu states 
that there are many thoughts related to harmonious society in Chinese history. For instance, 
Confucius said that ‘harmony is the most precious’.460 Mozi raised the scheme ‘love all’ and 
‘love without discrimination’ to achieve an ideal society.461 Mencius painted a society of ‘treat 
your aged kin as the elderly should be treated, and then extend that to the treatment of the aged 
kinsmen of others; treat your young kin as the young should be treated, and then extend it to 
the young children of others.’462 
This consistency can also be found in the Scientific Outlook on Development. For instance, 
‘people oriented’ has always been a prominent value in China. Additionally, the ancient 
Chinese had a sense of sustainability. Mencius offered a thought on good governance which 
was based on sustainable development: 
If the seasons of husbandry be not interfered with, the grain will be more than can be eaten. 
If close nets are not allowed to enter the pools and ponds, the fishes and turtles will be 
more than can be consumed. If the axes and bills enter the hills and forests only at the 
proper time, the wood will be more than can be used.463 
Indeed, President Hu Jintao concluded that: 
The idea of scientific development is based upon the summary of the modernisation 
experience, the compliance with the trend of the times, and the succession of the 
outstanding culture and tradition of Chinese nation. Chinese civilisation is an ancient 
civilisation being continuous for over five thousand years without interruption. Through 
the lengthy history, Chinese nation has developed unique culture and tradition, which 
deeply influenced ancient China and is influencing contemporary China. In contemporary 
China, the emphases on ‘people-oriented’, ‘keep up with the times’, ‘social harmonisation’, 
                                                          
459 胡锦涛[Hu Jintao], 《在省部级主要领导干部提高构建社会主义和谐社会能力专题研讨班上的讲话》
[Speech at the Seminar on Improving the Ability of Leading Cadres at the Provincial and Ministerial Levels to 
Build the Socialist Harmonious Society] 人民日报[People’s Daily], 27 June 2005. 
460 Ibid. 
461 Ibid. 
462 Ibid.     
463 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 1 
(梁惠王上[Liang Hui Wang I]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/liang-hui-wang-i/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘不
违农时，谷不可胜食也；数罟不入洿池，鱼鳖不可胜食也；斧斤以时入山林，材木不可胜用也。’ 
English Translation by James Legge.  
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‘peaceful development’ contahistory, in the fundament of Chinese civilisation and reflect 
the progressive spirit of the developing times.464 
4.4.2 Shareholder Primacy as a Transitory Option in Chinese Company 
Law 
As demonstrated by the discussion in the previous sections, Chinese traditional values are 
amenable to a social-responsibility-related business model rather than shareholder primacy. 
The real success of a businessman should be in both business and upholding virtue. In the past, 
a businessman owed responsibilities to customers, employees, creditors, villagers and 
townsmen, and to the nation. Although profit-seeking is an undeniable character of business 
people, Chinese society before modern times did not evolve a broad public opinion and 
business pattern which treated profit making as the priority. Alternatively, business practices 
should be put under the supervision of mainstream values. Moreover, on a par with shi, 
merchants are expected to meet high standards in terms of self-cultivation and societal 
contribution.  
In the foreseeable future, CSR, as a part of corporate governance, will gain greater attention.  
The adoption of the Scientific Outlook on Development, Harmonious Society, the 2018 
Company Law, and the Thirteenth Five Year Plan have drawn a general framework – the future 
built upon sustainability, coordination, and social harmony. 465  The general framework is 
                                                          
464 中共中央文献研究室[CCCPC Party Literature Research Office], 《科学发展观重要论述摘编》[Selection 
of Important Expositions of Scientific Outlook on Development] (中央文献出版社，党建读物出版社
[Zhongyang Wenxian Publishing House and Dangjian Publishing House], 2008) 7 
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465 The ‘Thirteenth Five Year Plan’ refers to 《中华人民共和国国民经济和社会发展第十三个五年规划纲要》
[The Outline of the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development of the People’s 
Republic of China], above n 12. 
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supported by various guidelines and regulations which urge corporations to take more social 
responsibility.466  
The literature shows that the Chinese legislature adopted shareholder primacy in the 1993 
Company Law.467 However, twelve years later, CSR was added to the 2005 Company Law. 
Professor Liu Junhai points out that even in the 1993 Company Law, the legislature was aware 
of CSR.468 He remarks that the absence of CSR is frustrating but reasonable.469 Based on the 
background, Professor Liu points out four reasons for the absence: 
1. To unload the burden of corporations, especially SOEs. The burden includes debt, 
employees, and ‘enterprise runs society’. In the minds of people, a modern corporate 
governance institution should completely cast the burden off.  
2. The 1993 Company Law was made right after the Communist Party of China’s major 
decision on the socialist market economy, which mainly focuses on the development of 
material wealth. Therefore, the Company Law tends to support profit making, freedom of 
contract, and freedom of competition and neglects spiritual civilisation and the harmfulness of 
the abuse of corporations’ rights and economic power. 
3. The legislature sensed the potential harmful consequence of people’s business mania and 
governmental departments’ participation in running business. However, the legislature 
contributed the phenomenon to the absence of a corporate law and missed the opportunity of 
discussing CSR. 
4. The academia of legal scholarship was not well prepared for the making of the 1993 
Company Law. CSR was not regarded as an important topic in law making.470 
Indeed, in 1993, the principal policy was ‘give priority to efficiency with due consideration to 
fairness’. In other words, efficiency was allowed to undermine fairness to some extent. The 
policy is understandable in Deng Xiaoping’s era, and the 1993 Company Law accordingly 
places more emphasis on the wealth-making of corporations than on social responsibility. 
However, the policy has now been changed to people-oriented, sustainability, and harmony. 
                                                          
466 See the discussion previous chapters. 
467 See the discussion in Section 2.4. 
468 刘俊海[Liu Junhai], above n 54, 82-85. 
469 Ibid 85. 
470 Ibid 85-86. 
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The Scientific Outlook on Development and stakeholder theory become two of the theoretical 
sources of the 2005 Company Law.471 
By looking at the timeline, it can be seen that shareholder primacy is not a broadly and long 
favoured concept in China. Ancient Chinese society advocated socially responsible business. 
Moreover, China overcame the economic underdevelopment of the last century, and with the 
achievement of economic development, corporations are expected to take on more social 
functions than solely making money. Shareholder primacy was adopted as a tool which 
stimulated investment and allowed corporations to boost the economy more than as a value 
orientation. With the achievement of the expected economic growth, shareholder primacy has 
proved to be a transient choice in Chinese Company Law. 
4.4.3 The Acceptance of Stakeholder Theory and Its Compatibility 
Prof. Liu Junhai suggests that stakeholder theory is an underpinning theory of the 2005 
Company Law. 472  Although the legislature does not confirm that stakeholder theory is a 
prominent consideration in law-making, the word stakeholder is widely adopted in many 
instances.473 This section argues that stakeholder theory is compatible with the inner logic of 
Chinese CSR, and also contributes the necessary modern constituents to the development of 
the CSR in China. 
The purpose of stakeholder theory fits within an understanding of CSR in China. Stakeholder 
theory aims to achieve good corporate governance by uniting the benefits of non-shareholder 
constituencies and the broader concept involving environment and society. From a Chinese 
perspective, a good business is not merely evaluated by the amount of capital or profit. Instead, 
how much a merchant contributes to relevant and incidental parties is a key index to judge the 
quality of a business and the merchant’s profile. In this light, there is a consensus that the 
coordination of benefits from various parties is the importance of good corporate governance. 
There are also overlaps in terms of the benefits to customers, creditors, employees, 
communities, and the broader society.  
Stakeholder theory brings a perspective to China in which to elaborate CSR in a modern fashion. 
The discussion above reveals that the establishment of a modern corporate system in China is 
                                                          
471 See the discussion in Section 2.4. 
472 Ibid. 
473 See the discussion in Section 3.4 and 3.5. 
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mainly under the influence of the Western system. In contemporary times, the form of business 
is different to that in ancient China. For instance, public corporations, limited liability, boards 
of directors and shareholders, and the personhood of the corporation did not exist in ancient 
times. It is necessary to translate the ancient thoughts into modern language. Behind the 
superficial diversity, there is a remarkable difference between ancient and modern corporations 
in China when a person or personhood practices CSR. In terms of an old business, social 
responsibility of the business equals the social responsibility of the merchant personally. The 
merchant owns the business, and the social responsibility of the business is derived from the 
responsibilities the businessman owes to his society. With the establishment of modern 
corporations, the simple connection between the merchant’s social responsibility and the 
business’ social responsibility has become blurred and confusing. Corporate personhood offers 
a channel to rebuild the connection via superimposing a natural person’s social responsibility 
to a legal person, and stakeholder theory provides categories of the constituencies within the 
scope of CSR in a modern language. Therefore, it is rational to argue that the Chinese 
government draws support from stakeholder theory, and stakeholder theory will have its role 
in the development of CSR in China. 
However, comparing the vast system of the history and values of China, stakeholder theory is 
not enough to explain the major phenomena of responsible business behaviour in China and 
provide recommendations for the development of CSR in the Chinese context.  
4.5 Conclusion 
This chapter argues that the concept of CSR can be traced to the culture and traditional values 
of China. This chapter first discusses the cultural source of CSR in China. The cultural source 
starts with the core framework of the Chinese philosophical system. The framework is the 
combination of ‘follow the example of nature’, ‘people oriented’, and ‘nature and man in one’. 
Over millennia, Chinese people have formed a sense of learning from and respecting nature 
and putting the well-being of humans as a priority. Moreover, the philosophical framework 
does not encourage conflict but emphasises a harmonious status between nature and human 
beings. Conforming with the philosophical framework, the Doctrine of the Mean, which is 
typically Chinese, represents practical principles. In the Doctrine of the Mean, virtue is the 
fundamental principle that everyone should obey and insist upon. Based on virtue, extremes 
should be avoided, and harmony and balance should be pursued. The commercial practice of 
ancient China, the Confucian merchant, as an ideal model, reveals that the social responsibility-
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based business model has long existed in Chinese society. Thus, the discussion reveals that the 
concept of CSR exists in Chinese culture. 
Secondly, this chapter identifies the trend to CSR within the major recent policies in China. 
The Scientific Outlook on Development established the pattern of development for the future: 
scientific, sustainable, coordinated, and people-oriented. Immediately after the Scientific 
Outlook on Development, the concept of Harmonious Society emphasises the harmony 
between different parties within society, and humans and the environment. In addition, the 
Harmonious Society confirms that the concept of harmony can be traced back to traditional 
values. It also implies that, in terms of values, there is consistency in ancient and contemporary 
China.  
Thirdly, this chapter suggests a new perspective that, in order to understand CSR in China, the 
past and the present should be treated as one, for China is a continuous civilisation, and a 
Chinese logic is indispensable. Based on this thought, the author further argues that shareholder 
primacy is not a long-term option for China. Traditional values and current policies do not 
favour profit-maximising doctrines. Instead, stakeholder theory is adopted frequently in China, 
but stakeholder theory alone does not explain all the aspects of Chinese CSR. In the next 
chapter, the author will continue to explore the many aspects of Chinese CSR, and redefine it 




Chapter 5  
Redefining CSR in the Chinese Context 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores in more detail corporate social responsibility (CSR) in China. Based on 
the research findings in previous chapters, this chapter outlines the specific aspects of the 
appropriate CSR model for China. The definition of CSR in current literature is abundant, but 
unclear and biased.474 However, research points out that although it is very challenging to give 
an unbiased definition of CSR, ‘the lack of a universal definition is less problematic than it 
might seem at first glance’.475 It is because the various definitions consistently refer to five 
dimensions: stakeholder, society, economy, voluntariness, and environment.476 Therefore, this 
chapter aims to outline the definition of CSR in the Chinese context. CSR in China should 
contain at least five dimensions: environment, stakeholder, society, economy, and country. 
This chapter translates the traditional values to modern language in the CSR context. In the 
context of contemporary China, the discussion on CSR should not only include the traditional 
cultural source of China but also combine modern ideas and language. 
One should be aware that the conclusion on Chinese CSR is not convincing without being 
increasingly aware of the mixed system in the Chinese economy. Private capital and state-
owned capital constitute the capital source of corporations in China. The different nature of the 
two types of capital causes greater complexity regarding CSR-related issues. 
 
5.2 General Principles of CSR 
This section outlines the principles that are generally applicable to all types of corporations.  
                                                          
474 Marcel van Marrewijk, ‘Concepts and Definitions of CSR and Corporate Sustainability: Between Agency and 
Communion.’ (2003) 44(2–3) Journal of Business Ethics 95, 96. 
475 Alexander Dahlsrud, ‘How Corporate Social Responsibility Is Defined: An Analysis of 37 Definitions’ (2008) 
15 Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Management 1, 6. 
476 Ibid 5-6. 
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5.2.1 Responsibility to Sustainable Development and Environment 
Sustainable development has been a critical topic in China for millennia. Ancient Chinese 
people realised the importance of sustainable development. Early in the era of Yellow Emperor 
(2717-2599 B.C.), due to population increase, people were prohibited from hunting deer cubs, 
collecting eggs, and using outer coffins.477 Yu the Great, the first emperor of the Xia Dynasty 
(c 21st -16th B.C.), banned lumber gathering in the third month of spring and fishing in the third 
month of summer, in order to preserve wood and aquatic stocks.478 In the Spring and Autumn 
and Warring States period (770-221 B.C.) some great intellectuals further clarified the 
importance of linking sustainability and the reign of a state. Guanzi concluded that one was 
unworthy to rule the land if he failed to carefully watch the mountains, woods, wetlands and 
vegetation. 479  In Mencius’ opinion, which is also mentioned in Chapter 3, sustainable 
development brings abundant materials and wealth to society. He believed that sustainable 
development is the essential part of the craft of kingsmanship. Mencius states that: 
If the seasons of husbandry be not interfered with, the grain will be more than can be eaten. 
If close nets are not allowed to enter the pools and ponds, the fishes and turtles will be 
more than can be consumed. If the axes and bills enter the hills and forests only at the 
proper time, the wood will be more than can be used. […] This condition, in which the 
                                                          
477 商鞅[Shang Yang],《商君书》[Shang Jun Shu, also known as The Book of Lord Shang Yang], Chapter18 
(画策[Policies]), <http://ctext.org/shang-jun-shu/policies/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘昔者昊英之世，
以伐木杀兽，人民少而木兽多。黄帝之世，不麛不卵，官无供备之民，死不得用椁。 ’ English 
Translation by Jan Julius Lodewijk Duyvendak: ‘Of old, in the times of the Great and Illustrious Ruler, people 
found their livelihood by cutting trees and slaying animals; the population was sparse, and trees and animals 
numerous. In the times of Huang-di, neither young animals nor eggs were taken; the officials had no provisions, 
and when the people died, they were not allowed to use outer coffins.’  
478  《逸周书》 [Yi Zhou Shu, also known as Lost Book of Zhou], Chapter 39 (大聚解 [Da Ju Jie]), 
<http://ctext.org/lost-book-of-zhou/da-ju/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘旦闻禹之禁，春三月山林不登斧，
以成草木之长，夏三月川泽不入网罟，以成鱼鳖之长。’ 
479 管子[Guanzi],《管子》[Guanzi], Chapter 80 (轻重甲[Qing Zhong I]), <http://ctext.org/guanzi/qing-zhong-
i/zhs>. The original text in Chinese: ‘故为人君而不能谨守其山林菹泽草莱，不可以立为天下王。’ 
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people nourish their living and bury their dead without any feeling against any, is the first 
step of royal government.480 
Xunzi agreed with the opinion of Mencius. Xunzi held that lumber gathering and fishing should 
be banned for a certain period in order to ensure reproduction.481 If agricultural production 
accords to the season, a virtuous cycle is created and secures the supply of utilities.482 Xunzi 
made a conclusive statement about sustainable development – ‘plan far for the future’.483 He 
included sustainability as a part of the good governance of a wise king.484 Moreover, Xunzi 
found that people also have a sense of sustainability. He starts from the desires of humans 
which are hard to satisfy.485 However, then, he observes that people also deny their desires and 
store things away for future use, since they know materials will run out if they do not do so.486 
Xunzi argued that a great concern in a society is to plan far for the future, which secures long-
term material supply and social stability.487   
                                                          
480 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 
1(梁惠王上[Liang Hui Wang I]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/liang-hui-wang-i/ens>. The original text in Chinese: 
‘不违农时，谷不可胜食也；数罟不入洿池，鱼鳖不可胜食也；斧斤以时入山林，材木不可胜用也。 […] 
养生丧死无憾，王道之始也。’ English Translation by James Legge. 
481  荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 9(王制[Wang Zhi]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/wang-zhi/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘草木荣华滋硕之时，则斧斤不入山林，不夭其生，不绝其长也。鼋鼍鱼鳖鳅鳝孕
别之时，罔罟毒药不入泽，不夭其生，不绝其长也。’ 
482  荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 9(王制[Wang Zhi]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/wang-zhi/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘春耕、夏耘、秋收、冬藏，四者不失时，故五谷不绝，而百姓有馀食也。污池渊
沼川泽，谨其时禁，故鱼鳖优多，而百姓有馀用也。斩伐养长不失其时，故山林不童，而百姓有馀材
也。’ 
483 荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 4(荣辱[Rong Ru]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/rong-ru/ens>. The original 
text in Chinese: ‘长虑顾后’. 
484  荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 9(王制[Wang Zhi]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/wang-zhi/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘圣主之制也 […]’. 
485 荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 4(荣辱[Rong Ru]), <http://ctext.org/xunzi/rong-ru/ens>. The original 
text in Chinese: ‘人之情，食欲有刍豢，衣欲有文绣，行欲有舆马，又欲夫馀财蓄积之富也；然而穷年累
世不知不足，是人之情也。’ 
486 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘非不欲也，几不长虑顾后，而恐无以继之故也。’ 
487 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘彼固为天下之大虑也，将为天下生民之属，长虑顾后而保万世也。’ 
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In the ancient dynasties of China, environment protection and preservation was an important 
part of economic policies. Early in the era of King Shun (c 2287 - 2076 B.C.), there were 
already specialized officials appointed to manage nature.488 The duty of the officials was to 
coordinate nature into a harmonious status.489 In the Western Zhou Dynasty (1046 B.C. - 771 
B.C.), there was a prohibitions list in the first month of spring: lumber gathering, throwing 
down nests, killing young creatures, and destroying eggs.490 In the Qin Dynasty (221 - 206 BC) 
the Field Law contains more provisions. For instance, in the second month of spring, lumber 
gathering and blocking water channels was forbidden. 491  Before summer, the following 
activities were forbidden until July (lunar calendar): making fertiliser by burning grasses, 
picking sprouts of vegetation, catching animal cubs or eggs, poisoning fish or turtles, laying 
out traps or nets to catch beasts or birds.492 Moreover, the king of Northern Qi (550 - 577) 
instructed that December (lunar calendar) was the only month to burn wilderness. Burning 
                                                          
488 《尚书》[Shang Shu, also known as The Book of Documents or The Classic of History], Book 1 Chapter 2 
(舜典[The Canon of Shun]),  <http://ctext.org/shang-shu/canon-of-shun/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘帝
曰：“畴若予上下草木鸟兽？”佥曰：“益哉！”帝曰：“俞，咨！益，汝作朕虞。”益拜稽首，让于朱虎、
熊罴。帝曰：“俞，往哉！汝谐。”’ English translation by James Legge: ‘The Di said, “Who can superintend, 
as the nature of the charge requires, the grass and trees, with the birds and beasts on my hills and in my marshes?” 
All (in the court) replied, “Is there not Yi?” The Di said, “Yes. Ho! Yi do you be my Forester.” Yi did obeisance 
with his head to the ground, and wished to decline in favour of Zhu, Hu, Xiong, or Pi. The Di said, “Yes, but do 
you go (and undertake the duties). You must manage them harmoniously.” See also 刘志松[Liu Zhisong], 《中
国古代生态伦理及可持续发展思想探析》[Eco-Ethics and Mind of Sustainable Development in Ancient China] 
(2009) 11(4) 天津大学学报（社会科学版）[Journal of Tianjin University (Social Sciences)] 341, 341. 
489 《尚书》[Shang Shu, also known as The Book of Documents or The Classic of History], Ibid. 
490 孔子[Confucius], 《礼记》[Liji, also known as The Classic of Rites or The Book of Rites], Chapter 6 (月令
[Yue Ling]), <http://ctext.org/liji/yue-ling/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘孟春之月，[…] 禁止伐木。毋覆
巢，毋杀孩虫、胎、夭、飞鸟。毋麑，毋卵。’ English Translation by James Legge: In the first month of 
spring, […] [p]rohibitions are issued against cutting down trees. Nests should not be thrown down; unformed 
insects should not be killed, nor creatures in the Womb, nor very young creatures, nor birds just taking to the wing, 
nor fawns, nor should eggs be destroyed. 
491 《田律》[The Field Law of Qin], 221-206 BC, <http://www.gushiwen.org/GuShiWen_284b27aff0.aspx>. 
The original text in Chinese is: ‘春二月，毋敢伐材木山林及雍堤水。’ See also 刘志松[Liu Zhisong], above n 
488, 341. 




wilderness was forbidden in other months, for it damaged insect populations and vegetation.493 
In the Tang Dynasty (618 - 907), the Tang Code criminalised some activities causing dam 
breaks, bushfires, field fires in the wrong season, and damage to plants and crops.494 The 
following dynasties, such as Ming and Qing, followed the Tang Code.495 Finally, environment 
protection and sustainability had become an institutional arrangement in ancient Chinese 
society.   
The ideas about sustainable development in ancient China are built upon the understanding of 
the relationship of humans and nature. This topic is initially discussed in Chapter 4. The 
following paragraphs provide more detail regarding ancient thoughts on environmental 
protection and sustainable development. These thoughts are a part of Chinese culture. Since it 
was believed that humans were raised by Heaven and Earth, nature enjoyed a Creator-like 
reverence from ancient Chinese people.496 In this sense, it is unwise to overexploit nature or 
even destroy the environment.  
However, due to the separation of superstitious and supernatural ideology, nature worship is 
merely the secondary cause for the ideal of environment protection and sustainability. Instead, 
the most essential reason is the recognition on the symbiotic relationship of humans and 
nature.497 In the sense of tian ren he yi or ‘humans and nature in one’, humans are a part of 
nature and commit to the rules of nature.498 Ancient Chinese believed that the destiny of a 
society was connected to the conditions of nature. For instance, Bo Yangfu, a minister in the 
Western Zhou Dynasty (1046 B.C.-771 B.C.), predicted the collapse of the West Zhou Dynasty 
                                                          
493 李百药[Li Baiyao], 《北齐书》[The Book of Northern Qi], Chapter 4 (帝纪第四文宣[The Documentary of 
Emperor, Forth, Wen Xuan]) , <http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=en&chapter=449101&remap=gb>. The original text in 
Chinese: ‘诏限仲冬一月燎野，不得他时行火，损昆虫草木。’ 
494  长 孙 无 忌 [Zhangsun Wuji], 《 唐 律 疏 义 》 [Tang Code], Chapter 27 ( 杂 律 下 [Za Lv III]), 
<http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=en&chapter=285547&remap=gb>. The original text in Chinese: ‘失时不修堤防 […] 
盗决堤防 […] 山陵兆域内失火 […] 非时烧田野 […] 毁伐树木稼穑。’ 
495 刘志松[Liu Zhisong], above n 488, 341. 
496 More discussion can be found in Chapter 4. 
497  任俊华 [Ren Junhua], 《建设生态文明的重要思想资源——论中国古代生态伦理文明》 [On the 
Theoretical Resources of Construction of Modern Ecological Culture – On Ancient Chinese Ecological Ehics-
Culture] (2008) 2 伦理学研究[Studies in Ethics] 73, 74. 
498 More discussion can be found in Chapter 4. 
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by observing nature. Nine years before the collapse, an earthquake struck the basins of the three 
major rivers. Bo Yangfu states that: 
The Zhou is going to perish! For the air flow between the sky and earth ought to be orderly; 
If the qi loses the order, people fall into chaos.  The earthquake illustrates that the yin and 
yang have deviated their right positions and failed to circulate. As a result, waters get 
congested, and the state collapses accordingly. Water and earth should be smooth in order 
to be exploited by people. When water and earth are disordered and people run out of 
utilities, the state goes to the end. […] The previous two dynasties collapsed due to the 
exhaustion of rivers. […] A state must rely on the mountains and rivers, and crumbling of 
the mountains and drought of rivers are the symbols of the state’s end.499  
Bo Yangfu’s prediction reflects the recognition of the coexistence of human society and nature. 
He used the ancient philosophical concepts yin, yang, and qi to explain the general situation of 
the last days of West Zhou. Since those philosophical concepts such as yin, yang, and qi run 
through the whole system of nature and human beings, the reality goes astray as the appearance 
of the abnormal condition of yin, yang, and qi. Additionally, in agricultural China, social 
stability relied greatly on agriculture which depends on the condition of nature. Therefore, 
ancient Chinese people built a sense of taking care of nature to secure their quality of life. 
Moreover, in the traditional Chinese view, nature is not only the provider of utilities but also 
the source of ethics.500 Nature teaches human ethics, and humans apply these ethics to the 
practice of managing nature.501 Such interaction conforms to the principle of tian ren he yi.502 
In this sense, environment protection and sustainable development were given ethical attributes 
in ancient China.   
                                                          
499 左丘明[Zuo Qiuming],《国语》[Guo Yu], Chapter 1 (周语上[Zhou Yu I]), <http://ctext.org/guo-yu/zhou-





500 See the discussion in Chapter 4. 
501 刘志松[Liu Zhisong], above n 488, 342. 
502 任俊华[Ren Junhua], above n 497, 74. 
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In the Confucian perspective, the idea of ren or benevolence is the ethical principle of human 
society but also the rightful attitude to nature.503 Confucianism emphasises benevolence and 
love towards people. Moreover, Confucianism promotes the extension of benevolence and love 
to a broad scope of beings.504 For instance, ‘[Confucius] angled, but did not use a net. He shot, 
but not at birds perching.’505 Furthermore, Confucius argues that ‘[t]o fell a single tree, or kill 
a single animal, not at the proper season, is contrary to filial piety’.506 In this sense, people shall 
not unnecessarily slaughter animals. Mencius further raised the opinion of ‘love things’. He 
argues that:     
In regard to inferior creatures, the superior man is kind to them, but not loving. In regard 
to people generally, he is loving to them, but not affectionate. He is affectionate to his 
parents, and lovingly disposed to people generally. He is lovingly disposed to people 
generally, and kind to creatures.507 
In the Western Han Dynasty (202 B.C. - 8), Dong Zhongshu inherited from the Confucian 
theories and argued that the human body is like Heaven, and the destiny of humans is connected 
                                                          
503 Ibid 74. See also 刘志松[Liu Zhisong], above n 488. See also 张忠有，王立云，吕丽 [Zhang Zhongyou, 
Wang Liyun, and Lv Li], 《中国古代生态伦理思想中人与自然价值关系思想研究》[A Study on the Valuable 
Relationship of Human and Nature in Chinese Ancient Ecological Ethics] (2010) 6 哈尔滨市委党校学报[The 
Journal of Harbin Committee School of CPC] 12, 14. 吴秀红[Wu Xiuhong], 《中国古代生态伦理思想初探》
[Remark on the Thoughts Chinese Ancient Ecological Ethics] (2002) 3 松辽学刊（人文社会科学版）[Songliao 
Journal (Humanities and Social Sciences Edition)] 21, 21-22. 
504 刘志松[Liu Zhisong], above n 488, 342. See also 张忠有，王立云，吕丽 [Zhang Zhongyou, Wang Liyun, 
and Lv Li], above n 503, 14. 
505 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 7(述而[Shu Er]), <http://ctext.org/analects/shu-er>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘子钓而不纲，弋不射宿。’ English Translation by James Legge. 
506 孔子[Confucius], 《礼记》[Liji, also known as The Classic of Rites or The Book of Rites], chapter 24(祭义
[Ji Yi]), <http://ctext.org/liji/ji-yi/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘断一树，杀一兽，不以其时，非孝也。’ 
English Translation by James Legge.  
507 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius],《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 
13(尽心上[Jin Xin I]), <http://ctext.org/mengzi/jin-xin-i>. The original text in Chinese: ‘君子之于物也，爱之
而弗仁；于民也，仁之而弗亲。亲亲而仁民，仁民而爱物。’ English Translation by James Legge. 
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to Heaven.508 Accordingly, Dong Zhongshu concludes that ethics does not only exist in human 
society but also in the natural world. 509 Therefore, the principle of ren or benevolence is 
applicable to the realm of nature. Dong points out that, as well as loving people, a benevolent 
person also loves inferior creatures such as birds, beasts, and insects.510  In other words, one 
shall have general kindness to all creatures, and any reward or punishment towards them is not 
based on emotional factors, which is ren.511 Dong Zhongshu systematically discussed how to 
realise kindness practically. His idea starts with the Chinese five elements and then applies the 
rules of the five elements to the material world. This conforms to Chinese philosophy. Dong 
urges people to do the right thing in different seasons, which is benevolent to creatures and 
good for agricultural production. He also describes a picture of chaotic society, depressed 
economy, and the desolation of nature in order to warn rulers who failed to do the right 
things.512 Dong Zhongshu’s idea manifests benevolence, obedience to the order of nature, and 
sustainability.  
Dong suggested that: 
Wood is the essence of spring, the attribute of life, and the basis of agriculture. One should 
encourage agricultural activities and must not disturb the agricultural people. […] If the 
kindness reaches vegetation, plants become elegant, and grasses grow up. If the kindness 
reaches animals with scales, fish varies and whales disappear.513 
                                                          
508 董仲舒[Dong Zhongshu],《春秋繁露》[Chun Qiu Fan Lu], Chapter 56 (人副天数[Ren Fu Tian Shu]), 
<http://ctext.org/chun-qiu-fan-lu/ren-fu-tian-shu/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘天地之符，阴阳之副，常
设于身，身犹天也，数与之相参，故命与之相连也。’ 
509 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘行有伦理，副天地也。’ 
510  董仲舒 [Dong Zhongshu],《春秋繁露》 [Chun Qiu Fan Lu], Chapter 29 (仁义法 [Ren Yi Fa]), 
<http://ctext.org/chun-qiu-fan-lu/ren-yi-fa/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘质于爱民，以下至于鸟兽昆虫
莫不爱。’ 
511  董仲舒 [Dong Zhongshu],《春秋繁露》 [Chun Qiu Fan Lu], Chapter 18 (离合根 [Li He Gen]), 
<http://ctext.org/chun-qiu-fan-lu/li-he-gen/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘凡爱群生，不以喜怒赏罚，所
以为仁也。’ 
512 董仲舒[Dong Zhongshu],《春秋繁露》[Chun Qiu Fan Lu], Chapter 60 (五行逆顺[Wu Xing Ni Shun]), 
<http://ctext.org/chun-qiu-fan-lu/wu-xing-shun-ni/ens>. 
513 The ‘whale’ refers to huge-sized fish, which is difficult to deal with and negative for fishing. See 董仲舒[Dong 
Zhongshu],《春秋繁露》[Chun Qiu Fan Lu], Chapter 60 (五行逆顺[Wu Xing Ni Shun]), <http://ctext.org/chun-
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 Fire is the essence of summer, and all creatures grow and approach maturation. […] If the 
kindness reaches the fire, the fire obeys people’s will and brings rainfall. If the kindness 
reaches animals with feathers, birds reproduce a lot, and yellow swan and phoenix fly 
over.514 
Earth is the essence of midsummer, grains and vegetables mature. […] If the kindness 
reaches earth, crops mature, and fine grains harvest.515 
Metal is the essence of autumn and the beginning of decay and death. […] If the kindness 
reaches metal, cool breeze appears. If the kindness reaches the animals with furs, beasts 
reproduce a lot, and kylin arrives.516 
Water is the essence of winter which contains the highest level of yin. […] If the kindness 
reaches water, the fine spring water flows. If the kindness reaches animals of carapaces, 
turtles reproduce a lot, and divine turtle appears.517    
In the Song Dynasty (960 - 1279), Confucians argued that continuous reproduction of lives is 
a part of ren. In Cheng Hao’s opinion, for example, the most elegant scene is the prosperity of 
life, which is the top of all goodness and called ren.518 Stepping into the Ming Dynasty (1368 - 
1644), Wang Yangming believed that a person of ren is responsible to all things in the world.519 
                                                          
qiu-fan-lu/wu-xing-shun-ni/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘木者春，生之性，农之本也。劝农事，无夺
民时。[…] 恩及草木，则树木华美，而朱草生；恩及鳞虫，则鱼大为，鳣鲸不见。’ 
514 The ‘yellow swan’ and ‘phoenix’ are symbols of fortune. See Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘火者夏，成
长，[…]恩及于火，则火顺人而甘露降；恩及羽虫，则飞鸟大为，黄鹄出见，凤凰翔。’ 
515 The ‘fine grain’ refers to ‘嘉禾’, which is a rare variant and regarded as a symbol of fortune. See Ibid. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘土者夏中，成熟百种， […] 恩及于土，则五谷成，而嘉禾同。’ 
516 The ‘kylin’ is a symbol of fortune. See Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘金者秋，杀气之始也，[...] 恩及
于金石，则凉风出；恩及于毛虫，则走兽大为，麒麟至。’ 
517 The ‘fine spring water’ and ‘divine turtle’ are symbols of fortune. See Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘水
者冬，藏至阴也。 […] 恩及于水，则醴泉出；恩及介虫，则鼋鼍大为，灵龟出。’ 
518  程 颢 [Cheng Hao] 《 河 南 程 氏 遗 书 》 [He Nan Cheng Shi Yi Shu], Book 11, 
<http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=en&chapter=277544&remap=gb >. The original text in Chinese: ‘万物之生意最可
观，此元者善之长也，斯所谓仁也。’ 
519 王阳明[Wang Yangming (also known as Wang Shouren)], 《王阳明全集》[Wang Yang Ming Quan Ji] Book 
1 Chapter 1 ( 知 行 录 之 一 传 习 录 上 [Zhi Xing Lu I – Chuan Xi Lu I]), 
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He argues that a benevolent person views all things as a whole, so the ren is not fulfilled if a 
single thing falls out of place.520 Dai Zhen, in the Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1911), clarified that 
ren is the virtue of continuous reproduction of lives. 521  In Dai’s opinion, continuous 
reproduction of lives means that when one takes care of his own life, he also spreads the care 
to all lives, which is called ren.522  
Besides Confucianism, other schools of Chinese philosophy also contribute valuable ideas to 
environment protection and sustainable development. Taoism believes in the domain of nature 
and encourages people to think from the way of Tao. Zhuangzi imagined that: ‘In the age of 
perfect virtue, men lived in common with birds and beasts, and were on terms of equality with 
all creatures.’523 From a Taoist perspective, all things are equal, because all the things in 
combination constitute nature.524 In other words, all things contribute to nature in different 
ways that are equally necessary.525 However, creatures tend to rank the importance of other 
things according to their own standards. 526  For instance, ‘fishes live and men die in the 
                                                          
<http://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=en&chapter=915813&remap=gb>. The original text in Chinese: ‘仁者以天地万物为
一体，使有一物失所，便是吾仁有未尽处。’ 
520 Ibid. 
521 吴秀红[Wu Xiuhong], above n 503, 22. The original text in Chinese: ‘仁者，生生之德也。’ 
522 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘所以生生者，一人遂其生, 推之而天下共遂其生，仁也。’  
523 庄子[Zhuangzi], 《庄子》[Zhuangzi] Chapter 2 Section 2 (外篇-马蹄[Outer Chapters – Horses’ Hoofs ]),  
<http://ctext.org/zhuangzi/horsess-hoofs/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘夫至德之世，同与禽兽居，族与
万物并。’ English translation by James Legge. 
524 庄子[Zhuangzi], 《庄子》[Zhuangzi] Chapter 2 Section 10 (外篇-秋水[Outer Chapters – The Floods of 
Autumn]), <http://ctext.org/zhuangzi/floods-of-autumn/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘以道观之，物无贵
贱。’ English translation by James Legge: ‘When we look at them in the light of the Dao, they are neither noble 
nor mean.’ 
525 任俊华[Ren Junhua], above n 497, 75. 
526 庄子[Zhuangzi], 《庄子》[Zhuangzi] Chapter 2 Section 10 (外篇-秋水[Outer Chapters – The Floods of 
Autumn]), <http://ctext.org/zhuangzi/floods-of-autumn/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘以物观之，自贵而




water’.527 ‘They are different in constitution, and therefore differ in their likes and dislikes.’528 
Therefore, Taoism suggests that people surpass individual preferences, recognise nature with 
a neutral mind, and show more respect when exploiting nature.  
In Chinese Buddhism, the concept ‘all creatures being created equal’ also prevents people from 
overusing nature. Chinese Buddhism believes that every creature has the ‘nature of Buddha’.529 
It is said that green bamboos are all the dharma kaya, and yellow flowers are all prajnā.530 
Relative to ‘nature of Buddha’, all creatures are equal. 531 By pursuing the equality of all 
creatures, Chinese Buddhism exhorts Chinese society to discard selfishness and arrogance 
towards other living things and to treat all creatures with an equal attitude. Moreover, total non-
killing of animals is the top commandment among Chinese Buddhists. In the Avatamsaka Sutra, 
killing is a sin and brings heavy punishment including falling into hell, continuous disease, and 
a shorter life.532 
In summary, ancient Chinese people realised the importance of sustainable development. This 
is built upon the support of economic and moral concerns. Exploitation of the environment 
should be limited to a sustainable scope. Preservation of natural and biotic resources has been 
a consistent policy throughout history. Moreover, Chinese society traditionally advocated 
kindness to nature. Although this kindness is mainly a philosophical concern involving ethics 
and religious doctrines, it significantly promoted environment protection and sustainability in 
practice.   
                                                          
527  庄子 [Zhuangzi], 《庄子》 [Zhuangzi] Chapter 2 Section 11 (外篇 -至乐  [Outer Chapters – Perfect 
Enjoyment]), <http://ctext.org/zhuangzi/perfect-enjoyment/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘鱼处水而生，人
处水而死。’ English translation by James Legge. 
528 Ibid. The original Chinese: ‘故必相与异，其好恶故异也’. 
529 任俊华[Ren Junhua], above n 497, 76. 
530 Ibid. Dharma kaya and prajnā are Buddhist language from Sanskrit. Dharma kaya mean the truth body of 
Buddha, and prajnā refers to the ultimate wisdom. The original text in Chinese: ‘青青翠竹尽是法身，郁郁黄花
无非般若’. 
531 Ibid. 
532  《 大 方 广 佛 华 严 经 》 [Hua Yan Jing, also known as Avatamsaka Sutra], Chapter 24 




In contemporary China, the policies of the central government pay great attention to 
environment protection and sustainable development. One significant policy is the Scientific 
Outlook on Development. In 2003 when the Scientific Outlook on Development was released, 
China had experienced great changes through economic reform (also known as reform and 
openness). Firstly, economic growth in China was rapid. Secondly, risks and problems came 
with this economic growth. Disruption and environmental pollution and over consumption of 
natural resources have become a prominent issue in China.  
In order to solve these problems, the Scientific Outlook on Development first emphasises the 
importance of environmental protection. A very important part of Scientific Outlook on 
Development is to manage the relationship of quantity and quality, and speed and effectiveness 
of growth.533 If importance is not attached to quality and effectiveness, the coordination of 
economy, politics, and culture, and harmony between humans and nature, an imbalance of 
growth will occur, which will eventually restrain development. 534  When environmental 
protection is neglected, economic development rarely succeeds, or even if it is momentarily 
successful, the price is heavy.535 Moreover, environmental deterioration harms the health of 
people and damages the reputation of Chinese products.536 Without a fundamental change of 
economic growth, energy and resources will no longer be sustainable, and the eco-system will 
be overburdened.537 Therefore, to protect nature is to protect humans, and to develop nature is 
to bring welfare to humans.538  
The Scientific Outlook on Development proposes a change of industrial structure and life style. 
It proposes making conservation of resources a basic policy of the country, to develop a circular 
economy, to protect the environment, to speed up the construction of a resource-saving and 
                                                          
533 中共中央文献研究室[CCCPC Party Literature Research Office], above n 458, 32. The original text in Chinese: 
‘树立和落实科学发展观，十分重要的一环就是要正确处理增长的数量和质量、速度和效益的关系。’ 
534 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘而不重视质量和效益，不重视经济、政治和文化的协调发展，不重视
人与自然的和谐，就会出现增长失调、从而最终制约发展的局面。’ 
535 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘忽视资源环境保护，经济建设是难以搞上去的，即使一时搞上去了最
终也可能要付出沉重的代价。’ 
536 Ibid 36. The original text in Chinese: ‘危害人民群众的身体健康，损害我国产品在国际上的声誉。’ 
537 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘如果不从根本上转变经济增长方式，能源资源将难以为继，生态环境
将不堪重负。’ 
538 Ibid 35. The original text in Chinese: ‘保护自然就是保护人类，建设自然就是造福人类。’ 
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eco-friendly society, and to coordinate economic development, population, resources, and 
environment.539 Therefore, the whole country should persist in the development of resource 
saving, cleanliness, and safety in order to achieve sustainable development.540  
According to the Scientific Outlook on Development, corporations are responsible for the goals 
of a resource-saving and eco-friendly society and sustainable development. The Scientific 
Outlook on Development directly points out that ‘we must […] assure every unit and family 
joining the development of resource-saving and eco-friendly society, and effectively complete 
strategic mission with the greatest determination and efforts’.541 In other words, the mission of 
building a resource-saving and eco-friendly society is required of all the productive sectors. In 
this light, the responsibility to environment and sustainable development is a necessary part of 
social responsibilities of corporations. Furthermore, according to the tone of the document, 
responsibility to the environment and sustainable development will be likely imposed on 
corporations by compulsory measures, as the Scientific Outlook on Development provides a 
possibility and basis to impose mandatory social responsibilities on corporations.  
5.2.2 Responsibility to the Country  
Responsibility to the country is a unique aspect of CSR in the Chinese context. Firstly, it is 
within the heritage of traditional values and business activity from ancient times. Secondly, it 
is a requirement of good governance in modern China. Thirdly, it is the fundamental social 
responsibility of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in China. This section discusses the three 
points listed above and concludes that responsibility to the nation is a necessary part of the 
CSR in the Chinese context. 
The concept jia guo qing huai or ‘passion for homeland’ is the key to understanding 
corporations’ responsibility to the country.542 jia guo qing huai is an identifying characteristic 
                                                          
539 Ibid 38. The original text in Chinese: ‘要把节约资源作为基本国策，发展循环经济，保护生态环境，加
快建设资源节约型、环境友好型社会，促进经济发展与人口、资源、环境相协调。’ 
540 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘坚持节约发展、清洁发展、安全发展，实现可持续发展。’ 
541 Ibid 43. The original text in Chinese: ‘我们一定要把建设资源节约型、环境友好型社会[…]，落实到每个
单位、每个家庭，下最大决心、用最大气力把这项战略任务切实抓好、抓出成效来。’ 




of Chinese society. 543 It refers to an individual’s identification to and preservation of the 
community of family, house, and state, and the individual consciously shoulders the 
responsibilities of the community.544 Many concepts in Chinese society such as patriotism and 
loyalty to the monarch can be attributed to jia guo qing huai.545 As a prominent part of Chinese 
culture, jia guo qing huai has significantly influenced Chinese people via spiritual ideals, 
emotion cognition, lifestyle and state institutions and will continue to affect society into the 
future.546 In other words, jia guo qing huai contains the responsibilities to family, house, and 
nation from ancient times. Therefore, the analysis on jia guo qing huai reveals the source of 
corporations’ responsibility to the nation. Moreover, it is a necessary part of understanding the 
role of SOEs and their responsibilities to the nation. 
The logical starting point of jia guo qing huai is nature. The principles yi tian wei ze (follow 
the example of nature) and tian ren he yi (nature and man in one) are the primary reference. 
Nature and man in one represents a great community, and within this community, the world 
under the sky is understood as a sub-community.547 Behind the concept of community are 
Confucian values. Confucianism emphasises the importance of sky, earth, monarch, parents, 
                                                          
543 张倩 [Zhang Qian], 《从家国情怀解读国家认同的中国特色》[Interpretation of the Chinese Characteristics 
of National Indentity from the Passion for Homeland] (2017) 9 社会科学文摘[Social Science Digest] 44. See 
also 张倩 [Zhang Qian], 《家国情怀的传统构建与当代传承——基于血缘、地缘、业缘、趣缘的文化考察》
[The Traditional Construction and Contemporary Inheritance of the Feelings of Family and Country] (2018) 10 
学习与实践[Study and Practice] 129. 
544 张倩 [Zhang Qian], 《“家国情怀”的逻辑基础与价值内涵》[The Logic Foundation and Value Connotation 
of ’Jia Guo Qing Huai’] (2017) 6 人文杂志[The Journal of Humanities] 68, 68. 
545 Ibid 70. See also 王利明[Wang Liming], 《读书人的家国情怀》[An Intellectual’s Passion for the Homeland] 
(2016) 2 财经法学[Law and Economy] 5, 5. 
546 张倩 [Zhang Qian], 《“家国情怀”的逻辑基础与价值内涵》[The Logic Foundation and Value Connotation 
of ’Jia Guo Qing Huai’], above n 544, 70. 
547 Ibid 68-69. 
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and educators.548 These groups are essentially similar in the Confucian point of view. They are 
the fundamental source of breeding, education, and governance.549  
In the sense of great community, the community of family and country becomes the core of jia 
guo qing huai. Family and country have a common structure: the monarch is the father of a 
country, and the father is the monarch of a family.550 Moreover, while the monarch is usually 
called ‘son of heaven’, people are usually called ‘son people (of monarch)’, and government 
officials are usually called ‘parental officials’. Therefore, the main body of a country (nature, 
monarch, and people) is organised under a family-like structure. Mencius concluded that:  
There is common saying: ‘the [land under heaven], the [s]tate, the family.’ The root of the 
[land under heaven] is in the [s]tate. The root of the [s]tate is in the family. The root of the 
family is in the person of its head’551 
In the family – country community, the underpinning Confucian principles are xiao (filial piety) 
and zhong (loyalty). Due to the common ground of family and country, filial piety and loyalty 
are unified. In Confucian classics, loyalty is regarded as an extension of filial piety. The Book 
of Filial Piety states that ‘[filial piety] commences with the service of parents; it proceeds to 
the service of the ruler; it is completed by the establishment of character.’552 Also, in the Book 
of Loyalty, it states that loyalty rises in one’s character, is displayed in the family, and succeeds 
                                                          
548 楼宇烈[Lou Yulie], above n 344, 49. Lou Yulie explains the argument that: the sky and the earth are the root 
of all things; the parents are the source of life; the monarch and educators are the source of edification. 
549  Ibid. See also 戴德 [Dai De], 《大戴礼记》 [Da Dai Li Ji] chapter 4 (礼三本 [Li San Ben]),  
<http://ctext.org/da-dai-li-ji/li-san-ben/ens>. The original text in Chinese is: ‘天地者，性之本也；先祖者，类
之本也；君师者，治之本也。无天地焉生？无先祖焉出？无君师焉治？三者偏亡，无安之人。’  
550 张倩 [Zhang Qian], 《“家国情怀”的逻辑基础与价值内涵》[The Logic Foundation and Value Connotation 
of ’Jia Guo Qing Huai’], above n 544, 68. 
551 孟子[Mengzi, also known as Mencius], 《孟子》[Mengzi, also known as The Works of Mencius], Chapter 7 
(离娄上[Li Lou I]), < http://ctext.org/mengzi/li-lou-i >. The original text in Chinese: ‘是故诚者天之道也，思
诚者，人之道也。’ English Translation by James Legge: ‘Therefore, sincerity is the way of Heaven. To think 
how to be sincere is the way of man.’ 
552 《孝经》[Xiao Jing, also known as The Classic of Filial Piety or The Book of Filial Piety], Chapter 1 (开宗
明 义 [The Scope and Meaning of the Treatise]), <http://ctext.org/xiao-jing/scope-and-meaning-of-the-




in the country.553 The Book of Filial Piety further explains that ‘[a]s they serve their fathers, so 
they serve their rulers, and they reverence them equally. […] Therefore when they serve their 
ruler with filial piety, they are loyal.’554 Confucius stated that filial piety leads to loyalty.555 He 
teaches his students that ‘[a]broad, to serve the high ministers and nobles; at home, to serve 
one's father and elder brothers’.556 In the Confucian opinion, one can be a loyal official if he is 
of filial piety. Thus, individuals in China strived to follow the path: self-cultivation, clan 
harmonisation, country governance, and peace throughout the land.557 
In feudal China, loyalty to the emperor was a prominent value, and part of the morality of social 
and political life. Initially, Confucianism emphasises the virtue and performance legitimacy of 
a ruler and speaks highly of the virtuous people who overthrow unworthy rulers. Confucius 
asserted bilateral duties between monarch and officials: ‘[a monarch] should employ his 
minister according to the rules of propriety; ministers should serve their [monarch] with 
faithfulness’.558 However, Legalism interprets zhong to the extreme loyalty to the rulers. Han 
Feizi, the representative of Legalism, criticised Confucianism and argues that those who pass 
the crown to non-royals or rebel against the monarch are the causes of the breakdown of social 
                                                          
553 马融[Ma Rong],《忠经》[Zhong Jing, also known as The Book of Loyalty], Chapter 1 (天地神明章 [The 
Gods in the Heaven and Earth]), <http://ctext.org/zhong-jing/1/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘夫忠兴于身，
著于家，成于国，其行一焉。’ 
554 《孝经》[Xiao Jing, also known as The Classic of Filial Piety or The Book of Filial Piety], Chapter 5 (士
[Filial Piety in Inferior Officers]), <https://ctext.org/xiao-jing/filial-piety-in-inferior-officers/ens>. The original 
text in Chinese: ‘夫孝，始于事亲，中于事君，终于立身。’ English Translation by James Legge. 
555 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 2 (为政[Wei Zheng]), <http://ctext.org/analects/wei-
zheng/ens>. The original text in Chinese: ‘孝慈则忠’. English Translation by James Legge. 
556 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 9 (子罕[Zi Han]), <http://ctext.org/analects/zi-han/ens>. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘出则事公卿，入则事父兄。’ English Translation by James Legge. 
557  孔 子 [Confucius], 《 大 学 》 [The Great Learning], Chapter 4, <http://www.acmuller.net/con-
dao/greatlearning.html>. The original text in Chinese: ‘身修而后家齐，家齐而后国治，国治而后天下平。’ 
English Translation by A Charles Muller: ‘When the self is cultivated, the clan is harmonized. When the clan is 
harmonized, the country is well governed. When the country is well governed, there will be peace throughout the 
land.’ 
558 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 3 (八佾[Ba Yi]), <http://ctext.org/analects/ba-yi/ens>. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘君使臣以礼，臣事君以忠’. English Translation by James Legge. 
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order.559 Therefore, Han Feizi opposed bilateral duty between the ruler and the ruled and, 
instead, demands unilateral duties to serve the rulers.560 Legalism’s doctrine was favoured by 
the emperor, for it strengthened the emperor’s rule. Loyalty and obedience were significantly 
highlighted and emphasised by the Empire. 561  Many intellectuals, even though they were 
Confucians, advocated repressive doctrines involving loyalty and filial piety. 562  As a 
consequence, loyalty and filial piety were primary virtues while disloyalty and impiety became 
felonies in feudal China.563  
With the falling of empire, Chinese people started to reconsider the meaning of zhong (loyalty). 
Firstly, the original meaning of zhong was restored. Initially, zhong did not merely refer to the 
loyalty to the monarch. It contains broader positive concepts including altruism, diligence, 
integrity, fairness, sincerity, and honesty.564 Therefore, in his description of loyalty to the 
                                                          
559  韩 非 子 [Han Feizi], 《 韩 非 子 》 [Han Feizi], Chapter 51 ( 忠 孝 [Zhong Xiao]), 




560 Ibid. The original text in Chinese: ‘夫所谓明君者，能畜其臣者[...]臣之所闻曰：“臣事君，子事父，妻事
夫，三者顺则天下治，三者逆则天下乱，此天下之常道也，明王贤臣而弗易也。”则人主虽不肖，臣不
敢侵也。’ 
561 雷庆锐[Lei Qingrui], 《陆云龙忠君思想探析——以〈型世言〉评点为主》[On Lu Yunlong’s Loyal 
Thought to the Monarch – By Commenting on Xing Shi Yan Mainly] (2007) 3 青海师范大学学报（哲学社会
科学版）[Journal of Qinghai Normal University (Philosophy and Social Sciences)] 83, 84. 
562 Ibid 83-84. See also 曾广开[Zeng Guangkai], 《忠君观念在汉代的成熟与定型》[The Maturation and 
Finalisation of Loyalty to the Monarch in Han Dynasty] (2013) 1 汉语言文学研究[Han Yuyan Wenxue Yanjiu] 
86. 
563 王子今[Wang Zijin], 《“忠孝”与“孝忠”：中国道德史的考察》[Piety with Loyalty vs. Loyalty with Piety: 
An Investigation of China’s Moral History] (2015) 31(2) 长江师范学院学报[Journal of Yangtze Normal 
University] 1, 2-3. 
564 Ibid 1. See also 雷庆锐[Lei Qingrui], above n 561, 84. See also 张继军[Zhang Jijun], 《先秦时期“忠”观念
的产生及其演化》[The Formation and Evolution of the Concept “Loyalty” in Pre-Qin Period] (2009) 36(2) 求
是学刊[Seeking Truth] 35, 35. See also 裴传永[Pei Chuanyong], 《历代释“忠”论述》[On Annotations of 
“Zhong” in Different Historical Periods] (2006) 8 理论学刊[Theory Journal] 96, 96-98. See also 孔祥安[Kong 
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monarch, Confucius believed that loyalty is conditional.565 The condition is compliance with 
Tao, which refers to the supreme truth and virtue.566 Accordingly, Confucius advocates the 
bilateral duties between monarch and officials. Confucianism opposes absolute allegiance to 
the monarch. Instead, one ‘should serve his [monarch] according to what is right, and when he 
finds he cannot do so, retires’.567 On the other hand, a monarch is obliged to be virtuous and 
ultimately accountable for the quality of his officials and governance.568 Hence, the relationship 
between monarch and officials is symmetrical. Mencius concluded that:  
When the [monarch] regards his ministers as his hands and feet, his ministers regard their 
[monarch] as their belly and heart; when he regards them as his dogs and horses, they 
regard him as another man; when he regards them as the ground or as grass, they regard 
him as a robber and an enemy.569 […] If the [monarch] have great faults, they ought to 
remonstrate with him, and if he do not listen to them after they have done so again and 
again, they ought to dethrone him.570 
                                                          
Xiangan], 《中国传统忠观念的起源再探》[Re-Study of the Origin of Chinese Traditional “Zhong” Ideology] 
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In this light, by restoring the original meaning of zhong , the object of loyalty is not limited to 
the monarch. The effort of restoring the original meaning of zhong provides access to the 
loyalty to objects higher than the monarch, such as the country and people. 
Secondly, the collapse of the monarchy removed the factual possibility of allegiance to the 
emperor. Therefore, zhong experienced a re-interpretation to fit a modern state. In feudal China, 
loyalty to the monarch was frequently linked with patriotism, for the monarch was the 
representative of the country.571 Thus, in the community of family and country, loyalty to the 
country equated to loyalty to the patriarch of the country, the monarch, in many occasions.572 
When there is no longer an emperor, the object of loyalty is replaced by more modern and 
public concepts. Zhong becomes loyalty to the country, nationality, and people.573 Zhong is not 
only a virtue but also a responsibility of individuals, organisations, and governments to devote 
themselves to the country, nationality, and people.574   
Under the influence of jia guo qing huai (passion for homeland), responsibility to the country 
has been the pursuit of individuals and a prominent social responsibility in Chinese society. 
Business people in ancient China also lived under this responsibility. In the Spring and Autumn 
and the Warring States Period (770 B.C. – 221 B.C.), business people shuttled through the 
principalities in China. Many of them gained political power, by which they were bound with 
the responsibility to their principalities. In this particular era, there was a ‘revolving door’ that 
allowed men to shift from being business people to government officers and vice versa.575 Some 
of them also kept a dual identity, being businessman and shi at the same time. 576  With 
economic and political power, business people supported their principalities to survive and win 
wars.  
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However, many ideologists of Confucianism and Legalism, such as Guan Zhong and Shang 
Yang, realised that agriculture must be the main body of a society’s economy.577 After the great 
unification the emperor and his afflicted ruling classes relied much less on the power of 
business people and, conversely, had more political power and motivation to refrain the 
influence of commercial activities. Moreover, in order to secure stability, the agricultural 
population were placed higher than the commercial population in the social hierarchy system. 
Agricultural people were ranked right after shi – the highest and most educated level, while 
commercial people stayed at the bottom of the ranking. In some extreme cases, merchants were 
deprived of the rights of being bureaucrats, exercising certain rites or wearing luxury clothes. 
By this means, business people became the class at the bottom of society.  
In the Ming Dynasty (1368 - 1644), the commercial population’s class in society changed 
considerably. Although the ‘revolving door’ system had been repealed, business people and shi 
were bound together in the family sphere. A family usually had a combination of shi and 
business people. Some of the family members, by doing business, supported other members to 
strive for the social class of shi. Moreover, more and more people quit the bureaucracy and 
created a commercial population. Consequently, commercial people became the second most 
educated and intellectual class after shi. The mainstream also started to embrace business 
people. Wang Yangming, one of the greatest Confucians, highly valued the contribution and 
virtues of business people and put businessmen at the same league of shi. 578  Thus, the 
responsibility to the country of business people was clearly included in and confirmed by 
Confucianism. 
In the late Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1911), business peoples’ responsibility to the country became 
more conspicuously visible. Due to the colonial wars, business peoples’ responsibility to the 
country was significantly reflected by the efforts to save the endangered homeland. In order to 
arm the country, the government of the Qing Dynasty led a series of activities to achieve 
modern commercial and industrial capability. As a response to the government’s recruitment, 
three big Chinese compradors Xu Run, Tang Tingshu, and Zheng Guanying left their large 
salaried positions and established government-supervised and merchant-run companies: China 
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Merchants Steamship Navigation Company and Kaiping Mines.579 Besides the commercial 
valuation, the passion for serving the county was the primary force motivating them to 
undertake an unfamiliar career.580 In a letter to Tang Tingshu, Zheng Guanying clearly stated 
that regardless of the salary, he was afraid of settling for a short-sighted instead of a long-
sighted career, which was about reputation.581 Zheng predicted their abysmal ending in these 
government-supervised companies, but the sense of responsibility to the country made him 
endure. Regarding the situation of the newly founded China Merchants Steamship Navigation 
Company, Zheng commented: ‘if maintenance is not done on time, the company may not be 
self-reliant; our country does not have a steamship travelling among trading ports and is bullied 
by outsiders.’582 As a businessman, Zheng Guanying also had many thoughts on reforming and 
defending his country. Zheng self-sponsored the publication of many books that appealed to 
people to save the country, and some of his books had a wide influence on society, including 
Mao Zedong.583 Another example is that, in one of his books, Zheng referred to his emotions: 
‘when witnessing the hard times, our people were so enraged that the corners of their eyes 
split’.584 Furthermore, Zheng Guanying proposed the idea of commercial war in order to defend 
the country and people’s wealth.585 Based on the people-oriented thoughts of Confucianism, 
Zheng suggested that private capital should be the leading character in such a commercial 
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war.586 Moreover, Zheng also asserted that merely learning techniques from the West was not 
enough, and people should reform the political system.587 Zheng was believed to be the first 
person to propose constitutional monarchy in China.588  
In the late Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1911), the Chinese government established many corporations 
with the apparent purpose of developing the country, such as the China Merchants Steamship 
Navigation Company, Kaiping Mining, and the Hanyang Iron Plant.589 Meanwhile, the dual 
identity of businessman and shi emerged again, by which the business people burdened loyalty 
to the country with shi.590 The government assigned civil servants and business people to 
official positions to administer government-owned enterprises 591  In this sense, under the 
government’s lead, the responsibilities of the government, corporation, and business people 
combined. The history of old China provides a clue in understanding the corporation’s 
responsibility to the country in the present day. Especially, the purposes of SOEs in modern 
China can be very special in relation to the responsibilities to the country. There will be a later 
section to discuss social responsibilities of SOEs specifically. 
Patriotism has been an important topic in modern China. For instance, President Xi Jinping 
stresses that patriotism is the core of the spirit of the Chinese nation.592 He points out that 
patriotism is the spiritual gene of Chinese nation that plants in the hearts of Chinese people.593 
Moreover, patriotism must be built upon the respect and heritage of the history and culture of 
the Chinese nation.594 Therefore, the government confirms the consistency of patriotism or the 
responsibility to the country through the passing of time.595 Furthermore, Xi also clarifies that 
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patriotism currently involves sovereign rights, security, and development of the country.596 
Additionally, the political metadiscourse of the Chinese government’s Chinese Dream overtly 
regards patriotism as the necessary part to achieve the Chinese Dream.597  
In this sense, responsibility to the country can compel corporations to pursue a broad range of 
responsible behaviours. The definition of behaviours positive for the country can vary. 
Therefore, corporations can practice discretion to make a contribution to the country. In current 
China, war and survival are not the major societal concerns, and responsible behaviours may 
include: (1) environment protection; (2) economic development; (3) sustainable development; 
(4) poverty elimination; (5) social stability (6) innovation and creation; (7) welfare of people; 
(8) collaboration with the policies of the government.  
5.2.2.1 Responsibility to local community 
Social license or social license to operate (SLO) concerns the welfare of the local community 
and was initially raised at a conference held by the World Bank in 1997 as a political risk for 
the mining industry.598 Similar to conventional political risk management that aims to obtain 
and sustain a government permit, social licence is described as the objective of local risk 
management that seeks the support of local communities and their global allies.599 Simply put, 
social licence is ‘an analogy or metaphor that highlight[s] the equivalence of the political risk 
management challenges at the community level with those at the government level.’600  
The first published definition suggests that social licence to operate represents the approval and 
broad acceptance of society to conduct mineral exploration or mining projects.601 With further 
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research, the meaning of social licence has become broader and clearer than before. Firstly, 
social licence no longer applies to the mining and resource industries, but is also necessary for 
government and non-government organisations.602 Secondly, the concerns of social licence 
have expanded beyond the local community. Local community is regarded as a stakeholder in 
stakeholder theory. By adopting stakeholder theory, social licence requires companies to 
consider the interests of a broader scope of stakeholders besides the local community.603 Some 
schools of thought further argue that social licence is granted by ‘the community’ that is in 
essence the network of stakeholders.604 ‘Calling it a network makes salient the participation of 
groups or organizations that might not be part of a geographic community.’605 Last but not least, 
social licence focuses on the perceptions of stakeholders rather than ‘lists of third party 
assessment of impacts’.606 In other words, companies should look directly at the perceptions of 
the local community and other stakeholders. Researchers use three levels to describe the 
positive perceptions, based on which a community or a stakeholder network grants a social 
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licence to an organisation.607 The three levels are: acceptance, approval, and psychological 
identification.608 Researchers further point out four factors that determine the perceptions at 
each level.609 These factors are: economic legitimacy, socio-political legitimacy, interactional 
legitimacy, and institutionalised trust.610 
In ancient China, the first point to highlight is the characteristics of local community. Due to 
the agricultural nature of ancient society, community was limited to a certain geographical area, 
usually a village or town. Such a community has five characteristics:  
1. It is mainly based on the agricultural society and rural China. The majority of the 
population is located in a rural area. Thus, due to the absence of governmental service, 
there is the necessity of watching and helping each other.  
2. It is mostly a society of kinship and affected by the culture of the clan. Ancient China 
is a kinship-based society. A village is sometimes a clan living together. For other 
villages with multiple clans, the rules in a clan are also applicable to the multi-clan 
society. The relationship of the community is built upon the communication among 
family members. Therefore, the community is regarded as the expansion of family. 
3.  A community is an acquaintance society. Members in a clan generally know each 
other. Moreover, due to the household registration system and the tradition of 
attachment to the land, the liquidity of ancient people is significantly lower than 
modern people. As a consequence, there forms the long-lasting and stable 
neighbourhood that stimulates the residents to maintain a positive relationship and 
help each other.    
4. It is a social governance unit. The local community is the grass-root organisation of 
socio-political governance. The neighbours are bound by legal obligations to 
supervise taxation, prevent crime, and succour crime’s victims. Moreover, financial 
assistance is an important function of the local community, including: donation, 
sharing, assurance, looking after seniors, widows and orphans, and offering pecuniary 
aid to the poor. 
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5. The ancient community is treated as a mechanism of good governance and harmony. 
To achieve the purpose, residents of the community are required to be benevolent to 
and harmonious with each other. Moreover, residents are obliged to help each other in 
difficulty or danger as an active duty.611 
These characteristics of the community form an individual’s sense of responsibility to it. One 
grows up and lives with the responsibility to family, clan, hometown and country. The ideal 
pattern of an individual’s life covers the four stages: cultivating himself, harmonising his clan, 
governing his country, and bringing peace to the land.612 The community is structured by a clan 
or clans, so dealing with the community becomes a duty of individuals.613 In this sense, one 
should be concerned with the interests of the community and the community members, and 
comply with the cooperation mechanism. Moreover, people have a great love and passion for 
their hometown. In ancient times, there was a tradition of ‘return to the hometown in silken 
robes’, which denotes a glorious homecoming after having won high honours and social 
recognition. The glorious return usually comes with the obligation to repay the hometown by 
giving a contribution such as knowledge, funds, and reputation in order to support development 
and social undertakings.  
Based on the characteristics of the Chinese local community in past times, we can see the 
similarities and differences between the traditional responsibilities to the local community of 
ancient China and social licence to operate.  
Similarities: 
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1. Both are concerned with the interests of the local community. Both believe that the 
corporation cannot operate well without the support of local community. 
2. Both start from the perceptions of people in the community. Especially in ancient 
China, the legal system was incomplete in rural areas. Hence, the rules and ideas vary 
in different areas and clans and highly depends on the customs, traditions, and 
patriarchal ideas. Therefore, for a businessman, perception-based relation building is 
the major task in order to obtain convenient conditions for his business. 
Differences:  
1. The underpinning societies are different. Ancient China was an agricultural, patriarchal 
and acquaintance-based society, while social licence is a creature of modern society. It 
is reasonable to update the traditional concept by introducing modern thoughts. 
2. The size and influence of the businesses concerned are vastly different. A business in 
agricultural China was relatively small and regional while a modern corporation can be 
large, national or even multi-national. Business in agricultural China was less influential 
than modern companies in terms of employment, upstream and downstream industries, 
environment, sustainability and social stability.  
3. The responsibility to local community in ancient China was not motivated by obtaining 
a licence but by a sense of duty. The responsibility to local community in ancient China 
is in essence dealing with the neighbourhood, and being a good neighbour. It is a duty 
of the business owner. However, social licence applies to corporations and is not 
understood as a duty but a type of corporate governance. Responsibility to local 
community in ancient China also required business people to repay their home 
community. The assumption behind the need to ‘repay’ is that the community has a share 
in one’s success. Business people ought to pay back, because the community is regarded 
as having assisted their business. Social licence explores how the local community 
affects and is affected by the corporation. The motivation is to obtain the consent of a 
community in order to operate.  
4. Social licence concerns a broad scope of stakeholders. However, the local community 
was not considered to be a stakeholder in ancient China. The responsibility to local 
community in ancient China complies with the logic of responsibility to the country. 
Regarding other stakeholders, their interests were conceived as a part of business ethics 
in ancient China, which will be discussed in a new section. 
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Nowadays, corporations should be good neighbours and responsible to local communities. 
They must also comply with the spirit of responsibility to the country, for local community is 
a part of the family-country community. In other words, the corporation is required to be not 
only a good corporate citizen, but also a good corporate neighbour. Therefore, the purpose of 
being a good corporate neighbour is not merely a permit or licence to operate, but an active 
duty. However, social licence can be borrowed as a useful tool to analyse and measure the 
perceptions of community members. Simply speaking, social licence theory provides 
techniques to answer the question – ‘how good is your corporate neighbour?’.  
5.2.2.2 Responsibility to the government 
It is arguable that the government is part of the responsibilities of corporations. In stakeholder 
theory, the government is regarded as a stakeholder of corporations. Government affects 
corporations through policies and regulations and benefits from taxation. In China, the 
government can also be regarded as a stakeholder of the companies, but the stake that 
government has in corporations may differ from the private sector to the public sector. In terms 
of private companies, stakeholder theory explains how the government becomes a stakeholder. 
Regarding SOEs, the government’s participation, influence, and interests are more complicated 
than those in private companies.614 According to system design, the ownership of SOEs belongs 
to the country, collectiveness, or all the people. The government is, practically, the owner and 
manager of SOEs, for laws and regulations authorise the government to act on behalf of the 
country and people.615 Therefore, the government is a stakeholder with multiple types of SOEs.  
Besides being a stakeholder, there is another sphere of responsibility to the government which 
is in accordance with responsibility to the country. At present, the relationship between the 
Chinese government and society conforms to the conventions from older times but appears 
with a modern face. 616  The governance of the country follows the tradition ‘Confucian 
meritocracy ruling group’ and ‘a unified ruling entity’.617 The ruling party is the core of the 
government, and the government is the representative of the country.618 The ruling party strives 
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for the unification of the Party, government, and country as the Confucian ruling group once 
did.619 In this sense, the government has a duty to watch over the country and civilise and care 
for the people.620 Therefore, when a corporation is responsible to the country it inevitably owes 
a responsibility to the government. Initiating responsibility to the government is in accord with 
the logic of responsibility to the country.  
Under this logic, responsibility to the government emphasises corporations’ positive 
interaction with it. Commonly, responsibility to the government refers to the obedience to laws 
and regulations, taxation, and other governmental guidelines. However, the responsibility to 
the government in the Chinese context further requires positive interaction and harmonious 
relationship between the government and corporations. Through these relationships, 
corporations are more likely to identify and serve to benefit the country. Government, the 
representative and manager of the country, has unique resources and advantages to grasp the 
principal interests of the people and society and identify pressing and important affairs. Hence, 
the government can be a useful reference and co-worker when corporations fulfil their social 
responsibilities.  
Private corporations and state-owned enterprises may differ in this case. The autonomy of 
private companies should be respected. In practice, private companies enjoy greater discretion, 
and in return, the government should give more options and flexibility when guiding private 
corporations to fulfil their social responsibilities. However, state-owned enterprises do not 
possess the same autonomy as private companies when dealing with the government. The 
governance and purpose of state-owned enterprises are bound by the will of the government. 
Therefore, the responsibility to the government of state-owned enterprises emphasises more 
obedience to and concerted action with the government. 
Researchers point out that one of the major concerns in the 1993 Company Law of China is the 
government’s full control of SOEs, which is why the 1993 Company Law favours the 
shareholder primacy.621 Given the 2005 Company Law inclines to CSR, such concerns might 
become a practical issue. They make sense especially when state-owned assets are part of a 
joint stock company. Given the fact that shareholders fail to control the corporation in practice, 
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emphasising the primacy of shareholders grants the government more rights to prevent 
management from abusing state-owned assets.  
However, responsibility to the government functions better than shareholder primacy in this 
issue, as it provides a more straightforward way. Firstly, the government can appoint and 
dismiss directors and senior managers of SOEs by administrative methods. The influence on 
management secures the government’s direct control of SOEs. Therefore, the rights of 
shareholders are not the major means to assure the government’s control of SOEs. Alternatively, 
the responsibility to the government is a more straightforward way to hold the purpose and 
function of shareholder primacy than previously. Secondly, for joint stock companies which 
involve state-owned assets, the responsibility to the government also plays an important role. 
Joint stock companies are asked to prevent the abuse of state-owned assets, assure their safety, 
and bring into play the social attributes of state-owned assets to further practice other social 
responsibilities. Thirdly, for SOEs, emphasising responsibility to the country is a necessary 
goal. Responsibility to the government, in essence, is the extension of the responsibility to the 
country. Therefore, SOEs’ responsibility to the government is the expansion of the 
responsibility to the benefit of the country and its people. In this way, SOEs are given some 
discretion to determine what and how to be responsible to society, people, and country, rather 
than simply being the extension of the government’s will.  
5.2.3 Responsibility to Other Stakeholders 
The previous sections have discussed interests of stakeholders such as local community, 
government, and the environment. This section discusses other stakeholders including 
customers, employees, creditors and suppliers.  
In the past, customers, employees, creditors and suppliers were an important matter of interest 
to a business. Although theories concerning stakeholders were not developed until recently, 
customers, employees, creditors and suppliers were regarded in the past as a part of moral duty 
and sound business management. Business people were required to comply with the moral 
rules of Confucianism in older times. The fundamental principle is ‘disciplining the wealth of 
righteousness’.622 Confucianism proposes a virtue-based business model.623 The discussions in 
                                                          
622 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 25. For more discussions, see Chapter 4. 




Chapter 3 prove that Confucianism does encourage gaining wealth and the arguments that 
Confucianism is hostile to profit-making are misleading. In this light, profit-making is 
conditional. Profit is not made at the cost of morality. Business people are not merely a profit-
making entity, but also practitioners of Confucianism. In business activities, ren (benevolence), 
yi (righteousness), cheng (sincerity) and xin (credibility) are the most common rules. 624 
Business people were required to be altruistic, honest, and trustworthy and to avoid fraud.625 
To their customers, business people pursued moral doctrines such as non-discriminatory 
pricing, genuine goods at a fair price, and honest dealing.626 Business people treated employees 
with benevolence and sincerity.627 A businessman, usually the owner or leader of a business, 
was obliged to take care of his employees, and the employees gave back loyalty and diligence 
to the businessman.628 To the creditors and suppliers, business people particularly stressed 
trustworthiness and credit.629 To the local community, business people are required to return or 
give back to the community as a compelling and natural need.630 To the government, business 
people should be incorruptible and avoid bribery.631 Confucius said that ‘[n]ow the man of 
perfect virtue wishing to be established himself, seeks also to establish others; wishing to be 
enlarged himself, he seeks also to enlarge others.’632 Therefore, Confucianism makes social 
responsibility a moral duty of a businessman and his business.  
                                                          
624 何宗旺，向方圆，封雷[He Zongwang, Xiang Fangyuan, and Feng Lei], 《传统“诚”“信”与商业道德》
[The Traditional Sincerity and Credibility and Business Ethics] (1977) 36(6) 华中师范大学学报（哲学社会科
学版）[Journal of Central China Normal University (Philosophy and Social Sciences)] 91, 92-93. 
625 Ibid. See also刘甲朋[Liu Jiapeng], above n 23. 
626 Ibid.  
627 白明东，李青[Bai Mingdong and Li Qing], above n 403, 77. 
628 Lei Wang and Heikki Juslin, ‘The Impact of Chinese Culture on Corporate Social Responsibility: The Harmony 
Approach’ (2009) 88 Journal of Business Ethics 433, 441-442. 
629 Ibid. 
630  Patrick Kim Cheng Low and Sik Liong Ang, ‘Confucian Ethnics, Governance and Corporate Social 
Responsibility’ (2013) 8(4) International Journal of Business and Management 30, 33. 
631 刘甲朋[Liu Jiapeng], above n 23, 55. 
632 孔子[Confucius],《论语》[The Analects], Chapter 6 (雍也[Yong Ye]), <https://ctext.org/analects/yong-




Taking care of stakeholders was also regarded as good management. Confucianism 
encompasses collectivism in nature and the belief that that an individual’s success is consistent 
with the success of the collective.633 For a businessman, social responsibility was a necessary 
part of a successful business. Successful business people had these features in common: 
credibility, harmony, and sharing. The good credibility of a businessman included honest and 
fair trading and liability for debts and suppliers. 634  Confucians realised the economic 
significance of credibility and integrity in commodity exchange: ‘when merchants are honest 
and non-fraudulent, then the commerce is stable and prosperous, and the state is able to take 
what it needs’.635 Business people pursued a harmonious and benevolent management strategy. 
Inside the business organisation, a businessman restrains his selfishness and attaches 
importance to the organisation.636 Employees were treated with kindness and familial relations 
in order to motivate employees and strengthen teamwork.637 Outside the business organisation, 
‘amiability bringing wealth’ has been a golden rule for thousands of years. A businessman 
needed to be kind to others and value harmonious relationships with all types of outsiders. A 
successful businessman always upheld the win-win idea to stakeholders in order to sustain a 
long-term and positive interaction with them.638 Business people were usually sharing and 
philanthropic. By being so, business people established a favourable personal and commercial 
profile.639 In consequence, Confucianism, as a moral duty and commercial tool, provided a 
theoretical source and drove businesspeople to fulfil social responsibility to stakeholders. 
Nowadays, the major policies of the Chinese government provide the direction that 
corporations should pay more attention to stakeholders. The Scientific Outlook on 
Development and Harmonious Society particularly stresses the welfare of people.640 In order 
to achieve sustainable development and social harmony, people-orientation and coordination 
                                                          
633 Ip, above n 623, 464. 
634 马云志[Ma Yunzhi], above n 401, 16. See also 白明东，李青[Bai Mingdong and Li Qing], above n 403, 76. 
635 荀子[Xunzi],《荀子》[Xunzi], Chapter 11 (王霸[Wang Ba]), < https://ctext.org/xunzi/wang-ba/ens>. The 
original text in Chinese: ‘商贾敦悫无诈，则商旅安，货通财，而国求给矣。’ 
636 刘甲朋[Liu Jia Peng], above n 23, 55. 
637 朱贻庭[Zhu Yiting], above n 398, 25-26. 
638 白明东，李青[Bai Mingdong, Li Qing], above n 403, 76-77. 
639 Ibid. See also 刘甲朋[Liu Jia Peng], above n 23, 55. 
640 The Harmonious Society is one of the subheadings in the Scientific Outlook on Development. Afterwards, 
Harmonious Society is expanded to an independent policy. 
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are the key principles. Firstly, people-orientation is a generalised concept.641 In other words, 
the people must eventually enjoy the fruits of development and reform. Secondly, coordination 
is the response to the necessity to deal with conflict of interests from all parties.642 Moreover, 
the Scientific Outlook on Development and Harmonious Society specifically requires the 
government and society to adapt to changes of benefit distribution patterns and pluralism of 
interest subjects, to improve interest coordinating mechanisms, and to develop harmonious 
labour relations.643 
                                                          
641 中共中央文献研究室[CCCPC Party Literature Research Office], above n 464, 6. President Hu Jintao: ‘[…] 
must insist on people-orientation, take the fundamental interests of the overwhelming majority of the people as 
the fundamental starting point and the foothold of the work of the Party and the state, and on the basis of economic 
development, we will continue to meet the growing material and cultural needs of the people and promote their 
all-round development.’ The original text in Chinese: ‘必须坚持以人为本，始终把最广大人民的根本利益作
为党和国家工作的根本出发点和落脚点，在经济发展的基础上不断满足人民群众日益增长的物质文化需
要，促进人的全面发展。’ See also 胡锦涛[Hu Jintao], above n 459. President Hu states that ‘[…] ensure the 
all the people share the fruits of reform and development and make steady progress towards common prosperity.’  
The original text in Chinese: ‘使全体人民共享改革发展的成果，使全体人民朝着共同富裕的方向稳步前
进。’ 
642 中共中央文献研究室[CCCPC Party Literature Research Office], above n 464, 64. It is suggested that ‘[…] 
should correctly reflect and take into account the interests of the people in different area, correctly handle 
contradictions among the people and other social contradictions, and properly coordinate the interests of all 
parties.’ The original text in Chinese: ‘正确反映和兼顾不同方面群众的利益，正确处理人民内部矛盾和其
他社会矛盾，妥善协调各方面的利益关系。’. 
643 Ibid 65. President Hu points out that ‘in order to adapt to the objective requirements of changing interests 
pattern and diversity of interests, we should pay more attention to social equity and justice on the basis of 
economic development, correctly reflect and take into account the interests of different people, and improve the 
mechanism for coordinating interests.’ The original text in Chinese : ‘要适应我国利益格局变化和利益主体多
元化的客观要求，在经济发展的基础上，更加注重社会公平正义，正确反映和兼顾不同方面群众的利益，
抓紧完善利益协调机制。’ See also 《中共中央关于构建社会主义和谐社会若干重大问题的决定》
[Decision of the CPC Central Committee on Major Issues Pertaining to Developing Socialist Harmonious Society], 
above n 439. The Decision decides to implement active employment policy and velop harmonious labour relations. 
The original text in Chinese: ‘实施积极的就业政策，发展和谐劳动关系’. See also 《中共中央关于加强党
的执政能力建设的决定》[The Decision of Central Committee of the CPC on Strengthening the Party’s Ruling 
Ability] (中国共产党第十六届中央委员会第四次全体会议[The Fourth Plenary Session of the 16th Central 
Committee of CPC], 19 September 2004) 
<http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64162/64168/64569/65412/6348330.html>. The Decision requires the Party to 
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The major policies of China reflect the position that corporations will be likely to take on more 
social responsibility in the future. President Xi Jinping recently remarked that the ‘main social 
contradiction’ has been converted from ‘under-developed social production’ to ‘unbalanced 
and insufficient development’. 644  Undermining the well-being of people will be further 
restrained, and corporations ought to introduce more and more humanistic concerns in 
management. Corporate governance should be accordingly adjusted to avoid harming other 
people’s interests, and take actions taken to improve the welfare of stakeholders. This is not 
only a cultural tradition from older times, but also an inheritance to be rebuilt in the modern 
context. Moreover, the main policies expect the corporation to be a harmonious organisation. 
Thus, a corporation is also a mechanism, as a social responsibility, to settle disputes between 
the corporation and stakeholders, and disputes among stakeholders that are caused during the 
operation of the company.   
5.3 The Social Responsibility of State-Owned Enterprises  
State-owned enterprises (SOEs) are an essential part of the Chinese economy. It is political and 
factual. Art 6 and 7 of the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China provides that: 
The basis of socialist economic system of the People’s Republic of China is socialist public 
ownership of the means of production. […] [T]he State upholds the basic economic system 
in which the public ownership is dominant and diverse forms of ownership develop side 
by side. […] The State-owned economy, namely, the socialist economy under ownership 
by the whole people, is the leading force in the national economy.645 
                                                          
fully implement the policy of respecting labour, knowledge, talents, and creativity. The original text in Chinese: 
‘全面贯彻尊重劳动、尊重知识、尊重人才、尊重创造的方针。’ 
644 The CPC, a Marxist party, use the term ‘social contradiction’ to describe the main issue of the society, and the 
society advances with the issue being solved. Change of the ‘social contradiction’ means the society has stepped 
into a new phase and had a new main issue to solve. The complete expression of the change announced by 
President Xi is from ‘the contradiction between the increasing material and cultural needs of the people and the 
under-developed social production’ to ‘the contradiction between the people’s increasing needs for good life and 
the unbalanced and insufficient development’.  
645 《中华人民共和国宪法》[Constitution of the People’s Republic of China] (People’s Republic of China) 
National People’s Congress, 11 March 2018. The English translation of 2018 Constitution has not been published 
by the National People’s Congress at the moment. However, art 6 and 7 have not been modified, so the author 




Therefore, the SOE is an institutional arrangement for socialist China. Moreover, SOE is 
factually the leading force of the Chinese economy. According to 2011 statistics, SOEs 
accounted for 44.7% of Chinese listed companies and took 26.2% of the annual gross industrial 
output and 41.7% of total industrial assets.646 SOEs involved various industries and nearly 
monopolised extraction of petroleum and natural gas, tobacco, and electric power and heating 
power.647 Thus, the social responsibility of China’s SOEs is an inevitable topic of Chinese CSR. 
5.3.1 SOEs and ‘Corporation Runs Society’ 
Before delving into the modern context, it is necessary to go through the history of Chinese 
SOEs. For a long time, SOEs had been burdened with considerably more social responsibility 
than currently. In the beginning of the People’s Republic of China, there was hardly a company 
in private sector. 648  The government had entire responsibility for nation-building tasks. 649 
Gradually, SOEs began to take over the responsibility of building the nation of the 
government.650 In this stage, SOE was also called ‘state enterprise’, because the enterprises 
were ‘owned fully by the state and run as government units under the direct control of line 
ministries’.651 In other word, ‘state enterprises’ were the extension of the government. They 
provided cradle-to-grave social services to their employees which could include housing, 
kindergarten, school, health care, pension, veteran settling, and subsidy to those who lost 
capacity to work.652 This function of SOEs is called ‘corporation runs society’.  
                                                          
646 Fan Gang and Nicolas Hope, ‘The Role of State-Owned Enterprises in the Chinese Economy’, 6-7, in China-
United State Exchange Foundation (ed), US-China Economic Relations in the Next 10 Years: Towards Deeper 
Engagement and Mutual Benefit, Part 2 Chapter 16 <https://www.chinausfocus.com/2022/wp-
content/uploads/Part+02-Chapter+16.pdf>. Other research also gives similar numbers on this issue, see Andrew 
Keay and Jingchen Zhao, ‘Transforming Corporate Governance in Chinese Corporations: A Journey, Not a 
Destination’ (2018) 38(2) Northwestern Journal of International Law and Business 187, 195-196 
647 Ibid 8. See also 李政[Li Zheng], 《中国国有企业改革的历史回顾与评析》[A Historical Review on China’s 
State-Owned Enterprises Reform] (2008) 2 政治经济学评论[China Review of Political Economy] 36, 37. Since 
1952, the share of private company had dropped to zero percent in ten years.  




652 Lin, above n 7, 86-87. 
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‘Corporation runs society’ is a useful case to examine the margin of CSR. In the decades of 
‘corporation runs society’, SOEs performed parts of governmental functions. ‘Corporation runs 
society’ is different from CSR, because the comprehensive social service is provided to 
employees, while CSR concerns a much broader scope of constituencies.653 ‘Corporation runs 
society’, with its special historical background in China, could be regarded as an extreme case 
of CSR in respect toemployees. ‘Corporation runs society’ brought a heavy financial burden to 
enterprises.654 The underpinning economic system, planned economy, also failed to safeguard 
SOEs’ financial capability to provide comprehensive social services. 655  Chinese practice 
indicates that ‘corporation runs society’ is a failure, and no-one knows when it would succeed 
in the future. Chinese experience suggests that CSR should not become ‘corporation runs 
society’ or another similar concept. CSR is distinguished from governmental functions, and 
there should be an upper limit on CSR to avoid SOEs falling into ‘corporation runs society’ 
again.   
5.3.2 The Transformation of the Nature of SOEs: from State 
Responsibility to Social Responsibility 
5.3.2.1 Overview 
The economic reform in China witnesses that SOEs have been liberated from the burden of 
‘corporation runs society’, and embrace CSR as a result of the modern corporate system and 
market economy. ‘Corporation runs society’ for SOEs is an outcome of the planned economy 
of socialist China.656 The continuous economic reform in the latest four decades has turned 
SOEs to players in the market economy. Recently, in the CPC Central Committee's Decision 
on Comprehensively Deepening Reform of Several Major Issues, SOEs will improve their 
modern corporate system and adapt to marketisation and globalisation.657 With the progress of 
                                                          
653 Ibid 87. 
654 Ibid. 
655 李政[Li Zheng], above n 647, 37-39. 
656 Lin, above n 7, 86-87. 
657 《中共中央关于全面深化改革若干重大问题的决定》[Decision of the CCCPC on Some Major Issues 
Concerning Comprehensively Deepening the Reform]’ (中国共产党第十八届中央委员会第三次全体会议




the market economy, it is clear that ‘corporation runs society’ has been abandoned and SOEs 
are expected to become sophisticated players in the market. However, the nature of SOEs is 
different from that of private corporations. According to the system design of Chinese 
socialism, SOEs ought to serve the benefit of the state and the people. CSR has been a necessary 
choice for SOEs. Like other types of companies, SOEs submit to the social responsibilities 
listed in previous sections.  
At the same time, SOEs are given multiple purposes and tasks. Firstly, SOEs need to preserve 
and increase the value of state-owned assets.658 Meanwhile, SOEs are required to participate in 
fair competition and improve the efficiency and vitality of the enterprises.659 In other words, 
these requirements implicitly give SOEs a profit-making purpose. In practice, the government 
established a comprehensive system to assess the financial performance of SOEs.660 Financial 
performance is an important indicator of assessment of management. Empirical study reveals 
a negative correlation between financial performance and the promotion of senior executives.661 
Simply speaking, senior executives of an SOE need to meet the threshold of profitability in 
order to avoid demotion and secure their opportunity for promotion.662 
                                                          
658 Ibid. 
659 Ibid.  
660 The assessment includes financial benefits, assets operation, debt paying ability, and development ability. The 
assessment also looks at other factors such as market share, quality of management and employees, business 
development strategy, and regional and industrial influence. For more details, see Ministry of Finance of the 
People’s Republic of China, State Economic and Trade Commission, Ministry of Personnel, and State 
Development Planning Commission, see 财政部[Ministry of Finance of the People’s Republic of China] et al, 
《关于印发〈国有资本金效绩评价规则〉〈国有资本金效绩评价操作细则〉的通知》  [Notification to 
Distribute Rules of State-Owned Capital Performance Assessment and Implementation of Rules of State-Owned 
Capital Performance Assessment] 1 June 1999, 
<https://www.sdic.com.cn/cn/gzzl/xxfb/webinfo/2017/07/1500646403786062.htm>.See also 财政部[Ministry of 
Finance of the People’s Republic of China] et al, 《关于印发〈企业效绩评价操作细则（修订）〉的通知》 
[Notification to Distribute Implementation of Rules of Enterprise Performance Assessment (Revision)] 4 Aug 
2002, <http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n103/n85881/n85901/c992601/content.html>. 
661 刘青松，肖星[Liu Qingsong and Xiao Xing], 《败也业绩，成也业绩？——国企高管变更的实证研究》
[Performance Results in Failure and so Does the Success? – Empirical Study on the Position Change of Senior 




Secondly, SOEs need to serve the development of society. Besides fair competition, the 
efficiency and vitality of the enterprises, CSR is another key point of SOE reform.663 The CPC 
Central Committee's Decision on Comprehensively Deepening Reform of Several Major Issues 
states that the ownership of SOEs belongs to the entire people, and SOEs are the prominent 
force to advance the modernisation of the country and to safeguard the mutual benefits of the 
people. 664  Some qualified SOEs will be converted to state-owned capital investment 
corporations. 665  These investment corporations are required to serve the goals of national 
strategy and make more investment in the pivotal industries and fields related to national 
security and national economy lifelines.666 The key points of the investment are to provide 
public service, develop prospective and strategic industries, protect the environment, support 
scientific and technological progress, and assure national security.667 Moreover, according to 
the CSR guidelines from SASAC of the State Council, SOEs are required to improve the 
implementation of CSR from the eight aspects mentioned in Section 3.5.3.668  
SOEs have the nature of social responsibility, and this nature derives from the socialist system 
of China.669 As Marx revealed the profit-driven nature of capital, socialist SOEs ought to 
highlight their pursuit of social responsibility.670 In terms of profit, the justification of profit 
making by SOEs is to preserve and increase the value of state-owned assets. The increased 
value belongs to the state or the entire people instead of some particular shareholders. In other 
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664‘《中共中央关于全面深化改革若干重大问题的决定》[Decision of the CCCPC on Some Major Issues 




668 The eight points are: (1) insist on a legal and honest way in business operation; (2) improve ability of making 
sustainable profits; (3) improve product quality and service; (4) strengthen resource conservation and environment 
protection; (5) promote independent innovation and technological advancement; (6) ensure production safety; (7) 
protect legal rights and interests of employees; and (8) participate in social pubic welfare programs. See国务院
国有资产管理委员会[State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council], 
above n 298. 
669 丁晓钦, 陈昊[Ding Xiaoqin and Chen Hao], 《国有企业社会责任的理论研究及实证分析》[Theoretical 
Research and Empirical Analysis on Corporate Social Responsibility of State-Owned Enterprises] (2015) 12 马
克思主义研究 Study on Marxism 68, 71. 
670 Ibid 70-71. 
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words, profit-making of SOEs could be regarded as a type of social responsibility, for it is 
making money for all of society. Hence, it is argued that the essential social responsibility of 
Chinese SOEs includes: (1) safeguard the socialist economic foundation; (2) preserve and 
increase the value of state-owned capital; (3) advance the overall scientific research capability 
and competitiveness of the country; (4) improve income distribution and have more people 
enjoying the fruits of social development; and (5) let humans and the environment develop 
harmoniously and eventually contribute to all-round development of human beings.671 It is 
explained after the expansion of the five points. On the whole, SOEs serve the long-term and 
fundamental interests of the people.672 The maximum value of SOEs does not equate with 
profit-maximisation.673 Instead, the operation of SOEs should meet the requirement of people-
orientation rather than capital.674  
5.3.2.2 Specific Aspects 
(1) Safeguard the socialist economic foundation  
According to the Constitution of People’s republic of China, public ownership is the foundation 
of a socialist economy: 
The basis of socialist economic system of the People’s Republic of China is socialist public 
ownership of the means of production. […] [T]he State upholds the basic economic system 
in which the public ownership is dominant and diverse forms of ownership develop side 
by side. […] The State-owned economy, namely, the socialist economy under ownership 
by the whole people, is the leading force in the national economy.675 
In the Fourth Plenary Session of the 15th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, 
the CPC passed a decision which states that public ownership economy, including state-owned 
                                                          
671 Ibid 72. 
672 Ibid. 
673 贺伟跃[He Weiyue], 《国企分类改革环境下国企社会责任的若干思考》[The Classification Reform and 
the CSR of State-Owned Enterprises] (2015) 13(2) 上海市经济管理干部学院学报 [Journal of Shanghai 
Economic Management College] 16, 18. 
674 丁晓钦, 陈昊[Ding Xiaoqin and Chen Hao], above n 669, 72. 
675 《中华人民共和国宪法》[Constitution of the People’s Republic of China] 2018. 
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economy, is the economic foundation of the socialist system.676 Public ownership economy is 
also the fundamental force by which the country guides, promotes, regulates and controls 
economic and social development.677 Furthermore, public ownership economy is the prominent 
insurance to realise the fundamental interests and common prosperity of the people.678 The 
decision also points out that SOEs are the pillar of the national economy.679 In order to develop 
the productivity of a socialist society and realise the industrialisation and modernisation of the 
country, the important role of SOEs should always be relied on and given credence to.680 
According to the report to the 16th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, 
developing state-owned economy and letting state-owned economy control the lifeblood of the 
national economy are vital with regard to the superiority of the socialist system, improving 
economic power, national defence capabilities, and national cohesion.681  
Therefore, SOEs, the pillar of national economy and the prominent economic foundation of 
socialist economy, naturally have a duty to safeguard the socialist economic foundation.682 
Moreover, good performance of SOEs is significantly meaningful. The growing state-owned 
economy is the important cornerstone of the Chinese socialist regime. It ensures stable 
development of the national economy, strengthens the comprehensive national power, realises 
the fundamental interests of the people, consolidates and develops the socialist system, unifies 
the people of all ethnic groups, and ensures the lasting reign of the CPC and stability of the 
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681 江泽民[Jiang Zemin], 《全面建设小康社会，开创中国特色社会主义事业新局面》[Build a Moderately 
Prosperous Society in All Respects, Create a New Phase for the Cause of Chinese Characterised Socialism] (中
国共产党第十六次全国代表大会 [The 16th National Congress of the CPC], 8 November 2002) 
<http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64162/64168/64569/65444/4429125.html>. 
682 《关于国有企业改革和发展若干重大问题的决定》[Decision on Several Major Issues Concerning the 
Reform and Development of State-Owned Enterprises], above n 676. 
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country. 683  In other words, without state-owned economy, there would not be a socialist 
economic foundation, the reign of the CPC, or material power.684 Moreover, large and medium-
size SOEs are the main force of the socialist market economy. The participation of large and 
medium-size SOEs completes the Chinese market system and ensures unified openness and 
orderly competition of the market.685 
SOE is factually the leading force of the Chinese economy. During the first 30 years of the 
PRC, SOEs made a great contribution to the independent industrial system and national 
economic system.686  According to the statistics in 2011, SOEs accounted for 44.7% of Chinese 
listed companies and took 26.2% of the annual gross industrial output and 41.7% of total 
industrial assets.687 SOEs involved various industries and nearly achieved a full monopolisation 
of the extraction of petroleum and natural gas, tobacco, and electric power and heating 
power.688 According to the statistics in 2012, among industrial enterprises, SOEs and state 
holding enterprises paid 52% of the annual tax revenue, while the number of SOEs and state 
holding enterprises took only 4.5% of all enterprises and the number of practitioner took 19% 
of the conutry’s total.689 SOEs and state holding enterprises took 63% in number, 85% in 
operation revenue, 84% in profit, and 91.6% in tax revenue among Chinese top 500 enterprises.  
(2) Preserve and increase the value of state-owned assets 
The preservation and increase of state-owned capital implies the growth of SOEs. In a guideline 
from the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council 
                                                          
683 江泽民[Jiang Zemin], 《巩固和加强社会主义的经济基础》[Consolidate and Strengthen the Economic 
Foundation of Socialism] in 《 江 泽 民 文 选 》 [Selected Works of Jiang Zemin] vol 3, 
<http://cpc.people.com.cn/GB/64184/64185/180139/10818553.html>. 
684 Ibid. 
685  江泽民 [Jiang Zemin], 《江泽民论有中国特色社会主义》 [Jiang Zemin on Chinese Characterised 
Socialism], <http://www.qstheory.cn/books/2016-08/31/c_1119486337_7.htm>. 
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(SASAC), SOEs have the social responsibility to improve sustained profitability. 690  The 
Chinese Administration encourages SOEs to make themselves bigger and stronger. In the 19th 
National Congress of the Communist Party of China, President Xi stated that ‘[i]n the state-
owned sector, we will step up improved distribution, structural adjustment, and strategic 
reorganization. We will work to see that state assets maintain and increase their value; we will 
support state capital in becoming stronger, doing better, and growing bigger, and take effective 
measures to prevent the loss of state assets’.691 Making SOEs stronger, better, and bigger is 
particularly stressed as ‘assured and bold’ by Xi Jinping.692  
SOE is a prominent part of the socialist economic foundation of China; to preserve and increase 
the value of state-owned capital is the innate need of SOEs. The growth of SOEs means the 
growth of the state-owned economy.  
As well as considering the socialist economic foundation, preserving and increasing the value 
of state-owned assets is also a necessary outcome of the public attributes of SOEs. Art 3 of the 
Law on State-owned Assets in Enterprises provides that ‘[t]he state-owned assests belong to 
the state, that is, to the whole people. The State Council exercises the proprietary rights of the 
State-owned assets on behalf of the State.’693 The property right structure of the enterprises 
capitalised by the state is in accord with the legal requirement of a trust relationship.694 In this 
sense, the entire people are the beneficiaries or substantial shareholders; the state is the trustee 
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or nominal shareholder; the state council is the entrusted.695 President Xi also pointed out that 
state-owned assets the common wealth of all the people of the country.696  
Therefore, SOEs face a different situation from private-owned companies: the public is the 
shareholder and beneficiary. SOEs could have an easier stance when dealing with the beneficial 
conflict between shareholders and the public. SOEs contribute the benefit of shareholders to 
the welfare of public, which means a well-performed SOE will eventually benefit the public 
under intentional guidance of the visible hand. In this sense, SOEs’ behaviour of pursuing 
profits and value is determined by the demand of public welfare rather than private ownership 
of specific shareholders. Good financial performance has a social responsibility attribute. In 
this way, there is a hidden logic: an SOE should not maximise its profit or assets value by 
undermining the rights and interests of society, for the profit or assets value is not the final 
purpose, but an instrument to benefit society. 
(3) Advance the scientific and technological capability and competitiveness of the country  
Science and technology is regarded as productivity in socialist theory. Researchers have 
reviewed the works of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and conclude that the achievement of 
science and technology determines the development of productivity.697 Science and technology 
is not only productivity in the form of knowledge, but also a component of direct material 
productivity.698 Moreover, science and technology are great and revolutionary forces for social 
development.699 Science and technology bring large machinery production and industrialisation, 
which causes tremendous change and development in society. 700  In the meantime, the 
revolution of science and technology boosts productivity and eventually causes revolution on 
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productive relations, is why Marx and Engels view science and technology as the ‘supremum 
revolutionary force’.701  
In China, the government pays great attention to science and technology. Notably, in 1988, 
Deng Xiaoping raised the thesis on the significance of science and technology: ‘science and 
technology is the primary productive force’. This thesis began in 1978 when Deng Xiaoping 
reiterated that science and technology being productivity was a Marxist thesis.702 In 1982, the 
12th National Congress of the Communist Party of China decided that the CPC’s ‘general tasks’ 
in the new historical period are ‘[…] to realise the modernisation of industry, agriculture, 
national defence, and science and technology (which is also known as “four 
modernisations”).’703 The 12th National Congress of CPC further pointed out that the key to 
‘four modernisations’ is the modernisation of science and technology.704 Later, in order to 
improve science and technology, the Chinese government issued various policies and laws, 
such as the strategy of ‘rejuvenating the country through science and education’, ‘developing 
innovative country’, National Outlines for Medium and Long-term Planning for Scientific and 
Technological Development, and Law of the People's Republic of China on Scientific and 
Technological Progress.705 Recently, the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of China clarified that innovation, including scientific and 
technological innovation, stands at the core of national development.706  
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The discussion above demonstrates the significance of science and technology in the CPC’s 
thinking. With regard to SOEs, intensifying scientific research benefits the people and the 
country. The advance in science and technology increases productivity. According to Marxist 
theory, increase in productivity causes improvement in productive relations. In this sense, the 
advances in science and technology have great social effects. It increases wealth and changes 
lifestyles. Scientific and technological progress could be converted to generous welfare, 
especially when the achievements of research and development belong to the state-owned 
sector. Moreover, an unprecedentedly large-scale industrialisation within human history is 
taking place in China.707 Industrialisation is tightly connected to modernisation.708 When SOEs 
contribute leading science and technology to industrialisation and modernisation of the country, 
the competitiveness of the country will be significantly improved.  
There are three reasons that SOEs should advance the scientific and technological capability 
as a social responsibility. Firstly, SOEs are more willing to invest in scientific research and 
more likely to share the fruit of scientific and technological progress with society. Under the 
dispatch of government, SOEs have clearer goals, integration and division, and willingness to 
invest in research and innovation. In comparison with private shareholders, the government 
additionally considers the eternal effects of scientific and technological achievements. 
Scientific research could be a purpose rather than a method to obtain maximised profit. The 
government could direct SOEs’ scientific research based on macropolicy. The guidance from 
government helps to avoid the situation that SOEs sacrifice scientific research in order to 
maximise financial performance, and to organise and integrate the resources of separated SOEs 
in order to maximise the outcome of research. In addition, according to the institutional design 
and performance of the Chinese government, SOEs are more willing to contribute their 
scientific research to the prosperity of the country and the welfare of people instead of 
monopolising science and technology. 
Second, SOEs have capability to conduct scientific and technological innovation. The 
discussion above illustrates SOEs’ leading force in the national economy, which is the 
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economic basis of conducting scientific research.709 Furthermore, SOEs have a great amount of 
scientific and technological accumulation. According to statistics from the State-owned Assets 
Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, the research input of merely 
the SOEs directly under the central government equates to one fourth of the national-total 
research input.710 SOEs directly under the central government also receives one third of science 
and technology awards given by the state.711 When SOEs directly under the central government 
have such great research capability, it is reasonable to expect that all the SOEs take the 
responsibility to improve the scientific and technological capability of China.  
Thirdly, the industries that SOEs engage in and SOEs’ position in the industrial chain determine 
that SOEs’ scientific research outcome has significant effects to benefit the industrial chain, 
people’s welfare and competitiveness of the country. SOEs mainly distribute over the industries 
involving: (1) national security industries, such as military industry, aviation and aerospace, 
energy, steel, and raw materials; (2) natural monopoly industries, such as telecommunications, 
rail freight, electric power, gas, and water-supply; (3) Important products and services 
industries, such as environmentally protective facilities, urban public transport, road, bridge, 
and weather forecasting; and (4) backbone enterprises in pillar industries and high and new 
technology industries, such as mechanical engineering, electronic engineering, metallurgy, 
chemical engineering, bioengineering, new energy resources, and new material.712 
Moreover, in the National Outlines for Medium and Long-term Planning for Scientific and 
Technological Development, the government outlines key fields and prior themes, and cutting-
edge technology.713 Key fields and prior themes involve energy, water, mineral resources, 
environment, agriculture, manufacturing industry, transportation, information industry and 
modern service industry, population and health, urbanisation and urban development, public 
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security, and national defence. 714  The cutting-edge technology includes biotechnology, 
information technology, new material technology, advanced manufacturing technology, 
advanced energy technology, marine technology, laser technology, and aerospace 
technology.715 Therefore, it is not difficult to find out that SOEs’ business involves most of the 
areas in the Outline. SOEs’ research and innovation matches the policy and strategic planning 
of the government. By progressing science and technology, SOEs will provide cheaper and 
better products and services that improve the quality of life of ordinary people, drive the 
development of the industrial chain, and enhance the power and competitiveness of the country.  
(4) Improve income distribution and have more people enjoying the fruits of social 
development 
Common enrichment is one of the key responsibilities of the Chinese government. It is also the 
goal of communism and the CPC. In the Constitution of CPC, it states that ‘[t]he Party must 
uphold and improve the basic economic system, with public ownership playing a dominant 
role, […] encourage some areas and some people to become rich first, gradually eliminate 
poverty, achieve common prosperity.’ The Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of China pointed out that the CPC must persist in the way that 
development is for the people, by the people, and shared to the people.716 The CPC should make 
more effective institutional arrangements so that the entire populace could have more sense of 
gains made during the development.717 In the meantime, income distribution is a prominent 
dimension of fairness and common prosperity. The Fifth Plenary Session of the 17th Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of China highlighted the importance of income distribution 
and pointed out that the twelfth five-year planning period (2011-2015) is the crucial stage to 
adjust income distribution and build a moderately prosperous society in all respects. 718 
Therefore, the government launched a series of moves to improve the income distribution and 
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social welfare, especially the goal of ‘a moderately prosperous society in all respects in 2020’ 
(which means there will be no poverty in 2020).719   
According to the discussion in previous sections, SOE is the foundation of the national 
economy, and the entire people are the shareholders and beneficiaries of SOE. It is meaningless 
if SOEs enrich only themselves but not the people. The foothold of SOEs’ growth and 
prosperity is to help make a better life for the people. Thus, it is necessary for SOEs to consider 
how the operation of SOEs could benefit the welfare of the people. The Chinese government 
clearly outlines that SOEs are the prominent force to promote modernisation of the country and 
safeguard the common interests of the people.720 The People’s Daily commented on the SOE 
reform, stating that the purpose of SOE reform is to share with people the fruit of economic 
and social development with an increasing amount of fairness. 721   The SOE reform will 
eventually facilitate the stable and healthy development of the economy and improve the 
welfare of the entire people.722 
Improving income distribution and having more people enjoying the fruits of social 
development is a concern of Chinese society, and SOEs are deservedly taking part in the cause. 
Firstly, SOEs should be pioneers in exploring the possibility of improving income distribution 
by formulating a better wage and welfare system. This be justified by the idea of distribution 
according to work. Distribution according to work is the feature of a socialist economy, which 
is believed to be more advanced than the labour market of Marxist theories. SOEs, as a part of 
the public sector, ought to proactively explore distribution according to work in their practice. 
Moreover, SOEs have more flexibility than private companies regarding exploring distribution 
according to work, because SOEs have less demotivation from profit pressure.  
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In this sense, SOEs have more room to increase employees’ welfare than private companies. 
Furthermore, the direct guidance of the government also helps SOEs to achieve this goal. The 
government exercises proprietary rights and regulatory power, which gives the government 
more administrative methods, compared to private companies, to intervene the income 
distribution and employees’ welfare inside SOEs. For example, the Ministry of Human 
Resource and Social Security expressed a move to adjust SOE senior management’s excessive 
salaries as a part of SOE reform.723 SASAC also clearly criticises some SOEs in monopoly 
industries, for they possess monopoly profits and give excessive salary to their employees 
instead of the whole society.724 Exploring a better wage and welfare system not only allows 
SOEs to fulfil social responsibility, but also might evolve into a ‘demonstration effect’ which 
is an example as well as a pressure to motivate other companies to reconsider their wage and 
welfare system. 
Secondly, SOE is also an important force to improve income distribution and share the fruits 
of social development in a broader societal scope. SOEs are regarded as the common wealth 
of the people and the material foundation of the ‘all-round well-off society’.725 On the one hand, 
SOEs can be applied as economic tools by the government. On the other hand, SOEs should 
proactively participate and perform well in government-led projects that aim to increase the 
welfare of the people. For example, the Chinese government has decided to transfer 10% of 
the state-owned share of state-owned and state-held large and medium-size enterprises and 
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financial institutions to the national pension insurance fund. 726  By doing so, SOEs give 
dividends to the national pension insurance fund. 727  In this case, SOEs are given the 
responsibility of providing a pension. At the same time, SOEs are expected to be well operated 
in order to provide more funds to pension insurance. Another example is the goal of ‘all-round 
well-off society in 2020’. This is a great step forward for the country, which requires the 
participation of SOEs to provide funds, employment, infrastructure, and affordable utilities. 
Therefore, the responsibility to improve income distribution and share social development runs 
through the operation of SOEs.  
(5) Promote all-round development of humans. 
The concept of ‘all-round development of humans’ was initially raised by Karl Marx. Marx 
believed that the human is not the instrument but the supreme goal of social development.728 
To treat the human as the goal, three spheres could be considered: (1) serve the needs to 
subsistence and enjoyment; (2) full manifestation and self-realisation of human nature; (3) 
perfection of oneself. The human is an entirety or system constituted by numerous factors and 
parts.729 Nevertheless, these factors and parts do not have independent meaning or value.730 To 
serve the entirety of the human is to treat the human as the goal of social development. 
Therefore, only all-round development of the human is to embody the idea that man itself is 
the goal.731 
There are various comprehensions on the meaning and approach of all-round development of 
the human. The opinions on this topic are too various to sum up. However, in general, academia 
tends to define all-round development of the human from these aspects: physical and intelligent 
capability, material and spiritual condition, freedom and equity, morality, satisfaction of needs, 
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social attributes of the human, labour capability, social relations, and environment.732 Moreover, 
regarding the approach to all-round development, academia mainly concerns those fields: 
education, labour, practical activity, construction of material and spiritual civilisation, 
development of productivity, and the advance of the social system.733 
The CPC has also developed the all-round development of human thought for decades. Due to 
CPC’s influence on society and SOEs, the emphasis on all-round development of the human 
by the CPC is necessary to be introduced as part of SOEs’ social responsibility. The former 
president of China Jiang Zemin stated that the Party all-round development of the human is the 
development of the need for material culture and the quality of people.734 In the Scientific 
Outlook on Development, all-round development of the human is regarded as a sphere of 
people-orientation. Moreover, all-round development of the human is written in the 
Constitution of the CPC as a goal in government. Generally speaking, CPC pays more attention 
to material and spiritual civilisation.  
Promoting all-round development of the human is an all-inclusive social responsibility of SOEs. 
Marxist materialism believes in the primacy of matter, so productivity or economic foundation 
is the determinate factor. In terms of all-round development of the human, a strong material 
foundation is necessary. The aforesaid four points eventually contribute to all-round 
development of the human by improving the material and economic foundations. Moreover, 
all-round development of the human also concerns the intelligence, happiness, sense of 
belonging, social relations, harmony with the environment, and other broader themes. All-
round development of the human is a very high-standard social responsibility of SOEs. It will 
push Chinese SOEs’ social responsibility to surpass classic CSR categories such as 
philanthropy and attach the function to SOEs as companies that provide humanistic care to not 
only insiders but also the broader society.  
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In practice, the implementation of SOEs is better than private-owned corporations. SOEs have 
been imposed with a greater tax burden than other types of companies for a long time.735 
Moreover, SOEs have built massive infrastructures which were not profitable but important to 
the development of the whole society.736 Furthermore, SOEs have had the duty to offset market 
failure, maintain market stability, safeguard economic security, play the role of policy tools, 
and provide water, energy, and resources at an artificially low price.737 In addition, SOEs 
contribute to non-profitable projects such as constructing public facilities, improve community 
harmonisation, and increasing employment.738 The deeds of SOEs bring welfare to the people, 
safeguard national security, and also boost the prosperity of the economy in private sectors at 
the same time.739 SOEs are undertaking more and broader social responsibility than other types 
of corporations in China, which is proved by empirical evidence.740 According to the annual 
research report on CSR by the Chinese Academy of Social Science, SOEs are far ahead in 
terms of CSR implementation.741  
However, there are few guidelines to measure the five dimensions of SOEs’ social 
responsibilities. Although many studies and governmental guidelines try to assess the CSR 
performance of corporations, SOEs are usually considered the same as other types of 
companies, let alone the five dimensions of SOEs’ aforesaid social responsibilities. 742 
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According to the SASAC, there is a system to measure the financial performance of SOEs, 
which is related to the task to preserve and increase the value of state-owned assets. 743 
Nonetheless, there lacks a measurement to reveal how SOEs fulfil the rest of four dimensions 
of social responsibilities. Therefore, a formalised system should be developed in order to see 
how SOEs fulfil their social responsibilities.   
5.3.3 The Conundrum of State Capitalism and SOEs in China 
Is Chinese SOE a type of state capitalism or is Chinese SOE different from state capitalism? It 
is hard to clearly distinguish between Chinese SOE and state capitalism, because state 
capitalism is defined in various ways and, in some cases, confused with government 
intervention. What further exacerbates the confusion between state capitalism and SOE is that 
the terms have been overused in the present-day, especially when they fall into ideological 
areas and conflict of economic and political models. This section discusses and compares state 
capitalism and Chinese SOEs. It assists readers to further understand the nature of Chinese 
SOEs today. Additionally, this section also improves the understanding on the social 
responsibility of Chinese SOEs. 
Before we look into this question, it is necessary to illustrate how confusing the situation is. 
Some analysts stipulate that the Chinese economic model is typically state capitalism. For 
instance, in 2012, The Economist published an article ‘The Rise of State Capitalism’.744 This 
article classifies China, Russia, and Singapore into the state capitalist model without any 
definition of state capitalism and shows great concern about this model.745 In the book State 
Capitalism: How the Return of Statism is Transforming the World, the author focuses on 
describing the palace politics of the Chinese government and the economic dominance of 
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Chinese SOEs.746 Unsurprisingly, the book concludes that state capitalism is especially linked 
with dictatorship and a non-free market.747 The book also points out that state capitalism has 
spread to democratic countries.748 Interestingly, the book does not give any definition of state 
capitalism. According to the discussion in this book, state capitalism is equalised to government 
intervention in the economy. Therefore, almost all the countries in the world have state 
capitalism to some extent.749 In 2018, e, a CPC hosted periodical, published an article to clarify 
some issues regarding state capitalism and rebutted The Economist’s, ‘The Rise of State 
Capitalism’ article.750 The Qiushi article stated that Chinese SOEs are fundamentally different 
from state capitalism, and, instead, existing capitalism is never isolated from state capitalism, 
for example, England and USA.751 Moreover, the article stresses that the ‘state capitalism’ of 
China is an intentionally framed and demonised concept. 752  The intention is to put ‘state 
capitalist’ China in conflict against the self-styled liberal capitalism and dissimulate the failure 
of liberal capitalism.753  The article further points out that SOEs in Western countries are 
essentially controlled by a small number of big capitalists behind the government and 
ultimately serve to grab profits. SOE is an important force for advancing national 
modernisation and safeguarding the common interests of the people. It shoulders the 
responsibility of providing public services, to develop important forward-looking strategic 
industries, protect the ecological environment, support scientific and technological progress, 
and ensure national security. It is socialist in nature to promote fair distribution and achieve 
common prosperity.   
With the aid of a clear definition, it is easier to say whether Chinese SOE is state capitalism or 
not. For example, Musacchio and Lazzarini define state capitalism as ‘the widespread influence 
of the government in the economy, either by owning majority or minority equity positions in 
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companies or by providing subsidized credit and/or other privileges to private companies.’754 
According to this definition, state capitalism widely exists in the world, and SOE is a part of 
Chinese state capitalism. From a socialist perspective, state capitalism is defined as ‘an 
economic form in which the state performs the role of the capitalist employer, exploiting the 
workers in the interest of the state’.755 From this point of view, state capitalism is a type of 
exploitative capitalism that will eventually be replaced by socialism.756 Therefore, SOE of 
socialist China is not state capitalism, at least not in the typical sense. 
It is meaningless if the answer to the question of whether Chinese SOE is state capitalism 
eventually depends on the meaning of terminology. The definition is varied, and even the 
existence of state capitalism is sometimes called into question. 757  In order to avoid the 
discussion falling into a terminology game, the context becomes increasingly important. 
A man can be both a father and a son. Being a father or a son is up to his counterpart. If the 
identity of state capitalism is a mystery, we could use a counterpart as a mirror and distinguish 
from or equate it to Chinese SOEs. When the counterpart is, for instance, liberal capitalism, 
state capitalism refers to state-controlled economy, massive SOEs, a weak private sector, and 
a non-free market.758 In such a context, the degree of state capitalism depends on how much 
the state controls and intervenes in the economy. When the counterpart is socialism, the 
meaning of state capitalism could be different. State capitalism is a theoretic innovation of 
Marxism by Lenin, who first developed his theory of state capitalism.759 In Lenin’s opinion, 
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state capitalism is an advanced form of capitalism and the ‘entrance’ to socialist society.760 
State capitalism is a form between typical capitalism and socialism.761 
After the October Revolution in 1917, Lenin pointed out that the productive forces in Russia 
were weak and backward.762 In terms of material, economy, and production, Russia was not yet 
at the ‘entrance’ to socialism.763 In order to reach socialism, Lenin decided to use the productive 
forces of state capitalism to prepare the country and eventually transform to socialism. Lenin 
clarifies that state capitalism is a tool of proletariat.764 Moreover, according to Lenin, state 
capitalism in a proletariat country is the capitalism which is led by the Communist Party and 
Soviet country and serves the country.765 It is a capitalism being supervised and regulated by 
the proletariat country. 766  In terms of nature, state capitalism under Soviet regime is ¾ 
socialist.767 China also borrowed Lenin’s idea of using state capitalism to develop productive 
forces. Deng Xiaoping used to say that the socialism of China was not qualified in fact. 
Researchers conclude that China learned from Russia’s experience and adopted state capitalism 
in agriculture, industry, and circulation domain. 
So far, the picture of state capitalism and SOEs is becoming clear. On the surface, state 
capitalism and socialism are very similar in terms of the degree of intervention and control of 
the economy by the state. Even from Lenin’s opinion, state capitalism is the form before 
socialism. Therefore, as China is and will be in the primary stage of socialism, it is challenging 
to define whether it is state capitalism or socialism at a specific moment. Especially when the 
counterpart of state capitalism is liberal capitalism, the hidden assumption is that China is 
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factually operated on a capitalist economic system. In this light, Chinese SOEs are inevitably 
classified into state capitalism. 
Nevertheless, if the question is put in a socialist context, Chinese SOEs are fundamentally 
different from state capitalism. In a capitalist society, state capitalism refers to the centralisation 
of private capital and the increase of state-owned capital during the development of capitalism. 
In China, adopting state capitalism means the retrogression of productive relations, for socialist 
productive relations are believed more advanced. It represents the decrease of state-owned 
capital. State capitalism in China refers to private capital under the supervision and regulation 
of the socialist state, on behalf of the people. Specifically, state capitalism refers to private 
enterprises and joint venture of private and state-owned capital before 1956 in China.768 After 
1978, state capitalism refers to foreign capital in foreign capital funded private enterprises and 
Sino-foreign joint venture and partnership.769 Regardless of the possible diverse definitions of 
state capitalism from a socialist view, one thing is certain that state capitalism in China is 
determined by the nature of the capital rather than the degree of state or government 
intervention. Therefore, whether or  not Chinese SOEs belong to state capitalism cannot be 
generalised. Some SOEs have domestic or/and foreign private investors, while some SOEs are 
100% owned by the state. Regarding those companies that have been always owned by the 
state, what is socialist remains socialist. Meanwhile, state capitalism does not only exist in 
SOEs. Private companies are also an important part of state capitalism in China. In fact, the 
proportion of the private economy has continued to grow for four decades, and passed 60% by 
2017.770 
In summary, when China is put at the counterpart of liberal capitalism, the focal point is the 
degree of state participation in the economy. SOEs are regarded as a type of state capitalism 
from this angle. The criticisms of Chinese state capitalism are pointed to the large-scale of the 
state-owned economy and government intervention. However, the fact is that the proportion of 
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the private economy has kept growing in the past four decades. From a socialist angle, state 
capitalism is primarily private capital and used as a tool to develop socialist productive forces. 
In this light, state capitalism exists both in some SOEs and in private companies, while other 
SOEs do not have business with state capitalism. At the end of the day, it is wiser to look at the 
specific and substantial characteristics of Chinese SOEs rather than tangle with the confusing 
definitions of state capitalism and the dividing line of state capitalism and SOEs. 
5.3.4 The Responsibility to the Country and Government 
The responsibility to the country is the core social responsibility of SOEs. This type of 
responsibility drives SOEs to undertake social responsibilities to beneficiary parties. A 
corporation’s responsibility to the country requires it to consider the country as a ‘collective’.  
The collective interest is much more than the purpose of profit-making. Instead, profit-making 
is viewed as preservation and increase of state-owned assets. Moreover, the interest demand of 
the ‘collective’ justifies corporations’ actions to take care of stakeholders constituted by 
humans and the environment – the units of the country. Furthermore, the ‘collective’ has a 
broader scope than stakeholders. Corporations should be concerned with how their contribution 
could be unified with the development and positive future of the country.771 SOEs are given the 
missions to advance science and technology, to improve income equity, and even to be 
concerned with economic security and national security. Therefore, the responsibility to the 
country is a conclusive and significant social responsibility of SOEs in China. It underpins 
SOEs’ specific actions that are considered socially responsible.   
The ownership of SOEs triggers another discussion on SOEs’ social responsibility to the 
Chinese government. Given the fading of the shareholder primacy principle and the complex 
status of the government in China, a new understanding of SOEs’ responsibility to the 
government is necessary. Firstly, research points out that by adopting shareholder primacy, 
Chinese government ensures its control on SOEs.772 However, shareholder primacy has been 
replaced by CSR, which means the government’s power from its shareholder position has been 
weakened. Secondly, SOEs’ social responsibility to the Chinese government has broader 
content than that of ordinary companies. For SOEs, the government is the tax collector, 
regulator, and undertaker of proprietary rights of the state-owned assets on behalf of the state. 
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SOEs owe a mixture of duties to the regulator and shareholder. On the one hand, SOEs pay tax 
and comply with regulations like other types of companies. On the other hand, the government, 
on behalf of the entire people, are entrusted to manage and supervise SOEs to fulfil their 
missions for the entire people. Thirdly, the relationship between SOEs and Chinese government 
should be taken into account in order to fulfil SOEs’ responsibility to the country. 
In this light, the responsibility to the government should be highlighted among SOEs. SOEs’ 
responsibility to the government includes two spheres. The first sphere is obedience to and 
cooperation with coordination with the government. SOEs, like other types of companies, have 
legal obligations to pay tax, operate according to the law, and co-operate with supervision from 
the government. Moreover, the responsibility to obey fills up the gap caused by the absence of 
shareholder primacy. In the era of shareholder primacy, the government’s control on SOEs was 
strengthened according to its shareholder power. In the era of CSR, the government’s control 
on SOEs, which used to be provided by shareholder primacy, can be provided by the 
responsibility to obey. Shareholder primacy will eventually lead SOEs to CSR, because the 
shareholders of the SOEs are the entire people. Thus, the government’s aim achieved via 
shareholder primacy can be directly achieved via CSR. Additionally, by working with the 
government, SOEs could have better opportunities to develop themselves, to increase the value 
of state-owned assets, and to benefit the country and the citizenry. 
The second sphere is supervision on the government. It is inevitable that the government at 
times can misappropriate its power regarding the operation of SOEs. In practice, the 
government has many methods to intervene in the operation of SOEs.773 In this case, we assume 
that governmental power is not abused by the whole government but an individual or interest 
group within the government.774 When an individual or interest group in the government seeks 
their own interest or purpose by intervening in the operationalisation of SOEs, SOEs have the 
responsibility to maintain their own integrity and independence. SOEs are designed to serve 
the national interest and people’s livelihood. Therefore, SOEs should persist in their primary 
task and resist the abusive behaviour of certain sectors within the government. Supervision 
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from SOEs is condusive to good governance of the government and protect state-owned assets 
from misuse by public power.  
The responsibility to the country is subordinate to the responsibility to the government. Indeed, 
the responsibility to the country is the underpinning CSR of the responsibility to the 
government. There is a simple logic to comprehend the two spheres of SOEs’ responsibility to 
the government. The government is obliged to serve the rights and interests of the country and 
people. SOEs are designed to serve the national interest and people’s livelihood, and the 
government is an agent of the entire people according to the ownership of SOEs. Thus, SOEs’ 
responsibility to the government is eventually examined by the responsibility to the country. 
SOEs’ responsibility to obey or rebel against the government should be developed on the basis 
of a deep concern for the interest of the country and its people. 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter discusses specific rules of CSR in the Chinese context. It first defines general 
rules for corporations in China. The general social responsibility of corporations is categorised 
into three spheres: responsibility to the environment and sustainable development, 
responsibility to the country, and responsibility to stakeholders. Responsibility to the 
environment and sustainable development are derived from the tradition of respecting nature 
and planning for the long term and the recent major policies in China. Responsibility to the 
country is derived from the nationalism and patriotism rooted in Chinese society. At the same 
time, the community of family and country reveals the connection of family, local community, 
government, and the country. Therefore, the responsibility to the country contains two 
subordinate concepts: responsibility to the government and responsibility to local community. 
Traditional values and business tradition of ancient China recognise the significance of 
stakeholders, which, however, is a modern concept.  
Moreover, this chapter points out that SOEs have special social responsibilities. SOEs are 
designed with social value. They are obliged to serve the national interest and people’s welfare. 
Specifically, SOEs bear more social responsibility than other types of companies from five 
spheres: (1) safeguard the socialist economic foundation; (2) preserve and increase the value 
of state-owned capital; (3) advance the overall scientific research capability and 
competitiveness of the country; (4) improve income distribution and have more people 
enjoying the fruits of social development; (5) let humans and environment develop 
harmoniously and eventually contribute to all-round development of human beings. SOEs do 
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not only owe the same social responsibilities as other types of companies but particularly owe 
the responsibility to the country. The responsibility to the country is the core responsibility of 




Chapter 6  
CSR in India and Comparison with China 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Previous chapters revealed the cultural source of CSR in Chinese society and the fact that China 
is quickly embracing CSR. This chapter will discuss the prospect of mandatory CSR in China. 
In this chapter, India’s experience of mandatory CSR will also be referred to. India has much 
in common with China: long histories, strong cultural links, a large population and numerous 
problems during periods of economic growth. Meanwhile, India and China differ in their 
respective legal, political, and economic systems.  
This chapter will focus on India’s mandatory CSR pattern. This chapter will not conduct 
comparative analysis of the laws in China and India, but will evaluate the mandatory CSR 
system of India and determine what characteristics China should adopt or avoid.  
6.2 The Story Before Mandatory CSR 
6.2.1 The Era of Shareholder Centricity 
In the colonial era, Indian corporations law followed the ideas of English law. In 1885, Justice 
Scott, in the case The New Fleming Spinning and Weaving Co v Naik, reflected that ‘[i]n laying 
down any general rule for India as to the duties which ought properly to be imposed on the 
directors of joint-stock companies, which are an institution of purely English origin, we should, 
I think, be guided by a consideration of English commercial rules and by the current of English 
decisions so far as they can be suitably applied to.’775 In the same case, it was stated that 
directors were the agent for the benefit of themselves and all the other shareholders. 776 
Moreover, the interest of the public was regarded as the interests of directors and creditors, and, 
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thus, directors were liable to the interests of shareholders and creditors.777 In another case in 
1924, the court held that directors were the agents of the shareholders:778 ‘[t]he directors are 
agents of the company, viz., all the share-holders who constitute the company, and therefore, 
stand in the same position as an agent to the principal’.779 
In Judah v Gupta in 1959, the judgement cited several 19th Century English cases and 
confirmed the agent or trustee position of directors.780 The cases cited by the judgement stated 
that directors are the agents to operate a company and trustees of the company’s money and 
property.781 Moreover, a director’s duty is to manage the affairs of a company for the benefit 
of shareholders.782 In summary, in the colonial era, India did not recognise CSR according to 
its judicial decisions. However, India finally embraced CSR over time. The following section 
illustrates the transition to voluntary CSR in India. 
6.2.2 Paradoxical Transition to CSR  
In later judicial decisions, the courts in India started to recognise the benefits of non-
shareholder constituencies. However, there were also contradictory decisions that were against 
CSR at the same period.  
In 1978, the India Ministry of Law published the Report of the High-Powered Expert 
Committee on Companies and MRTP Acts.783 Chapter 12 of the report particularly addressed 
CSR in India and this chapter was cited by the Delhi High Court in Bansal v Moti Film Ltd in 
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1983.784 The report emphasised that social responsibility of business to the community had 
become a necessity of corporate ethics.785 It further pointed out that corporations no longer 
functioned in isolation in the environment of modern economic development. 786  Instead, 
companies have great impact on the community, and ‘the well-being of corporate sector has 
vital effect on the employment, and economy of the community and the health of the society.’787 
The report also acknowledged the fact that many companies had begun to accept CSR and 
disclose relevant information.788 It suggested companies accept CSR, be responsible members 
of the society, disclose their behaviour, and be assessed.789 
In Arumugham v Lakshmi Vilas Bank Ltd, the learned counsel contended the change of the 
concept of a company and the necessity of social responsibility.790 The learned counsel held 
that  
It began to be realised that the company is a species of social organisation, with a life and 
dynamics of its own and exercising a significant power in contemporary society. The new 
concept of corporate responsibility transcending the limited traditional views about the 
relationship between management and shareholders and embracing within its scope much 
wider groups affected by the trading activities and other connected operations of 
companies, emerged as an important feature of contemporary thought on the role of 
corporation in modern society. The adoption of the socialistic pattern of society as the 
ultimate goal of the country's economic and social policies hastened the emergence of this 
new concept of the corporation. […] The workers, therefore, have a special place in a 
socialist pattern of society. They are not mere vendors of toil, they are not a marketable 
commodity to be purchased by the owners of capital. They are producers of wealth as much 
as capital-may, very much more.791 
This case was decided in 1991, when debate on CSR had lasted for decades. The stance of 
learned counsel is clearly in favour of socially responsible behaviour of companies. However, 
the stance of the court is ambiguous. On the one hand, the Court tended to agree with the 
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proposition of the counsel that social responsibility is a necessary concern.792 On the other hand, 
the court did not make its decision based on the spirit of CSR but left the issue to government 
and complied with existing law.793 
In Rolta India Ltd v Venire Industries Ltd in 2000, the court stated that ‘the Directors should 
not only look to the shareholders' interest or to maximise the shareholders' value in the context 
of a takeover, but it is their duty to make the Corporation progressive.’ 794  Moreover, in 
Gaekwad v Gaekwad, the court cited various works discussing the fiduciary duty of the 
directors and agreed that directors owed fiduciary duty to the company and the ‘[f]iduciary 
duty of the Directors to the company should not be equated with the duty to the shareholders.’795  
These judicial decisions illustrate the recognition of CSR in India, but they cannot conclude 
that CSR was widely accepted in India.  
On the contrary, there were judicial decisions in favour of shareholder primacy and against 
CSR during the same period. In Singh v Punjab National Bank, Justice Anand was against CSR 
in the private sector by distinguishing between the public sector and private sectors. He 
believed that the role of and the motivation for the private sector were undoubtedly different 
from those of the public sector in the national economy.796 Justice Anand expounded according 
to the Constitution of India and pointed out that the public sector was assigned to ‘ensure 
accelerated development in industrial, agricultural and other sectors so as to achieve these 
objects enshrined in the Constitution.’797 However, the private sector paid more attention to 
‘immediate corporate gains rather than the larger national purpose of accelerated development’, 
and ‘there is very little sign of the private sector either accepting any social responsibility or 
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moderating its activities in larger public interest’.798 Justice Anand held that pursuing public 
interest and long-term gain is the work of the public sector, and that the private sector does not 
need to undertake social responsibility.799 In terms of social responsibility of the public and 
private sectors, this decision conflicts with the spirit of Report of the High-Powered Expert 
Committee on Companies and MRTP Acts mentioned above. 
The Report of the High-Powered Expert Committee on Companies and MRTP Acts stated that 
companies in the private sector ‘[could] no longer be accepted as a private domain’, because a 
great amount of capital and employees were involved.800 Moreover, the report suggested that 
private companies should undertake social cost benefit analysis and this was treated as one of 
their prime considerations by the public sector. 801  The private sector is not completely 
distinguished from the public sector in terms of social responsibility. Instead, ‘[t]he 
accountability of the public sector to the people through Parliament must find its parallel in the 
private sector in the form of social accountability, at least to the extent of informing the public 
about the extent and the manner in which it has or has not been able to discharge its social 
obligations in the course of its own economic operations.’802  
In 1996, Shoe Specialities Ltd v Tracstar Investment Ltd made points against CSR.803 The 
judgement cited Shackleton on the Law and Practice of Meetings and Palmer's Company Law 
in relation to the discussion on fiduciary duty of directors. The court stated that directors owed 
fiduciary duty to the company, and the company was ‘defined in equity usually by reference to 
the shareholders as a whole and not by reference to the company as an entity distinct from its 
members.’804 Accordingly, when directors owe the duty of the interest of the company, they 
are responsible for the interest of present and future shareholders.805  
The actions of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) are also noteworthy, for they 
reflect the gradual transition. A review of SEBI’s documents from 1999 to 2012 reveals a 
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change from shareholder primacy to acceptance of non-shareholder benefits.806 The benefits of 
non-shareholders is acknowledged in the Kumar Mangalam Birla Committee report. 807 
However, shareholder primacy is confirmed as the eventual doctrine in the Kumar Mangalam 
Birla Committee on Corporate Governance Report in1999 and Clause 49 of 2000 Listing 
Agreement. 808  Moreover, shareholder primacy was also confirmed in the preamble of the 
Report of the SEBI Committee on Corporate Governance in 2003 which stated that 
shareholders were ‘the true owners of the corporation and of their own role as trustees on behalf 
of the shareholders’.809 
This period witnesses the gradual shift from shareholder primacy to more consideration of non-
shareholder constituencies. Shareholder primacy and social responsibility of the company were 
adopted on different occasions. This phenomenon looks paradoxical, and it is perhaps the 
symbol of transition. In fact, the acceptance of CSR increased with the passing of time. The 
next section will show the trend that judicial decisions and other policies and regulations have 
taken in further steps towards CSR.  
6.2.3 The Era of Voluntary CSR 
Over time, a wide recognition of CSR was established in India. Companies were encouraged 
to undertake social responsibility by means of a voluntary approach. There is not a precise 
boundary indicating an ‘era of voluntary CSR’. However, the author uses this expression to 
symbolise a period when India widely accepted the concept of CSR before the passage of the 
Companies Act 2013. 
In this period, judicial recognition of CSR was more expansive than before. In Union of India 
v Satyam Computer Services Ltd810 in 2009, the Company Law Board (CLB) fully accepted 
that ‘the interests of the members, employees, customers of the company and also in the larger 
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public interest, the interim reliefs sought should be granted ex-parte’.811 The CLB considered 
the falsified financial statement of Satyam Computer Services as a misleading to the 
stakeholders, employees and the public in general, and a serious fraud on the society as a 
whole.812 Satyam’s actions set back public confidence while the public interest at large was 
believed to be at stake.813 Moreover, given the enormous employment and business network of 
Satyam, the CLB further stated that the interests of employees and clients along with the 
interests of the company had to be protected.814 
Other examples such as Commissioner of Income Tax v M/S Modi Industries Ltd in 2010 further 
illustrate the recognition on CSR. The court stated that providing accommodation to low in-
come employees was ‘now treated an important facet and part of corporate social 
responsibility’.815 
In addition to judicial recognition of CSR, Indian government also published policies and 
guidelines to encourage companies to undertake social responsibility. In 2005, the Ministry of 
Company Affairs published a report by the Expert Committee on Company Law, chaired by 
Jamshed J. Irani.816 The report firmly encouraged corporate governance in India to change to a 
stakeholder approach. It proposed that the law should provide an appropriate framework of 
governance that when complied with, a company does not have to sacrifice ‘the basic 
requirement of exercise of discretion and business judgement in the interest of company and 
its stakeholders’.817 The term ‘stakeholder’ is frequently used in the report, and the protection 
of stakeholder’s interest involves many aspects of corporate governance. 818  However, the 
report suggests that small companies should not spend on social responsibility as much as what 
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large companies do.819 Moreover, the report designed a system of penalty for failure to comply, 
which is alleged to have had influence on the Companies Act of India in 2013.820  
In 2009, the Indian government took a further step to promote CSR by publishing the 
Corporate Social Responsibility Voluntary Guidelines.821 The Guidelines specify that CSR is 
more than philanthropy and purely voluntary.822 Moreover, the Guidelines propose that a CSR 
policy should be formulated by each business entity and outline the core elements of CSR 
policy.823 These core elements are:  
1. Care for all stakeholders; 
2. Ethical functioning; 
3. Respect for workers’ rights and welfare; 
4. Respect for human rights; 
5. Respect for the environment; 
6. Activities for social and inclusive development.824 
The Guidelines also gives implementation guidance. This involves CSR strategy and planning, 
budgets for CSR activities, CSR information disclosure, and networking with other 
organisations.825 Implementation guidance is short and general, and implementation discretion 
is left to companies themselves. 
Two years later, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs of India (MCA) published a refinement of 
the Corporate Social Responsibility Voluntary Guidelines, known as the Voluntary Guidelines 
on Social, Environmental and Economic Responsibilities of Business (ESG Guidelines).826 The 
ESG Guidelines provide a more comprehensive set of principles and measures to companies in 
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order to address the interests of stakeholders. The ESG Guidelines expand the CSR principles 
and core elements to nine aspects: 
1. Business should conduct and govern themselves with Ethics, Transparency, and 
Accountability; 
2. Business should provide goods and services that are safe and contribute to sustainability 
throughout their life cycle; 
3. Business should promote the well being of all employees; 
4. Business should respect the interests of, and be responsive towards all stakeholders, 
especially those who are disadvantaged, vulnerable, and marginalised; 
5. Business should respect and promote human rights; 
6. Business should respect, protect, and make efforts to restore the environment; 
7. Business, when engaged in influencing public and regulatory policy, should do so in a 
responsible manner; 
8. Business should support inclusive growth and equitable development; 
9. Business should engage with and provide value to their customers in a responsible 
manner.827 
Compared to the Corporate Social Responsibility Voluntary Guidelines of 2009, the ESG 
Guidelines provide more elaboration and explanation on the nine points above. Moreover, in 
terms of implementation, the ESG Guidelines provides expansive instructions that are more 
comprehensive than the 2009 Corporate Social Responsibility Voluntary Guidelines.828  In 
addition, the ESG Guidelines give flexibility to micro, small, and medium enterprises, and a 
provides reporting framework for CSR.829 
In 2012, SEBI issued a circular which set a rule for CSR reporting for listed companies.830 
SEBI eventually introduced Clause 55, in line with the ESG Guidelines. Clause 55 requires 
listed companies to publish Business Responsibility Reports, addressing environmental, social, 
and governance perspectives, as a part of their annual reports. 831  Moreover, the Business 
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Responsibility Report is mandatory for the top 100 listed companies.832 The shortcoming of 
SEBI’s approach is that ‘it remains unclear how SEBI will deal with defaulting companies’.833 
In summary, India embraced voluntary CSR in the first decade of the 21st century. This period 
is significant because CSR was recognised as a necessary part of good corporate governance 
in India. Moreover, systematic guidelines were established to define, identify, and implement 
CSR. A mandatory system of CSR soon came after this period. 
6.3 Mandatory CSR in India 
6.3.1 The Companies Act 2013 
2013 is the landmark for the mandatory system of CSR in India, when India passed its new 
revision of the Companies Act. In the Companies Act 2013, CSR is a legal obligation for 
companies over a certain size. It is described as a ‘comply-or-explain’ approach.834 Simply 
speaking, a company over a certain size should comply with the CSR provisions of the 
Companies Act 2013 and spend a prescribed amount of money on CSR activities, or, otherwise 
the Board of the company must report and explain the reasons for not spending the amount.835  
Section 135 of the Companies Act 2013 provides more detail on implementation. In terms of 
the size of the companies, ‘[e]very company with net worth of rupees five hundred crore or 
more, or turnover of rupees one thousand crore or more or more or a net profit of rupees five 
crore or more during any financial year’ is obliged to meet the CSR requirements of the 
Companies Act.836 Therefore, not all the companies in India submit to the mandatory CSR 
system but undertake their CSR activities on a voluntary basis. 
Every company under s 135 must constitute a Corporate Social Responsibility Committee of 
the Board.837 The CSR Committee must include at least three directors, and at least one out of 
the directors shall be an independent director.838 The composition of the CSR Committee shall 
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be disclosed in the report by the company’s Board of Directors in the general meeting.839 
According to s 135(3), the CSR Committee has the duty to make and propose a Corporate 
Social Responsibility Policy to the Board, to recommend the amount of expenditure incurred 
by the activities in the CSR Policy, and to monitor the CSR Policy from time to time.840 The 
Companies Act also lists activities which may be included in the CSR Policy, and these 
activities are related to:  
(i) Eradication of extreme hunger and poverty; 
(ii) Promotion of education; 
(iii) Promoting gender equality and empowering women; 
(iv) Reducing child mortality and improving mental health; 
(v) Combating human immunodeficiency virus, acquired immune deficiency syndrome, 
malaria and other diseases; 
(vi) Ensuring environmental sustainability; 
(vii) Employment enhancing vocational skills; 
(viii) Social business projects; 
(ix) Contribution to the Prime Minister's National Relief Fund or any other fund set up 
by the Central Government or the State Governments for socio-economic 
development and relief and funds for the welfare of the Scheduled Castes, the 
Scheduled Tribes, other backward classes, minorities and women; 
(x) Such other matters may be prescribed.841 
When the Board approves the CSR Policy proposed by the CSR Committee, the Board is 
required to disclose the CSR Policy and ensure its implementation. 842  Particularly, s 135 
provides that companies under this section ‘should spend at least two percent of the average 
net profits of the company made during the three immediately preceding financial years in 
pursuance of its Corporate Social Responsibility Policy.’843 Local area and areas around a 
company are the preferred location(s) where the company should spend CSR funds.844 Also, 
the Board is obliged to report the details of the implementation of its CSR Policy and, if the 
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company fails to spend the proscribed amount of money on CSR, the Board must explain the 
reasons in the annual report.845 
The Companies Act 2013 does not specify the penalty for failure to comply, but failure to report 
or explain is punishable. Failure to report on CSR activities or failure to explain the reasons of 
non-compliance contravenes the requirements of s 134. A company who contravenes s 134 
shall be punished with a fine from 50 thousand to twenty-five lakh (250 thousand) rupees.846 
Moreover, officers of the company who are in default shall face punishment of imprisonment 
up to three years or fine between 50 thousand and five lakh (500 thousand) rupees, or both.847 
6.3.2 The Companies Rules, 2014 
After the publication of the Companies Act 2013, the MCA of India started the process of 
drafting rules regarding the CSR requirements of the Companies Act 2013. On February 27, 
2014, the MCA released Notification, also known as the Companies (Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy) Rules. The Companies Rules provides further clarification and 
expansion about the requirements of s 135 of the Companies Act. 
The Rules clarify that a foreign company having its branch or project office in India is also 
covered by s 135 of the Companies Act.848 Moreover, the Rules expands the scope of the 
undertaker of CSR activities. CSR activities cannot only be undertaken by the company, but 
also by (1) a registered trust or a registered society or, (2) a company established by the 
company or, (3) its holding or subsidiary or associate company.849 Furthermore, if a company 
undertakes CSR activities which only benefit the employees of the company and their families, 
the CSR activities are not considered compliance with s 135 of the Companies Act.850  
To date, the list in sch VII has been modified by the MCA after several rounds of feedback and 
discussion. The scope of CSR activities confirmed by sch VII has been expanded to: 
(i) eradicating hunger, poverty and malnutrition; promoting health care including 
preventive health care and sanitation including contribution to the ‘Swachh Bharat 
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Kosh’ set-up by the Central Government for the promotion of sanitation and making 
available safe drinking water;  
(ii) Promoting education, including special education and employment enhancing 
vocational skills especially among children, women, elderly, and the differently 
abled and livelihood enhancement projects; 
(iii) promoting gender equality and empowering women, setting up homes and hostels 
for women and orphans; setting up old age homes, day care centers and such other 
facilities for senior citizens and measures for reducing inequalities faced by socially 
and economically backward groups; 
(iv) ensuring environmental sustainability, ecological balance, protection of flora and 
fauna, animal welfare, agro forestry, conservation of natural resources and 
maintaining quality of soil, air and water including contribution to the ‘Clean Ganga 
Fund’ set-up by the Central Government for rejuvenation of river Ganga; 
(v) Protection of national heritage, art and culture including restoration of building and 
sites of historical importance and works of art; setting up public libraries; promotion 
and development of traditional arts and handicrafts; 
(vi) measures for the benefit of armed forces veterans, war widows and their dependents; 
(vii) training to promote rural sports, nationally recognized sports, Paralympic sports and 
Olympic sports; 
(viii) contribution to the Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund or any other fund set up 
by the Central Government for socio-economic development and relief and welfare 
of the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, other backward classes, minorities 
and women; 
(ix) Contributions or funds provided to technology incubators located within academic 
institutions which are approved by the Central Government; 
(x) Rural development projects; 
(xi) Slum area development;851 
Furthermore, the Rules once again emphasise disclosure and reporting. The Rules urge 
companies to display their CSR Policy on their website.852 Moreover, the Rules also provide a 
format for the annual report on CSR activities. An annual CSR report should include a brief 
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outline of the CSR Policy, composition of the CSR Committee, average net profit for last three 
financial years, prescribed CSR expenditure, details of CSR expenditure, responsibility 
statement of the CSR Committee, and an explanation if the company failed to spend the 
prescribed expenditure.853  
6.3.3 Shortcomings and Criticisms of the Mandatory Model of Indian 
Law 
Since prior to the passage of the Companies Act 2013, there have been concerns and criticisms 
on the mandatory CSR legislation. Mandating CSR in the Companies Act is believed to be a 
negative method to promote socially responsible activities of corporations. The first criticism 
levelled is that the prescribed two percent expenditure is a philanthropic approach rather than 
a stakeholder approach. The second criticism is that by listing CSR activities, the mandatory 
approach limits the scope of CSR and narrows companies’ discretion of CSR activities. The 
third criticism is that the vagueness of the rules of mandatory CSR might result in very poor 
implementation. Surrounding these criticisms, there are also other concerns about the factual 
effects of the mandatory approach of India. This section looks into these criticisms and 
concerns and express the author’s opinion regarding India’s movement to mandatory CSR. 
One characteristic of India’s mandatory approach is the requirement of CSR expenditure that 
any cost of the normal course of business is excluded from the expenditure.854 The rule for 
expenditure is criticised for limiting CSR to business philanthropy.855 The definition of CSR 
can be varied, but there is a consensus that CSR is broader than business philanthropy. CSR 
does not merely mean spending money on non-business courses, but also responsible 
behaviours towards various parties during business operations.856 Therefore, critics believe that 
India’s model deviates from CSR and will encourage companies to undertake philanthropic 
activities. Others criticise the 2 percent expenditure as a disguised tax.857 In their opinion, large 
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companies are forced to spend money on social welfare which is the province of government.858 
Mandated CSR is also criticised as ‘outsourcing of governance’, for the law forces companies 
to spend money on the government’s primary business. 859  By taking over the job of the 
government, the mandatory expenditure is regarded as a backdoor for extra taxation or 
outsourcing of governmental functions.860  
The second characteristic of India’s approach is listing activities on which the expenditure is 
legally accepted. Criticism stems from the argument that CSR is understood as a broad concept. 
India’s mandatory rules limits companies’ choice to the activities listed on sch VII. In order to 
meet the requirement of the Companies Act, companies may only undertake the activities listed 
in sch VII meaning other parts of Indian society are not taken care of by companies. For 
example, s 4 of the  Companies Rules 2014 excludes activities that only benefit employees 
from sch VII, while the employee is one of the essential stakeholders of a company. 861 
Moreover, critics are concerned that the existence of sch VII drives companies to undertake 
CSR activities that are not related to their core business, especially when this is excluded by 
the Companies Rules.862 Consequently, companies may spend CSR funds on issues that are not 
within their domain.863 For instance, a steel or aluminium company is unlikely to be good at 
education or health, therefore it is not wise to ask the company to spend money on building a 
school or hospital instead of dealing with pollution.864 
The system design of India’s mandatory CSR attracts criticism for poor implementation. Firstly, 
the ‘comply-or-explain’ model does not specify the penalties for failure to comply.865 Therefore, 
the mandatory model lacks coercive power to ensure companies undertake CSR as 
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prescribed.866 Secondly, the rules for what constitutes a valid explanation for non-compliance 
is incomplete. Therefore, the chance to explain becomes a loophole for large companies to 
evade their duty to undertake CSR activities.867 Thirdly, the absence of a clear assessment may 
also result in corruption when large companies manage to escape from their duty to undertake 
CSR by submitting explanations.868 Large companies and regulators may collude to avoid the 
company’s social responsibility by submitting a ‘valid’ explanation.869 Hence, the mandatory 
system becomes a safe harbour for not bearing social responsibility. In addition, the mandatory 
system could finally benefit promoters of the company’s wealth rather than society.870 In 
practice, companies usually have dominant controlling shareholders, and many of the 
shareholders come from ‘old-money’ business families with great political power.871 Directors 
in Indian companies regard themselves as strategic advisors to promoters, so the CSR activities 
many unduly benefit the promoters or other related parties.872 
6.3.4 A Bad Idea or a Good Idea? 
India’s mandatory model has many shortcomings and has been criticised. This section first 
responds to these criticisms. Secondly, however, in the author’s opinion, the mandatory model 
is a meaningful step forward. 
The cornerstone of the previously noted criticisms is that CSR is voluntary and has broad 
content. CSR, indeed, emerges as a voluntary concept initially, but it does not necessarily mean 
that CSR must be voluntary. Mandatory CSR has been discussed for many years and eventually 
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legislated in India and Mauritius.873 For voluntary CSR, it is reasonable to leave the discretion 
to corporations. However, if CSR is not assumed voluntarily, many of these criticisms need to 
be reconsidered.  
It is inevitable for the government to set a certain range of accepted CSR activities, which in 
India is reflected in sch VII of the Companies Act 2013. If CSR activities are not clearly 
outlined by the authority, implementation seems impossible. Companies that intentionally 
avoid making efforts on CSR could interpret any activity as CSR, and the mandated rules 
factually become voluntary as a result. Furthermore, the efforts to give a definition of CSR 
based on data and the country’s needs seem perfectly legitimate. The key point is how CSR is 
defined. In India’s case, legislators tend to give a relatively broad definition of CSR. From the 
first version of sch VII to the current version, the scope of accepted CSR has been more and 
more expansive.874 In addition the Companies Rules 2014 provides that CSR is not limited to 
the activities specified in sch VII of Companies Act 2013 or the activities in the CSR Policy 
recommended by the CSR Committee.875 In this light, the India case study illustrates that CSR 
contains broader the activities than those listed in sch VII. As long as the government assumes 
the role of mandating companies to certain socially responsible activities, the criticisms of 
‘outsourcing of governance’ and back-door of taxation will always be there. Thus, a mandatory 
CSR system does not necessarily meet all the criteria of voluntary CSR, but needs to keep 
considering and refining the definition of CSR and the lists of accepted CSR activities.  
The criticism regarding India’s model is that it blurs the boundary of CSR and reasonable 
corporate philanthropy. The current model capitalises the social responsibility of large 
companies by forcing them to spend a certain amount of money on CSR. However, this 
approach has a positive effect – easy to measure. Some criticisms seem paradoxical, since they 
criticise poor implementation, while they also criticise the efforts to set up a measurable 
approach. The evidence suggests that India’s current mandatory model is a positive but 
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imperfect step forward. The legislator also recognises that CSR is broader than what the 
Companies Act provides.876 Given that the current legislation has already built a model with 
many philanthropic components, it is not necessary to go back to the broad but blurry definition 
of CSR. Alternatively, legislators should explore the possibility of mandating other aspects of 
CSR as they have done regarding philanthropic aspects. 
The lack of penalty for non-compliance is probably the most critical shortcoming of India’s 
model. India’s ‘comply-or-explain’ model is a compromised result of the discussions and 
debates during law making.877 Without a penalty to ensure CSR expenditure, India’s approach 
could be considered an enhanced version of mandatory disclosure of CSR. The enhancement 
is the further confirmation of legal obligation by the law. Given the absence of a penalty, the 
major supervision and pressure comes from society. Communities, NGOs and individuals will 
evaluate the CSR reports and explanations of companies that fail to spend the 2% net profit. 
Companies that fail to do so face the risk that the society may not be convinced by their 
explanation. Under this model, India could allow relevant social organisations and individuals 
to file a complaint or lawsuit against the companies of ‘bad explanation’. Instead of criticising 
the absence of a clear stand, it is feasible to delineate what is counted a ‘valid explanation’ 
from practice. Therefore, in terms of implementation, the ‘comply-or-explain’ model in India 
is not as hard as a straightforward penalty for non-compliance, but harder than merely 
mandating a CSR report. 
Researchers surveyed the top 50 companies listed on the National Stock Exchange of India.878 
The research found that 42 out of the 50 companies have a CSR page on their website.879 
Companies have different understandings of CSR.880 Some believe that CSR is a contribution 
to the development of the country as good corporate citizen.881 Others believe that CSR is 
business philanthropy,882 or view CSR as the company’s responsibility to stakeholders. 883 This 
is not a surprising fact, because CSR has various aspects. The survey also found that a majority 
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of the companies engage in CSR activities outlined by the Companies Act.884 Additionally, 
some companies recognise other activities that are not mentioned in the Companies Act as 
CSR. 885  However, these activities and the alleged expenditure are hardly considered as 
accepted CSR activities by the Companies Act.886 Moreover, regarding the CSR Committee 
and CSR Policy, 41 of the 50 surveyed companies established a CSR Committee and disclosed 
the information of the CSR Committee and CSR Policy in their annual report.887 Regarding 
expenditure, 28 out of the 50 companies reported the percentage of CSR spending in 2014.888 
17 out of these 28 companies also reported the percentage of CSR spending in 2014. The survey 
shows that with the awareness of the Companies Act 2013, not all the companies complied with 
the 2 percent expenditure, but some kept their expenditure around 2 percent.889 Only one out of 
the 28 companies disclosed the amount of spending on CSR before 2013.890 
We can use the outcome of empirical studies to examine the criticisms and assumptions about 
India’s approach. Firstly, India’s approach illustrates positive effects on disclosure of CSR. 
Most of the surveyed companies made their CSR information, including CSR Committee, CSR 
Policy, CSR activities, and relevant expenditure, available to the public. Secondly, in terms of 
the choice of CSR activities, the Companies Act has had an impact upon the companies. 
However, companies tend to interpret CSR in their own way, and the law leaves room for 
companies to do so. Therefore, some companies undertake activities that are regarded as CSR 
by themselves but not listed on sch VII. Thirdly, compliance with the prescribed amount of 
expenditure does not change significantly. This is because the ‘comply-or-explain’ model does 
not set hard rules to guarantee compliance. 
In summary, India’s mandatory approach is a positive step forward. The ‘comply-or-explain’ 
system design is more flexible than the rules of strict compliance. The law uses expenditure on 
certain socially responsible activities to measure the CSR activities of companies, which 
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reflects the philanthropic aspects of CSR. Expenditure is measurable, and it is feasible to 
supervise and implement the rules. On the other hand, companies’ choices may be limited to 
the activities accepted by the law. However, the law also clarifies that CSR is broader than the 
contents included in sch VII, and companies are not prohibited to understand CSR in their own 
way. However, the chance to explain exacerbates vagueness that causes difficulty for 
compliance with the prescribed expenditure. The future work for the legislature is to further 
clarify the various aspects of CSR and find out feasible methods to mandate CSR. 
6.4 The Philanthropic and Charitable Tradition in India 
‘Be sure to lay wide streets planted with shady trees, every other of a quick-growing variety. 
Be sure that there is plenty of space for lawns and gardens. Reserve large areas for football, 
hockey and parks. Earmark areas for Hindu temples, Mohammedan mosques and Christian 
churches…’ This is a letter that Jamsetji N. Tata wrote about his vision for a city for its workers 
to his son in 1902, before India’s largest iron and steel plant was established.891 The idea about 
what his company could do for its employees was already in Tata’s mind before the term CSR 
was coined.  
India is a country with a long history and unique culture and tradition. Philanthropy and charity 
have been a tradition in Indian society for thousands of years. Some analysts argue that the 
culture of philanthropy is as old as India itself.892 In fact, there seems a strong commitment to 
philanthropy and charity in Indian society.893 Research in 2012 shows that more than eighty 
percent of the public gave money to strangers in the previous one year.894 Moreover, more than 
70% of the public donate because of their faith, and most of the givers donate for both religious 
and charitable reasons. 895  Hinduism in majority, along with Islam, Christianity, Sikhism, 
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Jainism, Buddhism, and others constituted the religious base of the interviewees. 896 
Furthermore, researchers point out that it is hard to quantify the giving in India due to two 
reasons: (1) a great amount of giving is informal and unspoken; (2) the form of giving is not 
limited to money.897 Researchers looked into the non-profit sector which was as large as INR 
331,810 core, and estimated that INR 232, 083 core came from donation and grants.898 
One essential source of philanthropy and charity is India’s various religions. The Indian 
populace largely embraces different types of religions. For example, an ancient Hindu scripture 
the Rig Veda has a chapter initiating charity.899 Also, the concept of ‘daan’ is centuries old. 
The philanthropic tradition has impact on the recognition of CSR and the passage of the 
Companies Act 2013. This section discusses the philanthropic tradition of India. 
6.4.1 Religions 
Religion is a prominent source of Indian culture. According to the census in 2001 and 2011, 
over one billion populations in India were identified as religious population, and the number 
reached 1.2 billion in 2011.900 In descending order according to population, the most populated 
religions are Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, Sikhism, Buddhism, and Jainism.901 This section 
mainly discusses Hinduism, Islam, and Christianity. These three religions cover more than 95% 
of the population of India.902 
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Giving is an important aspect of Hinduism. The philosophy of Hinduism has many thoughts 
about non-possession and equalism.903 In Hinduism, in order to achieve release from the painful 
cycle of life and death, people are encouraged to detach oneself from the material world 
gradually.904 Giving is ‘an act of cutting off ties from the material world.905 Daan (gifting or 
giving) is an important part in Hinduism and in the life of the Hindu. Traditionally, daan is one 
of four methods to deal with conflict: ‘saam (conciliation, true or false praise), daan (placating 
with gifts), dand (use of force), and bhaid (sowing dissension)’.906 Daan is not only found in 
India, but also exists across South and Southeast Asia in Jain and Buddhist forms.907 Charity 
and philanthropy is not distinguished in the context of daan.908 Depending on the perspective 
of the giver, daan is categorised into several overlapping ways.909 
Researchers have investigated the features of daan. Agarwal concludes there are seven 
essential elements of daan: (1) donor; (2) receiver; (3) respectful transaction; (4) appropriate 
object for donation; (5) right place; (6) right time; (7) right procedure.910 Hindu scriptures 
provide a wide range (10% - 40%) that one should give from his income.911 However, this 
proportion is generally not followed in practice.912 Usually, one should ‘only give out of what 
is left after meeting needs of the family’, and therefore, daan should not be a burden which 
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causes hardship to the giver’s dependants or result in a loss of livelihood.913 Thus, people who 
have surplus wealth should generally undertake the duty of daan.914 In addition, the money 
given out must be justly earned by the giver’s own efforts.915 Moreover, after the giving action, 
givers are required to pay little attention to how the money is used or expect any return from 
the receiver.916 Publicity can ‘diminish the worthiness of the cause [the givers] support’.917 This 
attribute of daan probably explains the phenomenon that giving is often informal and unspoken 
– even for taxation purposes.918 Daan is mainly ‘for your own sake’ rather than for the benefit 
of the recipient.919 In a Hindu tale, the guru explains the ownership in this way: 
people enter the most fierce forests, deepest oceans and darkest caves to get wealth. For 
money, they take up humiliating service under others, and also agriculture, which results 
in killing of untold beings. This wealth, which has been acquired after great effort, is dearer 
to people than their own life and is the most difficult to give up. In reality only that wealth 
which is given to others or is enjoyed in consumption belongs to you. The rest of the money 
is enjoyed by people who survive you. […] Wealth is not reduced by giving, rather it keeps 
increasing, in the same manner as water in a well is cleansed and increased by being drawn 
out. […] The fool conserves money for this lifetime, whereas the wise give it away to earn 
merit for afterlife. What is the point in conserving wealth for a destructible body? […] 
Those who do not give, end up being poor, ill, foolish and dependent on others.920 
Hindu thought states that this world is an illusion.921 By giving away wealth, one can be 
unshackled from the illusion of this world.922 Moreover, giving is a great virtue approved by 
Hindu scriptures and poetry.923 Therefore, daan also brings merit and virtue to the giver. In 
addition, cheating in daan is unacceptable behaviour. Such a person will be punished in a 
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special type of hell. Also, people who refuse to help the needy during a calamity, especially a 
famine, will have great suffering in the next life as the consequence of such sinful behaviour.924 
Islam 
The Islamic community is distributed widely in India, especially in Jammu and Kashmir, 
Assam, West Bengal, Kerala, Uttar Pradesh, and Bihar. Islam has three major types of charity: 
sadaqa, zakat, and khums.925  
Sadaqa is a voluntary responsibility of offering. 926  The offering can be varied – from a 
welcoming smile to alms.927 There are several principles regarding the offering. Firstly, the 
money must be earned honestly.928 Secondly, giving to the poor secretly is better than giving 
to other people openly.929 Thirdly, the giver should not constantly remind the recipient(s) of the 
offering or ill-treat the recipient(s) which may cause pain to them.930 Fourthly, the giver should 
not give too much to the foolish, but only ensure enough food and clothes.931 
All sadaqa gives Allah pleasure and is highly commended. Sadaqa is not only a virtue, but 
also brings benefits to the giver. Sadaqa is regarded as a loan to Allah, which will ‘eventually 
be multiplied many times and returned to the giver’.932 According to Maulana (honourable 
scholar) Abdul Malik Al-Qasim, sadaqa brings benefits to the giver both in this life and in the 
after life. In this life, sadaqa purifies the money and sinful body, brings peace, health, 
happiness, and blessings.933 In the after-life, sadaqa prevents the donor from suffering and 
raises him up to paradise.934 
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Zakat is an alms-giving obligation, also known as poor tax, for the Muslims whose financial 
condition is above a certain level. 935  Zakat is the third pillar of Islam, so it is strongly 
enforced.936 Zakat is practiced similar to an annual tax of a rate of 2.5% on one’s wealth.937 
Another form of zakat is 10% of the yield of irrigated land, which is known as ushr.938 The 
funds of zakat can be used for eight purposes: (1) the poor who do not beg; (2) the poor who 
beg; (3) people employed to collect the funds; (4) people whose hearts are inclined to Islam; 
(5) to free captives; (6) those in debt; (7) those who fight in the holy war and defend the 
teachings of Islam; (8) a way-farer stranded on a journey.939  
Islam believes that zakat brings benefits from religious, moral, and social perspectives. In terms 
of religious benefits, zakat sustains Islam as the third pillar, increases one’s faith and brings 
him close to Allah, demolishes usury and increases charity, and erases sins.940 With regard to 
moral benefits, zakat is an instrument to show generosity, compassion and kindness.941 It also 
opens the heart, expands the soul, and gains purification from miserliness and greed.942 Zakat 
is also believed to have social effects. Zakat helps the poor, increases the circulation and growth 
of wealth, and prevents jealousy and resentment.943 It is also able to strengthen Muslims and 
raises their status.944 Refusal to give zakat causes consequential suffering in hell.945 Depending 
on the nature of the supposed donation, a person who avoids zakat would experience an 
according type of suffering.946 
Khums is another type of compulsory charity. Traditionally, Khums refers to one fifth of 
whatever war-booty that one gains.947 This gain is divided into five equal parts and given to 
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Allah and the prophet, the prophet’s next of kin, orphans, the poor, and wayfarers.948 The 
principle pf khums also applies to buried treasure or wealth.949 The tradition of khums has been 
lost among Sunnis and mainly exists among Shia Muslims.950 For some Shia, particularly Ithna 
Ashariya, the principle of khums applies to all income, gains, and annual surplus wealth.951 Half 
of the donation is given to the religious scholar (being spent on behalf of Allah) while the other 
half is given to the needy descendants of Hazrat Mohammad.952 
Christianity 
In history, philanthropy and charity first became an organised and institutional concern in 
Christianity and Buddhism.953 Churches organised the construction of schools, hospitals, leper 
homes, homes for the senior and needy.954 Christian charity has two main spheres: voluntary 
giving and the tithe.955  
Benevolence and charity is an important part of Christianity. Undertaking charity voluntarily 
is virtuous and commended. In scripture, there are many elaborations about care and sharing 
with the needy. For instance, in the Holy Bible, Jesus Christ set a great example of love and 
benevolence. In Christ’s lifetime, He devoted Himself to the service of ordinary civilians by 
sharing food and goods, curing diseases, and bringing spiritual happiness. The sacrifice of 
Christ represents the spirit of great benevolence and dedication. Moreover, many paragraphs 
in the scriptures approves of the righteousness of charity and encourages people to take part in 
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charity.956 Charitable actions are voluntary, but rewards are promised. Those who are generous 
and charitable become richer by giving and will be awarded when the Kingdom comes.957 
Tithing is also an important part of Christian charity. Tithing refers to a tenth of income given 
to God or the church. The rules of tithing can be traced back to the book of Genesis in the Old 
Testament. Tithing was compulsory and ‘imposed by ecclesiastical law from the sixth century, 
and enforced by secular law from the eighth century’.958 Tithe is usually used for maintenance 
of the church, salary to the clergy, mission related work, and helping the poor.959 Tithing was 
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once compulsory for church members however many churches have made tithing optional. In 
southern India, some church members still pay the tithe regularly.960 
Other Religions 
Sikhism, Buddhism, and Jainism also have the ideas of philanthropy and charity. Sikhism has 
the tradition of sewa and daswandh. Sewa refers to service to gurudwaras, and daswandh refers 
to giving a tenth of one’s earning to the guru.961 Every gurudwara has one langar – kitchen for 
all humans that provides free vegetarian food to all.962 In this sense, Sikhs are encouraged to 
treat poor people, for ‘any food or relief provided to the poor will be seen as contribution to 
the guru’s donation box’.963 
Buddhism and Jainism also use the word daan referring to certain types of giving and donation. 
Buddhist daan includes vihar daan (construction and dedication of a monastery for monks), 
bhiksha (alms to the poor and stylites), and maha daan (formal offer to monks of food, cloths, 
cots, medicines for seven consecutive days), and daan shala (dedicated buildings where food 
is offer to monks, ascetics and other on a daily basis). 964 In Buddhism, daan is important to 
one’s spiritual improvement. Daan sets Buddhist stylites free from material pursuits and 
strengthens their focus on meditation and spiritual practices.965 
In Jainism, daan is based on the intention to avoid excessive gap between the rich and poor.966 
There are 11 categories of householders in Jain rules. Three types of householders are unlikely 
to have monetary accumulation, and the other eight types of householders are richer and 
required to give daan to spiritual guides and the needy on a daily basis, regardless how little 
the amount is.967 By giving daan, the donor’s sin and wealth are cleansed.968 
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6.4.2 Gandhi’s Idea of Trusteeship 
Mahatma Gandhi contributed influential thoughts regarding the social responsibility of 
individuals and businesses. Gandhi’s idea of trusteeship is an important legacy of India’s 
philanthropic tradition and one of the factors that inspired the recognition of CSR in India.969 
The basic idea of Gandhi’s trusteeship is summarised as ‘that public and individual can “point 
in the same direction” - that Gandhi developed his notion of “trusteeship”, in which the wealthy 
hold their wealth in trusts and use it for the service of broader society.’970 Gandhi’s idea of 
trusteeship involves many domains such as individual, business, economy, and state. Gandhi 
initially did not create any specific guidelines of his trusteeship idea. Later, under the efforts 
of colleagues, Gandhi approved guidelines consisting of six principles, which are: 
1. Trusteeship provides a means of transforming the present capitalist order of society 
into an egalitarian one. It gives no quarter to capitalism but gives the present owning 
class a chance of reforming itself. It is based on the faith that human nature is never 
beyond redemption. 
2. It does not recognize any right of private ownership of property except so far as it may 
be permitted by society for its own welfare. 
3. It does not exclude legislative regulation of ownership and use of wealth. 
4. Thus, under the state-regulated trusteeship, an individual will not be free to hold or use 
his wealth for selfish satisfaction or in disregard of the interests of society. 
5. Just as it is proposed to fix a decent minimum living wage, even so a limit should be 
fixed for the maximum income that would be allowed to any person in society. The 
difference between such minimum and maximum incomes should be reasonable and 
equitable and variable from time to time, so much so that the tendency would be 
towards obliteration of the difference. 
6. Under the Gandhian economic order of the charter of production will be determined 
by social necessity and not by personal whim or greed.971 
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Researchers point out that Gandhi’s trusteeship idea is neither social contract theory nor any 
of paternalism, philanthropy and charity.972 Instead, it discusses why and how to use wealth 
which belongs to the public, for the benefit of public interests.973 Gandhi’s trusteeship does not 
only reflect institutional rules but also has a positive impact on the philanthropic and charitable 
causes. Criticizing Gandhi’s trusteeship, Jawaharlal Nehru said that ‘it offered nothing new as 
all religions already encouraged the upper classes to perform charity.’974 This criticism, on the 
contrary, confirms Gandhi’s trusteeship idea as an inheritance of Indian religious thoughts and 
a promotion of philanthropy and charity. In reality, there are many individuals and groups 
claiming inspiration from Gandhi’s idea today (regardless, their interpretations of trusteeship 
are varied).975 
6.5 Critical Analysis and Comparison with China 
The previous chapters have discussed the institutional design and the cultural source of Chinese 
CSR. The previous sections in this chapter introduced the legislation and cultural source of 
Indian CSR. This section summarises the similarities and differences of CSR in China and in 
India. The comparison of the Chinese approach and the Indian approach could provide an 
insight into Chinese CSR and inspire further development on CSR legislation in China. 
Both China and India recognise CSR in corporate law. However, the difference between India 
and China in terms of legislation is significant. CSR is viewed as a mandatory duty imposed 
on large companies above a certain size in India. The Companies Act 2013 of India specifies 
the activities that are recognised as social responsibility. Moreover, the Companies Act 2013 
requires the companies subject to the Act to organise a CSR Committee at board level and 
make CSR Policy to assure the fulfilment of expenditure on CSR activities. Meanwhile, the 
latest Company Law of China, which was passed in 2018, does not include specific rules for 
CSR. Art 5 in the General Provision chapter of the 2018 Company Law of China is the only 
section that directly mentions the term CSR. Art 5 is a principle rather than implementable 
rules. Although the Company Law addresses the rights and interests of non-shareholder 
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constituencies, the provisions relating to how to undertake socially responsible activities is 
much less specific than those in the Companies Act of India. In China, specific guidelines of 
CSR broadly exist in regional and departmental guidelines and regulations. These guidelines 
may vary between different administrative regions and departments.    
The ‘comply-or-explain’ approach adopted by India applies to companies that are above a 
certain size. Smaller companies are not subject to s 135 of the Companies Act of India and 
remains in the domain of voluntary CSR. However, art 5 of the Company Law of China 
provides that all companies have social responsibility.  
From a cultural perspective, India and China share some similarities. Although CSR is a 
terminology in modern times, the concept of CSR is embedded in the culture of both India and 
China. Also, the CSR legislation of India reflects the philanthropic and charitable culture which 
has existed in Indian society for thousands of years. However, the specific content of Chinese 
culture is different from that of India. Moreover, the political tradition of China also echoes 
Chinese culture. Therefore, China should make specific CSR guidelines according to its own 
culture and social facts. The discussion in Chapters 4 and 5 reflects the unique aspects of 
Chinese CSR from cultural and political aspects. 
6.6 Conclusion 
This chapter discusses the development of CSR in India and compares it with China. 
Shareholder primacy was initially recognised by the judicial system in India under the influence 
of English law. Afterwards, recognition of shareholder primacy has gradually transited to 
recognition of CSR. There are some countries that mandates CSR by law, and India is one of 
them. 
India adopts a ‘comply-or-explain’ approach in relation to CSR. Companies in India above a 
certain size must comply with the rules to form a CSR Committee and make CSR Policy, to 
spend a particular amount of money on CSR activities, and to report activities. Otherwise, 
companies must explain the reasons for failing to spend the proscribed amount of money. With 
the ‘comply-or-explain’ approach, reporting is necessary in all cases. 
The philanthropic and charitable tradition in India is an important source of Indian CSR. The 
ways to deal with wealth involves spiritual and social values. Corporations, from a traditional 
perspective, are not merely viewed as an instrument to make profits, but also expected to be 
givers to take care of the society in which it operates. In the light of the cultural argument, both 
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India and China have their own understandings on CSR. Due to the difference of culture, 
China’s CSR rules could be different from those in India to some extent. 
Legislation on CSR in India is much more established than that in China. Chinese corporate 
law does not give specific rules, but only indicates that all companies should undertake social 
responsibility. India is a good case in which to observe the effects of mandatory CSR and 




Chapter 7  
Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
7.1 Introduction 
China is the second largest economy at market exchange rates and its economy is growing 
exponentially. Change of corporate governance is occurring during dramatic growth of the 
Chinese economy. More and more corporations are expected to operate in a socially 
responsible way. China passed its first Company Law in 1993, which was increasingly 
favourable to shareholder primacy. In 2005, CSR is directly mentioned in the new revision of 
the Company Law of China, which provides that all companies shall undertake social 
responsibility. It took only 12 years to change from shareholder primacy to CSR. However, 
until 2018, the latest revision of the Company Law does not give specific rules regarding the 
implementation of CSR. Meanwhile, many departments and regional governments have 
published regulations and guidelines to encourage companies to undertake social responsibility.  
In this thesis the focus is primarily on CSR in the Chinese context. China is a country with a 
long history and unique culture. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss these unique aspects when 
CSR is put into the Chinese Cultural and Political context. This research critically examines 
the connection between CSR and Chinese culture and political tradition. Based on the findings, 
this research further looks into specific aspects of CSR in the Chinese context. This chapter 
summarises the main conclusions and recommendations of this thesis, points out the limitations 
of this thesis, and suggests areas of potential research in the future.  
7.2 Findings and Conclusions 
7.2.1 Institutional Development of CSR in China 
The first corporate law in China (PRC) is the 1993 Company Law. For many reasons, the 1993 
Company Law, in general, follows the doctrine of shareholder primacy.976 The 1993 Company 
Law does not set requirements of CSR, but takes care of employees by introducing worker 
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participation.977 Following the enactment of the 1993 Company Law, CSR gradually attracted 
more and more attention and recognition with the development and rise of China. In 2005, the 
revision of Company Law directly provided CSR as a duty to all companies. The 2005 
Company Law embraces a more stakeholder approach, along with the Scientific Outlook on 
Development. 978  Thus, non-shareholder constituencies and sustainable development have 
become very important concerns of corporate governance and corporate law in China.979 The 
expression of CSR remains in the latest revision of Company Law in 2018. Moreover, 
comparing the 1993 Company Law and 2018 Company Law, the rights and interests of 
employees, creditors, and government has been significantly expanded during the last two 
decades.980 With the passage of the 2005 Company Law, regulators published many regulations 
and guidelines in order to encourage companies to operate in a socially responsible way.981 
These regulators include stock market regulators, regional governments, and government 
departments. In these guidelines and regulations, different regulators have different definitions 
and emphases of CSR.982 
7.2.2 Cultural and Political Source of CSR in China 
Under the philosophic frame of ‘yi tian wei ze’ (follow the example of nature), ‘yi ren wei ben’ 
(people-oriented), and ‘tian ren he yi’ (nature and man in one), ancient Chinese people 
developed systematic knowledge and values. Chinese traditional culture views the nature as 
the ultimate source of virtues and knowledge, and regards serving humans as the purpose of 
social activity.983 Therefore, Chinese traditional values requires people to respect and seek 
harmony with nature, and initiates benevolence, righteousness, loyalty, and credibility to the 
people.984    
Inspired by Confucianism, the concept of the Confucian merchant has existed in Chinese 
society for thousands of years. The Confucian merchant provides an insight into business ethics 
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in China. The Confucian merchant, complying with Confucianism, puts virtues in first place.985 
In the Confucian merchant’s opinion, ethical business is the condition for making profit.986 A 
Confucian businessman is responsible for his employees, suppliers, creditors, community, and 
nation.987  
This thesis examines two major policies in China: Scientific Outlook on Development and 
Harmonious Society. Recent policies indicate that China is firmly on the path to sustainable 
development, people-orientation, and harmonious society. 988  Therefore, environment 
protection, sustainable development, harmonious labour-capital relationship, and good 
corporate citizenship have become requirements of corporate governance in China.989  
It is also argued in this thesis that, including Scientific Outlook on Development and 
Harmonious Society, political governance is the extension of Chinese tradition in the modern 
world.990 In other words, there is an inner connection between the traditional culture and 
modern Chinese policies.991 Therefore, the research emphasises that it is necessary to view the 
traditional and modern China as a whole in order to comprehend CSR in China from cultural 
and political perspectives.   
Based on this idea, the thesis reveals that China is by nature friendly to CSR. Shareholder 
primacy is a transitory option in the Company Law of China.992 Moreover, it is suggested that 
stakeholder theory is one of the underpinning theories of the 2005 Company Law.993 Although 
this argument is not confirmed by legislation, the term ‘stakeholder’ has been widely used by 
Chinese regulators.994 The thesis also examines compatibility between stakeholder theory and 
China and finds good compatibility. Stakeholder theory is a modern approach that can be 
adopted to express Chinese CSR. 995  However, Chinese CSR has a broader content than 
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stakeholders, and another approach is needed to further reveal the bigger picture of Chinese 
CSR.996 
7.2.3 Three Main Categories of CSR in Chinese Context  
Based on the discussion in Chapter 4, the thesis looks into more details of Chinese culture and 
recent policies. The thesis argues that Chinese CSR should include three main categories: 
responsibility to environment and sustainable development, responsibility to the country, and 
responsibility to other stakeholders.997  
The tradition of respecting and harmonising with nature brings the idea of environment 
protection and sustainable development to Chinese ancestors, which is echoed by current 
policies of the Chinese government.998  
The tradition of jia guo qing huai or ‘passion for homeland’ has been influencing China for 
thousands of years.999 Business people in ancient times were also bound by this principle.1000 
Co-incidentally, the Chinese government is also initiating patriotism to individuals and 
organisations as a long-term policy.1001 Moreover, responsibility to country contains two sub-
categories – responsibility to the community and responsibility to the government. From the 
Chinese traditional perspective, family, local community, and country are unified in the 
community of family and country.1002 Thus, the responsibility to the local community is unified 
with the responsibility to the country. 1003  Moreover, the local community was a crucial 
stakeholder of a business in the past.1004 Government is also an important part in the community 
of family and country. From the Chinese perspective, government is viewed as the 
representative of the country.1005 Moreover, government is also a stakeholder according to 
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1003 See the discussion in Section 5.2.2.1. 
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1005 See the discussion in Section 5.2.2.2. 
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stakeholder theory. 1006  Therefore, the responsibility to the government is necessary in the 
Chinese context. 
The thesis particularly addresses the social responsibility of SOEs. Due to the nature of SOEs, 
the responsibility to the country needs to be particularly highlighted. 1007  SOEs should be 
obliged to serve the national interests and people’s welfare.1008 The responsibility to the country 
is the core social responsibility of SOEs.1009 SOEs bear more social responsibility than other 
types of companies from five spheres: (1) safeguard the socialist economic foundation; (2) 
preserve and increase the value of state-owned capital; (3) advance the overall scientific 
research capability and competitiveness of the country; (4) improve income distribution and 
have more people enjoying the fruits of social development; and (5) let humans and the 
environment develop harmoniously and eventually contribute to the all-round development of 
human beings.1010 
7.2.4 Comparison with India and Limitations of CSR Legislation in 
China 
This thesis chooses India as a comparison to further reflect the features of Chinese CSR. CSR 
is mandated by law for companies above a certain size in India. A ‘comply-or-explain’ 
approach applies to these companies. They must comply with legislated rules to make a CSR 
Committee and CSR Policy, to spend at least two percent of their annual net profit on CSR 
activities, and to report aforesaid activities. Otherwise, companies must explain the reasons for 
failing to spend the prescribed amount of money. Regardless of whether a company chooses to 
‘comply’ or ‘explain’, reporting is compulsory, and a monetary penalty could be applied for 
failing to report.  
The thesis reveals the cultural impact on the legislation of mandatory CSR in India. The culture 
of philanthropy and charity has existed in India for thousands of years. It is believed that giving 
is of great spiritual and social merit. In this sense, the corporation is not only an instrument to 
make profits, but also a giver to take care of society. 
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Similar to India, Chinese CSR is also culture-based. Both India and China have their own 
understandings on CSR. Due to the difference of culture, China’s CSR rules could be different 
from those in India to some extent. 
Legislation on CSR in India is much more established than in China. Chinese corporate law 
does not have prescriptive rules, but only indicates that all companies should undertake social 
responsibility. India is an excellent case to observe the effects of mandatory CSR and specific 
recommendations for the development of Chinese CSR. 
7.3 Recommendations for the Development of CSR in China 
The first recommendation is to establish the principle for CSR guidelines, regulations, and 
legislation in China that are consistent with the realities of China. This is also one of the main 
ideas of this thesis. This thesis, for example, looks into cultural and political factors of Chinese 
CSR. China should avoid direct transplantation of CSR and fully consider the cultural and 
political aspects. 
Based on this idea, the thesis proposes that Chinese CSR includes at least three spheres: 
responsibility to the environment and sustainable development, responsibility to the country, 
and responsibility to other stakeholders. In this light, Chinese companies should be responsible 
to the environment, the country, the government, local community, and other stakeholders 
including but not limited to customers, employees, suppliers, business partners, and creditors.  
Moreover, the CSR of SOEs and private companies should be distinguished. SOEs should bear 
more social responsibility than private companies do in general. Also, SOEs need to bear extra 
social responsibility including the following five points: (1) safeguard the socialist economic 
foundation; (2) preserve and increase the value of state-owned capital; (3) advance the overall 
scientific research capability and competitiveness of the country; (4) improve income 
distribution and have more people enjoying the fruits of social development; and (5) let humans 
and the environment develop harmoniously and eventually contribute to all-round development 
of human beings. Furthermore, there is not a system to measure how much SOEs can sustain 
CSR based on the aforesaid five points. Thus, a system or methods to measure the performance 
are needed. 
In terms of legislation, Chinese legislation on CSR needs to be improved. The Company Law 
should include more implementable rules for CSR. The current Company Law gives companies 
full discretion to decide how to conduct CSR. China could learn from India’s mandatory model 
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from at least four aspects: (1) compulsory reporting; (2) a list of CSR activities as a reference; 
(3) penalty; (4) department and policy specialised in CSR, such as CSR Committee and CSR 
Policy, as a necessary part of a company; and (5) a system to measure a company’s performance 
of CSR. China does not necessarily copy India’s approach, but established its own CSR rules 
according to the many aspects of Chinese society.  
7.4 Limitation of the Thesis and Future Research 
Firstly, from a methodological perspective, this research lacks the support of abundant 
empirical evidence. It remains unknown how deeply and widely CSR, in the Chinese traditional 
sense, exists in China. This thesis also lacks the capability to quantify the impact of cultural 
and political factors on the development of CSR. There are empirical studies on Chinese CSR 
from a cultural perspective.1011  However, they do not illustrate an ideal understanding on 
Chinese culture and over-simplifies the connection between Chinese culture and CSR. These 
studies are not able to examine the findings and conclusions of this thesis. Therefore, further 
research requires empirical studies to examine the findings and conclusions of this thesis. 
Moreover, when it comes to the effects of mandatory CSR legislation, empirical study is also 
insufficient. Given China does not have implementable laws to mandate CSR, there is no 
empirical study to reveal the effects of mandatory CSR. However, as a comparison, there is not 
enough empirical evidence to reveal the effects of the ‘comply-or-explain’ model in India. For 
example, in the research of Gopalan and Kamanaath, the sample, 50 companies, is relatively 
small compared with over six thousand companies that are subjected to the ‘comply-or-explain’ 
model. Therefore, more empirical study about the effects of mandatory CSR is needed in both 
China and India.  
Secondly, this research only looks into two aspects of Chinese CSR, which is not enough to 
reveal the full picture of CSR in China. According to the literature review in Chapter 2, 
academia confirms that Chinese CSR is driven by at least five factors: global supply chain, the 
pressure of societal unrest, CSR theories from the Western world, socialism with Chinese 
characteristics, and the historical foundation. This thesis provides an insight into cultural and 
political factors. The other three factors need to be studied in future research. 
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Thirdly, the study on Indian CSR is limited by a language barrier. The author is unable to access 
to the materials in the Indian local language. Especially in the analysis of Indian traditional 
culture, the author prominently relies on secondary materials in English. The lack of access to 
the materials in Indian languages increases the likelihood of misinterpretation of Indian culture. 
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